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Will Argentina Take
The LaRouche Option?
by Cynthia R. Rush

Argentina’s Presidential elections are less than a month away, declared a debt moratorium during his one-week Presidency
at the end 2001, is the most nationalist sounding of the candi-set for April 27; and as citizens of that nation observe the

choices before them, there is, on the surface, little cause for dates, speaking about emulating Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s
New Deal—he is reportedly reading a biography of FDR—hope. No candidate among the several running, offers a way

out of the economic devastation still afflicting this once pros- and launching a massive program of infrastructure building,
including high-speed rail, to create jobs. But these laudableperous nation, the International Monetary Fund’s claims of

“an incipient economic recovery” notwithstanding. objectivesare commingledwithother austerity-basedpropos-
als premisedon the continuedexistence of thebankrupt globalThe environment is rife with cynicism and demoraliza-

tion, in which no candidate enjoys more than 20% backing in monetary system.
Santa Cruz Gov. Ne´stor Kirchner has only emerged asthe polls—there is a universal public loathing of politicians—

and many people are more obsessed with “my money” still Menem’s chief rival because President Eduardo Duhalde has
muscled the Peronist party into line behind him, as part of hispartially frozen in the banks, than with the fate of their nation.
bitter factional battle against Menem. He is otherwise viewed
as a weak candidate.Learn To ‘Live With’ Poison?

EIR’s Buenos Aires bureau reports there is even “fearful”
acceptance of the possibility that former President Carlos Me-A Missed Opportunity

How did things get to this point?nem—the very same man, who as President imposed free-
market policies in the 1990s that led Argentina into its col- In December 2001, shortly after Rodrı´guez Saa´ an-

nounced that Argentina would suspend its foreign debt pay-lapse into the abyss—could become President once again.
This, despite the fact that Menem is hated, and is unabashedly ments, Lyndon LaRouche wrote in a statement “What Argen-

tina Must Do Now,” that the country had a unique opportunitypeddling the same criminal Anglo-American financial and
strategic policies that characterized his 1989-99 terms in of- available to it. Were it to recognize that its crisis was “merely

a symptom of the current state of the global financial system,”fice. Dollarization and “carnal relations” with London and
Wall Street are at the center of his program, without which, it would see that, by breaking with the IMF system, it had

“the means to set in motion a process which will acceleratehe warns, the country will become “ungovernable.”
What about Menem’s opponents? The ARI party’s Elisa the true state of the bankruptcy of its foreign creditors.”

LaRouche outlined a series of measures by which the countryCarrióonce had the guts to mention U.S. Democratic Presi-
dential pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche on the floor of Ar- could achieve this goal, immediately ruling out dollarization

ordevaluation, whichhesaidwould be“horriblydestructive.”gentina’s Congress, and for a time was a frontrunner in the
polls. But she has now toned down her anti-IMF rhetoric, Rather, LaRouche said, the government should impose

capital and currency controls, decouple the peso from the U.S.apparently following the lead of some in Brazil’s ruling
Workers Party, who have advised President Lula da Silva to dollar—i.e., make itinconvertible—freeze all foreign debt

obligations, and set up a system of national banking and diri-“live with” the IMF.
Adolfo Rodrı́guez Saa´, famous for having courageously gist measures to restart industry, along the lines of what
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt had done in the United States, and hamed Alı́ Seineldı́n and LaRouche’s co-thinkers, has
emerged as the Guadalajara Forum, the alliance of patriotswhat economist Wilhelm Lautenbach proposed in Germany

early in the 1930s. from across Ibero-America who are fighting for LaRouche’s
New Bretton Woods and Eurasian Land–Bridge proposals.Argentina didn’ t find the courage to act as LaRouche rec-

ommended. Instead, it stuck with the IMF system, devalued Within the Forum are the seeds of Ibero-America’s real inte-
gration.the peso, and embarked on a tortuous year-long negotiation

with the Fund, while its economy disintegrated. The world Carrasco explained that while Brazilian President Lula’s
insistence on continuing with IMF policy could lead to hiswatched as Argentine children starved to death, and as unem-

ployed skilled workers fell into poverty, reduced with their eventual ouster, just as occurred with Argentine President
Fernando de la Rúa in December 2001, the more independentfamilies to prowling the streets at night, rummaging through

garbage heaps in search of food or items to sell for cash. foreign policy pursued by Brazil’s Foreign Ministry (Itamar-
aty) holds the potential for moving Brazil in a positive direc-Almost 60% of the population is officially poor, in what was

once Ibero-America’s wealthiest country. tion. Not only has the Lula government allied with the emerg-
ing Eurasian axis of countries, joined by France and Germany,The agreement President Eduardo Duhalde’s government

signed with the IMF in January provides no way for this ruined around the Iraq crisis, but Foreign Minister Celso Amorim,
as well as Lula, see a strategic alliance with Argentina as anation to emerge from its nightmarish existence—nor was it

intended to. It is a short-term program, whose only purpose is crucial component of this more positive policy outlook.
But, Carrasco added, in Argentina, as elsewhere in Ibero-to get the country through the Presidential elections, without

defaulting to multilateral lending agencies. Yet it may not America, nothing will happen without organizing the same
kind of youth movement that LaRouche has created in theeven do that.

Although Argentina is shut out of the foreign credit mar- United States. Forum members, as well as other supporters
and contacts, willingly accepted this challenge. Work begankets, over the past months the government has been forced to

increase its public debt, to comply with court rulings against on the scene in Neuquén, when at the invitation of the Student
Council of the radical leftist-dominated University of Com-earlier austerity measures which reduced state pensions and

wages, or to compensate banks also forced by the courts to ahue, Carrasco spent an afternoon in lively debate with 20
students, and then met with several other youths in Buenosreturn deposits frozen by the government in January 2002.

Worse, the March 5 Supreme Court ruling which over- Aires already members of the Guadalajara Forum.
turned the forced “pesification” of dollar deposits that ac-
companied the deposit freeze, threatens to bring down the Media Fear ‘FDR’ Campaign

On March 21, the establishment daily La Nación pub-precarious banking system. It places the government in the
untenable position of having to issue even more debt, to cover lished an opinion column ranting against those candidates

who say an FDR-style “New Deal” is necessary for Argentina.the cost to banks of having to pay back clients in dollars. The
daily Cları́n’s respected economics editor, Daniel Muchnik, Why, such a policy is “not even applicable to Argentina,”

the column shrieked. Candidates who espouse this are justestimates that the official public debt will have increased from
$140 billion in January 2003, to $170 billion by the end of improvising, and don’ t know what they’ re talking about, it

concluded.the year. Foreign debt now represents an incredible 150%
of GDP, requiring an allocation of one-third of the national Improvisation? La Nación’s anxiety, like that of London

and Wall Street, has less to do with FDR’s New Deal of thebudget just to pay the interest on that debt.
Thus the next President, scheduled to take office on May 1930s, than with an Argentine-Brazilian alliance moving in

the direction of a complete rupture with the IMF system.25, would have to immediately try to find more ways to extract
loot from an impoverished population and exhausted physical Given the extraordinary speed with which the global situation

is changing, the Guadalajara Forum’s organizing in botheconomy, requiring imposition of a primary budget surplus
of between 4% and 5% of GDP—a political impossibility. countries around LaRouche’s programmatic solutions, and

the hope they inspire, is the crucial factor fueling this anxiety.
Does Argentina Have a Future?

Despite this bleak picture, in the quickly shifting current
global financial and strategic crisis, Argentina can still take WEEKLY INTERNET
advantage of the opportunity LaRouche identified in 2001. AUDIO TALK SHOW

This option was outlined in a March 19-20 trip to Buenos
Aires and the Patagonian city of Neuquén, by Lorenzo Car- The LaRouche Show
rasco, EIR’s correspondent in Brazil and leader of

EVERY SATURDAYLaRouche’s Ibero-American Solidarity Movement (MSIA).
In a number of public and private meetings in both cities, 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
Carrasco stressed that what began in the early 1990s as an http://www.larouchepub.com/radio
alliance between the backers of Malvinas War hero Col. Mo-
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reality that the airlines are all about to go under, has resulted
in proposals for some distress assistance to airlines.

On March 19, Rep. James Oberstar (D-Minn.) introduced
a bill for Federal aid to the airlines, to offset losses causedAirlines Seek Federal
by the Iraq war, “The Aviation Industry Stabilization Act of
2003,” co-sponsored by Reps. Peter DeFazio (D-Ore.) andHelp To Survive War
William Lipinski (D-Ill.). The bill would authorize the De-
partment of Transportation to 1) reimburse an airline for anyby Anita Gallagher
financial losses caused by the war; 2) reimburse all airlines
for the $312 million cockpit-door hardening required by the

The chicken-hawks behind the Iraq war can count among Transportation Security Administration; 3) extend war-risk
insurance policies until 2007 at current rates; 4) reopen thetheir “Week One” victims, the U.S. airlines and their employ-

ees, who took a 10% cut in air traffic and 10,000 layoffs in Federal Loan Guarantee program for fuel purchases, if the
cost of fuel exceeds the average cost by more than 50%; andthe week ending March 23, according to the Air Transport As-

sociation. 5) require the Energy Secretary to pump at least 500,000
barrels per day from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve if there“The airline industry is in a seriously weakened state, and

now is beginning to buckle from the non-market blow being are price spikes 50% above the average fuel price; and other
measures.dealt by the war,” ATA President James May told a press

conference on March 26. “But the war in Iraq, combined with On March 26, theWashington Post reported that the
Bush Administration was working with Congress to adddomestic terrorismthreats thatkeep thenationatCodeOrange

high alert, are non-market forces putting extraordinary nega- some emergency financial relief for the airlines to the $75
billion supplemental appropriation for funding the Iraq war.tive pressure on demand.”

The 10% decline in air traffic for the first week of the war But thePost quoted an unnamed White House official as
saying that the Administration would “not be in a positionwas led by a 25% drop in Atlantic travel, and a 13% drop in

Pacific travel—the long routes on which the airlines make to make any fundamental difference through governmental
largess, and we don’t want to get in the way of the processhigher profits. Advance bookings for the next 60-90 days

suggest a virtual collapse: As of March 26, domestic bookings going on”—which is the bankruptcy and liquidation of the
air-transport infrastructure essential to linking the U.S. econ-aredown more than 20%;Atlantic,by more than 40%;Pacific,

by 30%; and Ibero-American travel, by 15%. The ATA pre- omy together.
Just as had happened in the 1991 Gulf War, on Marchdicted in its March 11 Report, “Airlines in Crisis: The Perfect

Economic Storm,” a loss of an additional $4 billion in 2003 21, two days after the Iraq invasion started, a major carrier,
Hawaiian Airlines, declared bankruptcy. Seven carriers wentover the $6.7 billion already projected, and layoffs of an addi-

tional 70,000 workers because of the Iraq war, as well as bankrupt in 1991; four were liquidated.
United Airlines, the world’s second-largest, has not yetairline bankruptcies, and even nationalization of the airlines

as a possible result. worked out givebacks with its unions, leading to talk of its
liquidation. War-related furloughs have put flight attendants
with 33 years seniority experience into “reserve” status. OnThe LaRouche Alternative

The airlines’ disaster could have been averted, if Lyndon March 24, United announced it would close its most modern
maintenance facility in Indianapolis, and place 500 mechan-LaRouche, a candidate for the Democratic Presidential nomi-

nation, had been listened to. In August 2002, LaRouche ics on “authorized no pay” immediately. Boeing 737s and
757s scheduled for major maintenance there, were taken outsaid: “The only thing that works, is a general bankruptcy

and reorganization of the airlines, on a regulated basis.” of service instead. The International Association of Machin-
ists District 141-M, has filed for an injunction against theLaRouche’s bankruptcy proposal has nothing in common

with Wall Street asset-stripping; the idea is to save the shutdown of the facility, claiming United is using the war to
shift work to non-union facilities.physical infrastructure of the air transportation system, and

the skilled labor force that maintains it. Instead of admitting American Airlines, the world’s largest, near bankruptcy,
is desperately seeking $1.8 billion per year in givebacks. U.S.that the financial bubble has burst, the Cheney-Wolfowitz

imperial war faction, with its Democratic co-thinkers, like Airways, already in bankruptcy, must emerge with a new
pension plan by March 31, or lose its ability to clear creditthe Democratic Leadership Council’s Sen. Joe Lieberman

(D-Conn.), have proposed a rolling, imperial war, which cards.
Ironically, themuch-contestedhalf-measuresbeforeCon-merely begins with Iraq.

Although the bankrupt leadership of the Democrats and gress, will buy the airlines a few weeks of survival at most.
LaRouche must be brought in by Congress, to present hisRepublicans have refused to face the financial collapse, or

stand up to the increasingly vulnerable imperial crazies, the emergency measures to save the airlines.
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by the other Allied powers, and who could then import indus-
trial goods from Germany.

But the fact that German prominents today, would prefer
not to discuss openly expanded cooperation with Russia, inA Eurasian Perspective
order to avoid being called “traitors to the West,” does not
mean that there is no discussion behind the scenes. And, no-For Germany’s Economy
body really knows what Schro¨der and Russia’s President Vla-
dimir Putin discuss privately, because Putin speaks German,by Rainer Apel
and no translator is required.

Discussion of an economic foundation for the Franco-
Amidst the crisis provoked globally by the Anglo-American German-Russian alliance against the Iraq war has begun in

France and Russia, and has entered the German media. Thewar against Iraq, German policymakers are discussing—pri-
vately and not-so-privately—the need for expanded Eur- March 17 issue ofDer Spiegel, one of Germany’s leading

weeklies, contained an interview with the French historianasian cooperation.
When Chancellor Gerhard Schro¨der delivered his special Emmanuel Todd, who said that a war against Iraq would be

the beginning of the decline of the United States, which isaddress to the Bundestag (parliament) on March 14, he fell
far short of defining an economic perspective outside of the too overextended, in military and economic terms, to be a

lasting empire.current bankrupt system, and he presented a catalogue of bud-
get cuts in social welfare, public health, and job creation. “Bush’s brutality in foreign policy terms has worked as a

massive incentive for the Franco-German couple,” Todd said.But he also confirmed that an initiative is under way at the
European Union, to review the EU’s Maastricht criteria, “A new world political pole is emerging here, which already

is showing enough dynamic to also attract Russia.” Ever sincewhich force member-nations into a straitjacket of free-market
austerity. He added, that the bad economic situation requires the Cold War ended, the emergence of this “natural and nor-

mal” alliance among France, Germany, and Russia has beenextra investments by the state to create incentives—which
rules out strict budget balancing, as required under the Maas- latent, and now it is taking shape, Todd said.

In economic potentials, Todd said, the new Eurasian bloctricht Treaty.
Schröder also presented a special program of loans, in has clear advantages over the United States, which suffers

from “creeping deindustrialization. European industrial out-the range of 15 billion euros, through the Kreditanstalt fu¨r
Wiederaufbau (Reconstruction Finance Agency). These put is surpassing that of the U.S.A. by far, even in top techno-

logies.” And, the United States has grown totally dependentwould be longer-term loans, with longer grace periods, and
interest rates belowmarket average, for municipal reconstruc- on the unabated inflow of foreign capital, with an unprece-

dented trade deficit of nearly $500 billion. “But this cannottion, with a special emphasis on incentives forMittelstand
(small and medium-sized) firms in the construction sector. last forever. Soon, also this bubble will explode.”

On March 16, the Sunday mass tabloidWelt am SonntagInsufficient as it is, the Kreditanstalt project is a step in the
right direction. Once everybody recognizes that this approach ran an interview with DmitriRogozin, chairman of the foreign

affairs commission of the Russian parliament, the Stateworks, as opposed to the rigid budget-balancing that doesn’t,
the program could be expanded. This apparently is what some Duma. Rogozin spoke of a “new quality of cooperation

among France, Germany, and Russia.” He said that this goespeople around the Chancellor have in mind.
far beyond the acute Iraq issue, and is based on a very solid
foundation—which also appeals to other interested powers:Alliance With France, Russia, China

What was missing in Schro¨der’s address, was the idea that “With a common industrial policy, space research, and secu-
rity policy, for example in case of regional conflicts, Ger-if Germany stayed committed to its firm alliance with France,

Russia, and China against the war, this alliance should also many, France, and Russia are turning into a new attractive
center for other states.”be broadened in economic terms. In Germany, people are

usually extremely cautious in talking about such perspectives, “Russia’s resources are securing the independence of ev-
ery ally,” Rogozin added. “Even if the Americans dominatebecause they want to avoid coming under attack from the

Anglo-American monetarists for trying another “Rapallo” everything in the Gulf, there is no danger for Germany and
France, as long as they cooperate with Russia. And Russiapolicy. The Rapallo Treaty of 1922, which was negotiated

and signed without, and thereby against, the consent of the has decided for Germany and France. On this basis of mutual
interests, the Eurasian Union is emerging as a new super-most of the Allied victors and their war-reparations policy,

expanded German economic cooperation with Soviet Russia power, which the other superpower has to take into account.
This Eurasian Union has a lasting character, and with its giant(the former wartime enemies), free of reparations or other

aggravations resulting from World War I. The treaty was also export markets, therefore has a bigger future than the Euro-
pean Union.”to the benefit of the Soviets, who were subject to an embargo
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Conference To Stop War With
Eurasian Development Strategy
by Nancy Spannaus and Gabriele Liebig

“This is thefirst international conferencesince the warstarted, ously, and joined participants from the other nations present at
the event’s conclusion in signing the Conference Declaration,which is clearly taking a stand against this unjust war,” said

Iraqi journalist Dr. Mustafa Ali ofAl-Arab newspaper, in “This War Must Be Stopped.”
In addition, Britain’s anti-war parliamentary leader anda plenary discussion. He was describing the March 21-23

conference of the Schiller Institute, “How To Reconstruct “Father of the House of Commons,” Tam Dalyell, sent a mes-
sage which said, “I applaud Lyndon LaRouche’s caring anda Bankrupt World,” held in Bad Schwalbach, Germany. It

brought together nearly 600 people from 45 nations—includ- serious approach toward Iraq. I wish you success for your
conference. . . . What needs to be done, when the fightinging 120 LaRouche Youth Movement activists from across

Europe—to confront the disaster of imperial “perpetual war,” ends, is to look at the legal position, in international law, of
those who launched this atrocity, which includes the Britishwith a grand design for Eurasian Land-Bridge economic de-

velopment. The strategy was put out for worldwide circula- Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary.”
tion as “The Bad Schwalbach Declaration” (see page 10).

Keynoting the conference on the day after the U.S. strikesThe Eurasian Land-Bridge
Helga Zepp-LaRouche, founder of the Schiller Institutebegan, Lyndon LaRouche condemned the war as the begin-

ning of aworld war. “If you don’t stop it, there is no ‘after’ and a famous campaigner for the New Silk Road/Eurasian
Land-Bridge, keynoted the next conference panel, which wasIraq war,” LaRouche said. “Because you will be going into

another war, under an administration which is totally commit- devoted to the concept of the Eurasian Land-Bridge as the
answer to the strategic crisis. Mrs. LaRouche elaborated onted to a worldwide fascist imperialism. Therefore, we must

stop it.” LaRouche’s keynote is below on page 11; he chal- the parallels between the current plunge toward world war,
and the buildup for the First World War, and called for alenged his audience to give up those public opinions, and

policy axioms, which permitted world leaders to start this Eurasian Union based on policies such as the Marshall Plan,
or FDR’s New Deal.war—and to mobilize for a worldwide economic recovery

program which could lead to world peace. This program has Speakers from the Eurasian lands of Russia, China, India,
South Korea, Finland, and Poland followed up Mrs.been developed over years by the LaRouche movement, in

the form of the Eurasian Land-Bridge and an FDR-style New LaRouche’s presentation.
Russian Academician Professor Myasnikov, a prominentBretton Woods.

As if to show how feasible LaRouche’s call was, sitting proponent of the Land-Bridge for years, spoke on “The Strate-
gic Triangle of Russia-China-India,” reviewing the historynext to him on the podium were representatives from the three

nations of the Eurasian Strategic Triangle: Russia, China, and of Russia’s shift toward collaboration with China and other
Eurasian nations, especially in the wake of Sept. 11, 2001. HeIndia. All three came to the microphone after LaRouche’s

speech to thank him and promise their support. Chandrajit presented the plans for Russian-Chinese collaboration on the
development of Western China, the East-West and North-Yadav from India, a Minister in Indira Gandhi’s government;

Dr. Bi Jiyao from the Chinese State Development Planning South international transport corridors, construction of pipe-
lines for downstream transport of hydrocarbon resourcesCommission; and Dr. Vladimir Myasnikov from the Far East

Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, all spoke vigor- from Russia to China, and the Eurasian Transcontinental Eco-
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nomic Bridge, as the direct counter to the Anglo-American
empire doctrine.

Myasnikov was followed by Dr. Bi Jiyao, of China’s
Academy of Macro-Economic Research, on the theme “Pros-
pects for Economic Development and New Measures in
Opening Up.” He presented a fascinating challenge of think-
ing what it means to develop an economy for a nation of 1.3
billion people. Dr. Bi stressed that China is conceptualizing
how to maintain its recent high growth rate of 7-8% a year
over a 20-year period, in order to quadruple its GDP by the
year 2020. Loud applause arose when he welcomed the
strengthening of economic relations between China and Ger-
many, as demonstrated with the successful completion of the
Shanghai Maglev train.

Former Indian minister Chandrajit Yadav gave a rousing
speech, the central theme of which was that this great crisis
is now also an opportunity. He presented a moving picture
of the ideas of Mahatma Gandhi, especially as he put his
philosophy to work winning young people to the fight against
British imperialism. He spent much of his speech elaborating
the painful problems facing mankind: poverty, AIDS, illiter-
acy, the outrage of spending tens of billions on war in the
face of such suffering. He concluded by addressing the youth
organizers present: “ If we have to make sacrifices for freedom
and independence, remember that youth in previous eras gave

The “New Silk Road”—LaRouche’s Eurasian Land-Bridge
their lives and blood for these. . . . I call upon youth here to concept—was used by young conference attendees to teach crowds
make a pledge, that we are the soldiers of a new world.” Yadav on streetcorners, this one in Frankfurt, the way to halt the war.
received a standing ovation. The Bad Schwalbach conference gathered representatives from all

the countries which can become a new “Eurasian Union.”Next to speak were two representatives from South Korea,
Ambassador Kim Sang-woo, Secretary General of the East
Asian Common Space Secretariat, and Dr. Chin Hyung-in, research on the job creation plans developed by Dr. Wilhelm

Lautenbach, showing that his program—which was rejectedfrom the Korean Maritime Institute. Dr. Chin elaborated on
the “ Iron Silk Road” proposal from the South Korean govern- in the months leading up to Hitler’s coming into power—was

directly parallel to that of FDR’s New Deal.ment, while Ambassador Kim addressed the political crisis
with the North, which, he argued, had been created to destroy Speakers from Russia and Cyprus addressed the question

of education in their speeches. Dr. Nina Gromyko of thethe development policy.
Markku Heiskanen from the Nordic Institute of Asia Stud- Moscow Academy for the Development of Culture and Edu-

cation spoke about her work in developing an educationalies, and chairman of the Finland North East Asia Trade Asso-
ciation, then presented his group’s proposal for a Northern method based upon the “Paradox-principle.” Dr. Areti

Demonsthenous of the Institute of Historical Research forbranch of the Eurasian Land-Bridge. Dr. Zbigniew Kwiczak,
the former Minister of the Polish Embassy in Moscow, out- Peace in Nikosia, Cyprus, approached the question from the

standpoint of the dialogue of cultures.lined his vision for Poland’s central role in the infrastructural
development of Europe, in the context of the Land-Bridge. But the highpoint of excitement on the question of culture

came with the final panel, entitled “The Second American
Revolution.” This featured six young people from Germany,Development and Education

The discussion continued, into the next session of the France, and the United States, all under the age of 30, who
presented the method of thinking being used in the Unitedconference, on the principles of the New Bretton Woods and

a development perspective. Dr. Eneas Ndinkabandi from States, within the LaRouche Youth Movement, to build a new
Renaissance, and to put Lyndon LaRouche into the Presi-Rwanda and Nigerian economist Prof. Sam Aluko spoke from

the African viewpoint, with Dr. Aluko, in particular, outlining dency. While the topics ranged from Jeanne d’Arc, to Gauss’s
Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, to economics, the subjectthe dramatic change required away from the IMF system, in

order to save Africa. was clearly beyond the particulars: developing a youth move-
ment unlike any other, which has the competence to create aThe Italian economist Dr. Nino Galloni also spoke about

Africa, and the water projects required there. future, and worldwide, continuous Renaissance.
The conference was followed by a youth cadre school,Hartmut Cramer of the Schiller Institute presented new
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which involved about 60 of the young people, many of whom Youth Movement has been launched on the European conti-
nent, with a perspective for snatching victory for mankind,proceeded to go to the German capital, Berlin, for a “week of

action” in the aftermath. As in the United States, in the Fall out of the jaws of a war process which currently threatens its
very existence.of 2002, it can now definitively be said that the LaRouche

Bad Schwalbach Declaration

‘This War Must Be Stopped’
The following emergency declaration was passed on March mass unemployment. The Eurasian Land-Bridge is not lim-

ited to Europe and Asia, but is designed to extend through the23, 2003 by the participants in the International Conference
of the Schiller Institute in Bad Schwalbach, Germany, coming Middle East into Africa, and across the Bering Straits to the

Americas. In this way, we commit ourselves to repudiatingfrom 45 countries: Argentina, Austria, Belarus, Belgium,
Cameroon, Canada, China, Congo, Croatia, Cyprus, Den- once and for all the central banking, free trade, colonial-

imperial order which leads to destruction and war.mark, Egypt, Eritrea, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany,
Great Britain, Hungary, India, Iraq, Iran, Italy, Korea, Ku- 4. In order to stop this “Clash of Civilizations,” leaders of

nations from around the world must act to bring about await, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Peru,
Poland, Russia, Rwanda, Slovakia, Sudan, Sweden, Switzer- change of policy in the United States of America. One lever

for doing this is the U.S. Presidential election campaign; andland, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, Ukraine, United States, Vene-
zuela, Zimbabwe. here, above all, the candidacy of Lyndon LaRouche. A pre-

candidate for the Democratic Presidential nomination, Lyn-1. Not only must the ongoing war of aggression against
Iraq be condemned as completely illegal, and as an assault don LaRouche is devoting all his energy to bringing the

United States into this process of peaceful world reconstruc-against international law—it must be stopped! It must be
stopped because it opens up an era of anarchy and of return tion. This process spearheaded by Lyndon LaRouche—and

not imperial war—is the true interest of America.to the rule of “Faustrecht” (right of the strongest); but this
time, under conditions of the killing-power of modern weap- 5. We can only succeed in achieving peace and building

a better world, if we consciously create a new Renaissance.onry, or even nuclear weapons. As Iraq is only the first target
of such illegal imperial pre-emptive wars, this unfolding The best way to do this is through a dialogue of civilizations

among all nations participating in the great Eurasian Land-“Clash of Civilizations” has to be brought to a halt, now!
2. We are presently experiencing the end phase of a sys- Bridge development project. This dialogue should focus on

the universal image of Man as a cognitive being uniquelytemic collapse, financial and other, in which the post-war
institutions, for example, the IMF, NATO, and the European endowed with the gift of creative reason, which constitutes,

therefore, the very basis for the notion of human dignity.Union, are breaking apart. Therefore, let us create new institu-
tions, which better serve the interests of the peoples and the 6. The crisis in the United Nations Security Council over

the Iraq war has revealed the need to enhance the currentlynations of the world.
Specificaly, all those governments in the United Nations inadequate concept of international law, by grounding it more

deeply and rigorously in the concept of natural law. The rela-which have spoken out against the Iraq war, should come
together now, and call for an emergency conference, to ur- tions among nations, as among individuals, must be in har-

mony with the laws of universal Creation.gently reorganize the global financial system according to the
guidelines for a “New Bretton Woods,” laid out by Lyndon 7. Mankind has probably never been in such an existential

crisis as this. Every human being is called upon to grow mor-LaRouche.
3. The “Eurasian Union” that has emerged as an ad hoc ally, in order to take responsibilty for the outcome of this

historical moment. Ordinary men and women are called uponalliance against the Anglo-American unilateral war, should
proceed to implement the needed alternative: The Eurasian to take leadership. In an extraordinary moment like this, one

cannot transfer the responsibility to existing institutions,Land-Bridge infrastructure program must become the loco-
motive for world development. Based on the principles of which either contributed to the current tragedy, or did not

prevent it. All people of good will, but especially the youthphysical economy, these long-term infrastructure projects of
some 25 years, financed by state credit generated by sovereign of the world, must produce the leadership necessary to guide

the world to safety.nation-state governments, can overcome the depression and
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Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

Physical Geometry as Strategy
This is the keynote presentation to the March 21-23 confer- They adopted the habit of crawling, throughout the late

1940s and 1950s. They crawled. They degraded themselves.ence of the Schiller Institute, “How To Reconstruct a Bank-
rupt World,” in Bad Schwalbach, Germany. LaRouche’s pre- They taught their children to be careful, to learn how to adapt

in life, to learn how to degrade themselves. And then, theysentation was given on March 21.
got through, because Truman was replaced by Eisenhower.
And that was important. That was a gain. Truman was a veryThere is a combination of farce and tragedy in progress in

Washington, D.C. It’s a kindof Shakespearean farce, in which evil man. He was a stupid little man—but an evil one. And
the reason we got rid of him, was to save the country fromthe President is playing the role of King Lear, and the Vice

President that of Lady Macbeth. But this is a very serious what he represented. And because Eisenhower had been a
general, who represented the American military tradition, andmatter. Sometimes fools will do what others will not do, and

sometimes, he who wishes to have a great crime committed, since the followers of Churchill and of Truman represented a
new tradition, an evil one, Eisenhower was a period of stabil-finds a fool to do it, because he won’t shrink from it, because

he doesn’t know any better. Like this poor President, who ity, and regroupment, for the American people.
At the moment he died—or got out of office, rather—Hellsincerely does not know what he’s doing. Has no idea what

the reality is, in which he’s operating. broke loose. We had the Bayof Pigs, the Cuban Missile Crisis,
the assassination of President Kennedy, which was part of theWhat we have to understand is that, in this tragedy, as in

all Classical tragedies, in all true tragedies in history, the pattern: He was not killed by Oswald; he was killed by a
special operation, inside our country, called the Special War-root of disaster is not leaders of the people. It is not leading

institutions. It is the people themselves, who bring disaster fare section, which does these kinds of things. Then we were
plunged into the Vietnam War, under Johnson. Johnson wasupon themselves, by selecting leaders, or by supporting lead-

ers, who are the agents of that disaster. That’s what the Greek not responsible. It was done as part of a process. And from
that time on, we were headed toward Hell. Not immediately,tragedy teaches. That’s what Shakespeare teaches. That’s

what Schiller teaches. That’s truth. but down the road. We were headed to degeneration: degener-
ation represented by the Vietnam War; degeneration repre-Therefore, when we come to a time of crisis, the people

must, first of all, examine themselves, and when studying the sented by the rock-drug-sex counterculture, which corrupted
much of the youth, entering university level, at that time.misleaders, they must look inside themselves, and find the

error by which they become complicit in the evil work done They’ve not recovered from that effect.
by those leaders.

What is happening to us today, in the world, came as noWe Became Corrupt
We were transformed step by step, from the most produc-surprise to me. I’ve been aware of this, more or less clearly,

for more than 40 years. I saw the things that happened, in tive society on the planet, the greatest rate of productivity per
capita, in the world! We were transformed into a parasiticalparticular, at the end of the war. I was a soldier in the war. I

saw the transformation of those with whom I served, in the consumer society, living by our power to extract concessions
from other parts of the world. We looted the world, to feedimmediate period following the war. I saw the Truman era,

which was an era of evil, succeeding a heroic era, that of ourselves, and said we were better off, because we had gone
to a consumer society. We destroyed the instinct for honestFranklin Roosevelt. I saw among those who had shown the

courage of soldiers in war, that when they returned to their work in our people, into an instinct for getting money, even
living on credit cards, rather than earning money. You hadhomes, in the United States, very soon, within a year or two,

they capitulated to fears. They capitulated to the pressure of debt crush you. We became corrupt. Our culture became cor-
rupt. Our entertainment became rotten. Our economic prac-their wives. They capitulated to their own fears, the fear that,

if they said the wrong thing, if they didn’t say what was ex- tices, rotten. Universities today are barely recognizable as
institutions of learning. In our schools, we don’t educate peo-pected of them, in the period of the so-called U.S.-Soviet

conflict, that they would becrushed. They would lose employ- ple any more—rarely. We rehearse them, to pass multiple-
choice questionnaires, prepared questionnaires. We score thement. Their families would suffer. They wouldn’t realize the

goals of raising a family. And so they crawled. And about answers to those questionaires, by computer. The students
know nothing. They have learned to pass the questionnaire.90% or more of them, who returned as soldiers,crawled.
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Lyndon LaRouche told the
conference: “This war is not
inevitable. Its continuation is not
inevitable. We must stop it. Those
who say, let’s accept an inevitable
war, and try to clean up afterward,
are fools. There is no afterwards.
There’s only a continuing war.”

And the students are not rewarded for passing the question- or a year ago. He’s a captive of the same people who are
controlling George Bush today. George Bush is a man of nonaire. The students’ institutions are rewarded, relatively. The

state is rewarded. Officials are rewarded, for this corruption. competence, whose understanding of geography is less than
limited. And who has problems, honest problems.We have people coming out of the universities, who don’ t

know anything, but they’ve got degrees. They’ re profession- But we put a man into office, and the alternative we could
have put in the office, was equally incompetent. We put anally retarded.

We don’ t make things any more. We have benchmarking. incompetent into the top executive position of the U.S. gov-
ernment, at a point the world was already plunging into theWe fired the engineers, who were the experimental engineers,

and replaced them by engineers who run computers. They go worst crisis in modern history. “He’s going to make the deci-
sions.” Of course he’s not going to make the decisions. He’sinto their computer schemes, and they pull out formulas, from

the computer. They paste these formulas together, and they a puppet. A puppet full of emotions, and loose strings, which
are pulled to make him do what they wish him to do. Now,tell you, that’s an automobile—which turns over fine at over

45 miles an hour. It may kill you. I’m going to make this clear.
But I also try to make clear, in discussing tragedy, that aWe produce things that don’ t work. You go into the stores

in the United States, for example. We have mostly junk. Not time of tragedy is a time of a search for the sublime. When a
people discovers that it’s been behaving as a fool, for a longgoods of the type we’d be proud to own years ago. Junk.

Produced by virtual slave labor in various parts of the world. period of time, and that foolishness brings it to a point where
it is doomed, by its own foolishness, its own foolish opinions,That’s our condition. We’ve become morally decadent. And

because we allowed ourselves, to become morally decadent, its own foolish assumptions about what’s good, and what’s
wrong, at that time, the people face a great crisis. They face ain this and related ways, we are now being punished, by the

kind of leadership we have selected, to guide us into this maw great threat. And if a threat is bad enough, maybe they ask
themselves, what did we do wrong? As long as they blameof degradation.

So, we got George Bush. How we got him is rather inter- the leaders, they will not find the answer. When they blame
themselves, a cure is available. Because they have to find thatesting. Maybe his father could explain, or maybe the mother’s

responsible, I don’ t know. But we got him because it was in themselves, which led them to walk the road toward degra-
dation.decided that no person qualified for the office of President,

would be allowed to run, credibly, for that office, in the year This has always been the case in history. Mankind has
never really grown up. In all civilizations, great ventures have2000 elections. We had Al Gore, who’s more dangerous than

George Bush. He would have had us in war six months ago, been made in the creation of states. Some of these things are
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tion, the United States was predominantly in a process of
degeneration. Theodore Roosevelt was an heir, and an ideo-
logue, of the defeated Confederacy. And that’s what he repre-
sented: degeneracy. He would have been a fascist, if he’d had
a little longer time to complete his work. There was an interval
of Taft, of President Taft, an Ohio Republican, who was not
so bad, but then we had another fascist, Woodrow Wilson,
who was the person who founded, or re-founded, the Ku Klux
Klan in the United States, from the White House. That was the
President, the Ku Klux Klan President, in the White House.
Europe had some experience with this gentleman.

Then, we had Harding, who was a mixed bag. Then we
had Coolidge, who is not a mixed bag: He was evil. And we
had the apparatus which put Coolidge into power, controlled
the Hoover Administration, up to virtually the point that Roo-
sevelt was inaugurated in 1933.

So we had 32 years of degeneration of the United States,
and fortunately, at that time, a Franklin Roosevelt, whose
great-grandfather had been a collaborator of Alexander Ham-
ilton, who had called upon this side of his patriotic family
tradition as Governor of New York State, to lead the United
States out of Hell, by winning an election for the cause of the
common man, for the so-called “ forgotten man,” who had
been abused in these 32 years, under Teddy Roosevelt, Wil-
son, Coolidge, and Hoover. He turned the United States back
to itself, back to the principles upon which it was founded,
the principles of Abraham Lincoln, the principles of John

President Franklin D. Roosevelt “turned the United States back to Quincy Adams, and we renewed ourselves, as Lincoln had
itself, to the principles upon which it was founded, the principles of renewed us again with his Presidency.
Abraham Lincoln, the principles of John Quincy Adams.” These are examples of the sublime: Where leaders come

from within a nation, to lead it out of its own degradation, by
providing answers which the nation is willing to listen to at
that moment of crisis.memorable as achievements. But then they degenerated, in

the fashion that Solon writes in his letter, his poem that he We are now again in such a situation. Since the assassina-
tion of John F. Kennedy, who was committed to going backwrites toward the end of his life, in telling the Athenians how

they had degenerated, years after he had led them to freedom. to the Franklin Roosevelt tradition, the United States has gone
through a long process of degeneration, more deeply, in someThis is the history of mankind. Great ventures of nation-

hood come forth, and they degenerate. And the people like it. respects, than ever before in our national history, and thus we
were given two candidates for President—leading candidatesThey become accustomed to it. It becomes their way of life,

their opinion. And then a time of crisis comes. And the ques- for President, in the year 2000, who fit the desires of the
American people. Either by wish, or by negligence. And whattion is, can they discover their honor, can they discover truth,

and change the way they think, in order to change the way we’ re suffering today, in the United States, and around the
world, is the result of that choice, that negligence, by thethey behave.

And that’s how mankind has often renewed itself. Be- people of the United States themselves—and also, the people
in Europe.cause the sublime has come, the recognition not only that

what they’ve been doing is wrong, but that if they look for We see what happened recently, in the case of the German
Chancellor, and the French President. That the horror thatanswers, there may be available answers, there may be teach-

ers and leaders who will provide these answers, or these in- was being presented to them, the combination of a world
depression, and the threat of a general outbreak of warfare—structions, and thus nations have saved themselves.
global warfare, not just Iraq—horrified them, to the point that
the French, the German Chancellor, and the Russian Presi-The Case of Franklin Roosevelt

Typical is the case of Franklin Roosevelt. From 1901, dent, formed what became known as the so-called European
Triangle. Of resistance to what was coming out of the Unitedwhen the British and others assassinated President McKinley,

until 1932, when Roosevelt was elected, in the general elec- States. Resistance because they recognized, that this was not
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a war against Iraq, as the French Foreign Minister said in the
UN proceedings: This was a war against civilization! It was
an expression of an American policy, a U.S. policy, which
was a threat to civilization as a whole.

Now, let me just take it from there, and indicate how the
story goes from there.

On the 3rd of January 2001, on the eve of the inauguration
of President George Bush, I made a broadcast, by network,
broadcast by the video network, of an estimate, report, on
what would happen under an inaugurated President George
Bush. I pretty much forecast what has happened today. I did
not know of Sept. 11, 2001, but I forecast in a certain manner
of speaking. In the following way.

Go back to Germany 1928, 1933. We had in 1928 the
fall of the Mueller government, which was a reflection of
an onrushing global financial crisis, economic crisis, hitting
Germany especially hard—especially under foreign domina-
tion of the Versailles powers. No one solved the problem.
Nineteen-thirty-one: There was an understanding of what the
solution was, but it wasn’ t implemented. It came to 1932-33.
You had a Chancellor, von Schleicher, who under optimal
conditions, could have been an effective Chancellor to pre-
vent the war. Why? Because Franklin Roosevelt had been
elected in November 1932, in the same period, approxi-
mately, that von Schleicher was appointed Chancellor of Ger-
many. If von Schleicher had not been overthrown, then, he

The Nazis organized the Reichstag fire, providing the pretext forwould have still been Chancellor at the time that Roosevelt
implementing the Emergency Decrees, crafted by Carl Schmitt,was actually inaugurated President of the United States in which made Hitler a dictator. Sept. 11, 2001 was the “Reichstag

March of 1933. So, had von Schleicher been the Chancellor fire” of Dick Cheney and his chicken-hawks.
of Germany in March 1933, the United States, and Germany,
would have been cooperating on the policies, like those of
Franklin Roosevelt internationally. There would have been
no world war. There was no force on the planet that was going to stop it. All

we could do was prepare for it.What intervened was, that a group of forces, based on the
former head of the Bank of England, from Britain [Montagu Now, we’ re not in such a bad situation today, but that’s

the situation then.Norman], and his partner, of the Harriman family, and the
grandfather of the present President of the United States, Pres-
cott Bush, moved the money, which was American-controlled A Doomed System

What I forecast, in my broadcast, on the 3rd of January ofmoney, under British direction, to save the Nazi party and
Hitler from oblivion, which they had deserved at that point. 2001, was that, we are in a situation today, where, by the year

2000—the United States was already in a hyperinflationaryNot only was the Nazi party, and Hitler’s position—Hitler
was thinking of suicide—not only were they saved from mode, that is, the rate of money being printed, or issued in

other ways, to roll over bankrupt financial assets, was suchoblivion, but on the 28th of January 1933, von Schleicher was
thrown out, under pressure on Hindenburg, and Hitler became that we were in a hyperinflationary spiral. That meant that

the postwar system, especially the system of the post-1971the Chancellor on the 30th of January.
A short time after that, in March, the Nazis organized floating-exchange-rate system, was now at an end phase: It

was doomed. Nothing could have saved this financial system,what was called the Reichstag fire. Immediately there was
implemented, an act, crafted by the man who had created— then or now. The IMF in its present form, can not survive. If

it does survive, then the human race won’ t survive.probably you will hear about him from me a bit more here, Leo
Strauss. This Carl Schmitt had crafted the Notverordnungen. So I said, then, in January, that’s where we were. There-

fore, we would expect, given what the Bush AdministrationThe implementation of that, under circumstances of the
Reichstag fire, made Hitler a dictator, and from that event, is, what forces were involved, that we have to expect, not

only a depression, an accelerating depression—which hasand what followed with the wave of assassinations during the
period, the Summer of 1934, World War II was inevitable. accelerated, in fact, since then; it was already in process ear-
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“No peace movement could ever
stop a war, even though it may be
useful. Somebody has to pull the
strings of power, to set into motion
the action, around which popular
opinion can then mobilize, and
grow.” Here, an anti-war
demonstration in Houston, March
22, 2003.

lier. But that we had to look for the occurrence of a Reichstag- An Opportunity for Recovery
There’s a positive side to this situation. I referred to itfire-like event, a terrorist event, which will be used as a pre-

text, to bring in emergency government into power in the already, the so-called European Triangle. The fear which has
struck Europe, and the positive response we’ve had alreadyUnited States, which would then launch war, or a warlike

posture, in order to attempt to control the political situation, from Chirac, as well as his Foreign Minister, from the Chan-
cellor in Germany, from others, and from Russia—I think aby worldwide warfare, rather than facing the economic crisis.

Now, there are some people who think that the war against very positive shift in Russia’s response—means that the
world recognizes that it’s a danger that must be stopped.Iraq, is a war against Iraq: It is not a war against Iraq. It is a

war against the pretext of Iraq, to start a world war. The We also have at the same time, a recognition of crises
and problems, in East Asia, South Asia, and Southeast Asia,purpose behind this, is a world war, not an Iraq war. If you

don’t stop, there is no “after” Iraq war. The Iraq war will among nations that are composed of the so-called Strategic
Triangle, of Russia, China, and India. That is a triangle ofnever end. The destruction of Iraq, may occur within the next

days or weeks, but the Iraq war will never end. Because you nations, which, if they agree to cooperate, represent a fulcrum
of stability, both economic stability, and general security, forwill be going into another war, under an administration, which

is totally committed to a worldwide fascist imperialism. I’ ll the entire area of Asia. This includes also the North Asia
complex, of the Koreas, the two parts of Korea, which shouldmake clear what that is.

Therefore, we must stop it. This war is not inevitable. Its be unified, to one degree or another. It also includes that part of
China, which is adjacent to Korea. It includes part of Russia. Itcontinuation is not inevitable. We must stop it. Those who

say, let’s accept an inevitable war, and try to clean up after- includes also the industrial forces in Japan, who are opposed
to the warlike policy of the present Prime Minister.ward, are fools. There is no afterwards. There’s only a contin-

uing war. You could expect the bombing of North Korea to These forces know they need a recovery program. They
know that a recovery program, and cooperation, is the onlyoccur, almost automatically, in the context of this, if it’s not

stopped. And it won’ t stop there. Iran is on the target list force in existence against this spreading war. There are forces
in Europe, as well as in Asia, who recognize the importancealready. And this war could spill into Iran, already. The war

would explode throughout the Middle East, if it’s continued. of closer ties of cooperation, especially economically based,
on technology transfer relations on the long-term, betweenIt can not be stopped, unless the war as a whole is stopped.

China is one of the nations targetted by this war, which Western Europe, and Asia.
These things must occur now.gives you some sense of what the dimensions are, what we’ re

up against. We must stop this war. Therefore, this is a force for the good. The issue is, how
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do we make this force for good, this potential force for good, You probably don’ t have any actually independent thinking,
but you delude yourself that you do. Because you have seenhow do we make it effective? First of all, how do we make it

a conscious factor in the minds of people around the world? people doing things, generation after generation, in the post-
war period, and especially in the past 40 years, doing thingsIt exists. Some people in Russia, as well as in Germany, and

France, know it exists. Some in China, some in Korea, some which have led this civilization to self-destruction. So obvi-
ously, what people usually think, is wrong. And therefore,in Japan, some in India, will appreciate the importance of this

opportunity. But that’s not enough. independent thinking is not independent thinking. Something
is controlling the way they think, and act, which is causingPublic opinion, even good public opinion, will never stop

a horror show, or solve a problem. Someone has to pull the them to do the things that lead to the destruction of civiliza-
tion. That is what Solon warned the Athenians against, asstrings of power, to make it conscious, and make it happen.

And that’s what I’m determined to do. To pull the strings Athens began to degenerate during his later years of life.
Independent thinking is not valid, because it’s not inde-of power. Not to spread good opinion, not to spread good

information, but to touch people inside, to cause those in pendent. Independent thinking means blinding yourself to
false assumptions which are controlling your opinion. In thepositions of leadership, to act, as they must act. Because the

people will respond to action from appropriate leaders. same sense that a Cartesian geometry specifies certain
axioms, definitions, and postulates, as the basis for a formalThe people may have opinions. Look at the anti-war opin-

ions around the world. Does it stop the war? It does not stop geometry, an ivory-tower geometry.
Now, this geometry is false. It does not correspond tothe war. Is it useful? Yes, it’s useful. Will it stop a war? It will

not stop a war. No peace movement could ever stop a war, the real world, to the real physical world. But anyone who
believes it, is a fool. But they will pass the course, if theyeven though it may be useful. Somebody has to pull the strings

of power, to set into motion the action, around which popular believe it. They will come to a conclusion, based on this
geometry, and say, “ that is my own independent opinion.” Itopinion can then mobilize, and grow. And be mobilized for

what? For action! Not for negative action, but for positive is not their independent opinion. It is an opinion they formed,
because they accepted certain taught definitions, axioms, andaction. The positive action, of course, is to create a new inter-

national monetary-financial system. To take the IMF and put postulates. And they are controlled, by those assumptions.
(I’ ll get to free trade here, in a moment. And indicate howit into bankruptcy reorganization. To bring nations together

to do that. To create a just new world economic order, by that works.)
So, therefore, the problem today is, you’ve got to not onlyagreeing to form a new monetary system, based on certain

principles of cooperation, which are acceptable among the question the assumptions of nations and governments, but
you’ve got to question your own assumptions, and hesitate aparticipating nations. Not one nation, or two nations, to give

the answers to the world, but an assembly of leading nations moment, before you leap to a conclusion, about what the
problem is, or what the solution is. Because your conclusionof the world, who agree on certain principles, to govern a new

monetary system, whose immediate goal is to lead the world will probably be wrong, unless you examine the false assump-
tions which have heretofore controlled the way you think,out of the present depression.

The mobilization of a hopeful humanity, for a recovery what you call your independent opinion.
Therefore, we come to the question of axioms.from this horror show, is the one thing that could stop the war.

Yes, other action is necessary. But the will to act, by the Now, let’s start the fun. This is probably famliar to a
number of you (Figure 1), but what I’m going to do, is demon-people and by institutions, depends upon an initiative, which

is given by leadership. Popular opinion will never save civili- strate exactly how elementary a piece of foolishness has domi-
nated the so-called independent thinking of most people inzation. It can destroy it, but it will never save it. It requires, in

this day and age, until mankind grows up more generally, North America, and Europe, okay? Over the past 30 years,
about. Now, what we’ re representing here is, again, this is amankind will continue to depend upon the intervention of

leading circles, who are capable, and resolved, to make sure pedagogical chart; it is not an actual statistical chart, but it’s
a pedagogical approximation. On the far left, what you’ rethat what happens, will happen, for the sake of humanity. And

in those circumstances, we find a humanity, relieved from looking at, is approximately the year 1966, in Britain, the
United Kingdom, and in the United States. What you see oversuch a crisis, does respond. Not always, but usually.
here, approximately, is the present. What has happened over
this period, is that, in terms of the process, the degeneracy ofPopular Opinion

Therefore, what’s the problem here? I said, the problem the present world monetary-financial system, its economic
degeneracy, has taken the form of an increase in per-capita,is, the assumptions of popular opinion by which the people

and nations have so far destroyed themselves, especially dur- per-square-kilometer, quantity of so-called financial values.
Market values, so-called. If you believe in the market—well,ing the past 40 years, in Europe, the Americas, and elsewhere.

What does that mean? pigs don’ t like to think about the market, do they?
Then, the second one you’ re looking at, is a monetaryThat means, don’ t trust your own independent thinking.
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aggregate. That is, the amount of money which is being gener-
ated, or the equivalent of money, which is being generated to The usual kind of gangster operation.

So, the operation had been done with a crowd in Newpump the financial markets. Those markets have not grown
because productivity has increased. Quite the contrary. Mar- York, Long Term Capital Management Corporation, which

had used derivatives to try to take this phony paper, beingkets have grown because money is being pumped into finan-
cial markets, and this increase of money then generates, mar- generated under Yeltsin in Russia, and to give it an apparent

value, by marketing it through these long-termfinancial deriv-ginally, by leverage, an increase in financial aggregates. Even
if there’s no real increase in value. atives. In August of 1998, that bubble collapsed. The Federal

Reserve System, and others, stepped in massively, to save theThe third is a declining trend, per capita and per square
kilometer, in terms of physical assets, including infrastruc- U.S. financial system from a collapse of the hedge funds,

which had been involved in this operation.ture, produced, and available. That has been the tendency in
the Americas, and Europe, and it has its effects on not only At that point, people around Bill Clinton, and Bill Clinton

himself—I guess I can say it now—[said,] “He was right”—Africa, but also Asia, and Japan, in particular. Japan is also
the same kind of thing. Japan is an economy being destroyed pointing to me. “You guys were wrong.” So he announced,

and it became public, in September of 1998, he went to Newby exactly this kind of process.
Now, let’s go to the next phase (Figure 2). Now, in this York, to the Council on Foreign Relations, and announced to

them, that he was committed, at that point, to a reform ofcase, this represents the year 2000. Let me describe exactly
what happened in this year 2000 problem. In 1998, there was the international monetary system, a reform which had been

prompted at my suggestion. He and his Treasury Secretary,an end of the bubble being pumped up, worldwide, which had
been based largely upon looting the former Soviet Union, and Bob Rubin, thought they could get it through. They soon

found out, about what the meaning of Monica Lewinsky incountries which had been part of the Comecon. So that looting
had occurred on a massive scale, partly under the friends the basement was, because a great scandal was run, and an

impeachment scandal, to try to get Clinton out, and Clintonof Andropov, his survivors, in the late 1980s. It accelerated
greatly with the fall of Soviet power. And that continued under was therefore stopped by the impeachment scandal, from pro-

ceeding with negotiating monetary reform.the new generation of thieves, under Yeltsin, into the year
1998. That’s real history.

So, this looting had reached sort of a limit, and the last
gasp of the effort, was by the Vice President of the United The ‘Wall of Money’

So, at that point, what they did in New York, with the aidStates, who was an asset of Marc Rich, Al Gore. And Al Gore
had entered into a dirty relationship to the Yeltsin reelection of George Soros—who’s also a thief and a drug pusher—they

agreed that the way to solve the problem, because they had acampaign, which was called Golden Ada, which was dirty
diamonds, dead people all over the place, that kind of thing. Brazil crisis coming up in February 1999, they said, “How
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FIGURE 3

The U.S. Economy’s Collapse Function 
Since 1996
(Indexed to 1st Quarter 1996 = 1.00) 

Sources:  Federal Reserve; U.S. Dept. of Commerce; U.S. Dept. of Labor; 
EIR.
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nation of the system.
Let’s go to the next one (Figure 3). What you’d seen

previously were the idealized representation, pedagogicalare we going to get through the Brazil crisis, on top of the
present crisis?” And George Soros said, “Wall of money. representation. These are some of the actual figures for 1996-

2002, the same ones. Now, the effect of this—and this coversPrint money. Generate money, in all forms, quickly. Flood the
world with money.” And, by flooding the world with enough 1977 to approximately the present: As a result of the changes,

inside the United States, there has been—in terms of family-money, that is, monetary aggregate, you can prevent the fi-
nancial collapse from occurring. income levels—the lower 80% of families of the United

States, have been suffering a major shift in the percentile ofWell, that’s exactly what did occur, for a time. That’s
what this represents. the national income received by the lower 80% (Figure 4).

But, not only that, is that the physical amount, the physicalIn 1999, we get the first indication, that the amount of
money being pumped into the system, to roll over threatened value of the income of the average family, of the lower 80%,

has collapsed—physically, absolutely; as well as the totalfinancial assets, exceeded the amount of the financial assets
being rolled over. population (Figure 5).

So, what we had is a destruction, a physical destruction,Now that has a precedent: In German history, 1923—
June through November of 1923—the great hyperinflationary of the U.S. economy, and a physical destruction of the condi-

tions of life of the lower 80% of the U.S. population.explosion. Well, that’s what that represents.
Now, because the United States is able to loot a lot of Have any of you been exposed to courses in economics,

in universities, or some place else? Or newspaper columns.countries (which Germany could not do in 1923), the United
States and others have been able to moderate the effect of this. They tell you that money, that the market is what’s important.

That the improvement of financial assets (we can put this toBut, since that time, this process has been ongoing.
Year 2000—about the year 2000, I went through the fig- one side), that the increase of financial assets, that the yields

on bonds, stocks, and so forth, on the financial market, is aures again, with my associates, and we determined, that this
was not simply an episodic phenomenon—not a surge—but measure of health. They will tell you that the amount of money

being circulated, is a measure of health, financial health, eco-that this was a permanent part of the process. That this system
would not survive, except in this form, with the amount of nomic health. For this past period, most of the world has

believed that the United States, and Europe, were in excellentmonetary aggregate being pumped in, to feed the amount of
financial aggregate being rolled over. That meant the extermi- condition, because of the amount of money in circulation; the
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on two of the leading so-called mathematicians of the 18th
Century and early 19th Century: Leonhard Euler and La-
grange, among others. They were wrong! They made the same
kind of mistake, which Gauss corrected. But some people
haven’ t corrected it, to this day. They’ re still teaching the
Lagrange ideas, the ideas of Euler, today. Their independent
opinion is controlled, by a false axiom, by false definitions,
axioms, and postulates. Their opinion is worthless. It’s less
than worthless: It’s dangerous.

So, when we started the youth movement, the question
for me, was: How do we organize the efforts of development
among the youth? And I answered the fellows, at one of our
conferences, when this question came up, because, what
Gauss represents, is two things, in this particular case—also
in this case. What Gauss represents is a principle of truth:
that there is knowable truth in the universe. But, there is the
possibility of a competent, independent opinion, but it has to
be based on, and derived from, a principle of truth. Principles
of truth, which have universal application. So, I said, we’ ll
take this as the principle of truth.

So, here’s the implication: What Gauss did, is essentially
what’s been done, in the time of Plato, by a student of the
follower of Pythagoras and Plato, on the question of the dou-
bling of the line, the doubling of the square, and the doubling

FIGURE 5
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of cube; you have a big problem. This is what demonstrates—
compare this with this financial bookkeeping thing. What this
demonstrated, is that the standard of truth can not be deter-
mined mathematically. There is no such thing as simple, pureamount of financial profit reported in markets in the recent

years, hmm? And similar kinds of things. mathematical truth—doesn’ t exist. There is a truth in mathe-
matics, which is always demonstrated in Classical GreekIt was all fraud! There never any truth to it! Because the

physical value of the total product of these economies, per cases, as in these particular interesting cases, to which Gauss’s
work refers.capita and per square kilometer, was collapsing! And the col-

lapse was not some accidental or incidental collapse, it was a What Gauss had done, like some people before him, such
as Cusa, Brunelleschi, Leonardo da Vinci, Kepler, Huyghens,systemic collapse. That is, the way the system was designed to

operate was inherently destroying the level of actual, physical and so forth, was revive Classical Greek knowledge, and prin-
ciples, after a long period of rotten degeneration. Becauseincome, the physical standard of living, per capita and per

square kilometer, in all these nations. the prevailing opinion and knowledge of Europe had been
degenerated, ever since the rise of Rome, in which these ideas,So therefore, if you believed in monetary theory; if you

believed in John Maynard Keynes; if you believed in financial Classical ideas, which had persisted up until 200 B.C., and
maybe somewhat later, were being crushed by the introduc-accounting, you’ re an idiot. Because, you were operating on

assumptions, axiomatic assumptions, which had no corre- tion of the Roman way of thinking! Which has been the con-
sistent problem of our civilization, since that time.spondence to reality. So, you would come up here, with your

own, independent thinking, about how the financial market is Then, in the 15th Century, with the Renaissance, it was
the rebirth of this kind of Classical knowledge, from thisoperating, about how to make money in business—hmm?—

and similar kinds of things, based on monetary and financial ancient period of Classical Greece. And, what Gauss did,
was essentially in modern terms, with modern evidence, andtheories. And, to the extent that you believed that, your so-

called “ independent opinion” was less than worthless. It modern science, re-created the foundations, in that work and
other work that he did, the foundations for a restoration of thewas junk!
Classical knowledge of the ancient Greek type: the Classical
knowledge, based on a Platonic principle of truth.The Principle of Truth

Let’s go to some more of these things: First of all, let’s What I did with this, was to say, “ I’ve got a bunch of
young people, who wish to go some place. They’ re lookingtake something, that some of the young people here are quite

familiar with—the question of Gauss’s 1799 paper on the to me to give them some signpost, for which direction to
take.” Therefore, the first thing they have to know, is theysubject of the fundamental theorem of algebra. It was an attack
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are doing today, as an adult, in particular, is going to be good
over the next two generations to come. Therefore, you had a
future orientation, as opposed to a “now generation” orienta-
tion. You looked at your children and grandchildren, as a
point of reference, for this kind of achievement.

We’ve lost that.
Therefore, what we have to do, in a time of crisis, when

the Baby-Boomer generation is faced with the fact that its
ideology was wrong, its opinion was wrong, its behavior was
wrong, is to confront them, with the evidence that there is
truth. Since anyone, who’s got any brains and sensitivity at all,
knows, that my grandchildren’s generation—which is what
these young people represent—my grandchildren’s genera-
tion, is my future. The meaning of what I do, lies in what they
represent, as my future, and what comes out of the generationCarl Gauss (1777-1855) represents the principle of truth: that
to come from them.there is knowable truth in the universe. LaRouche chose Gauss’s

Therefore, anybody, including a Baby Boomer, con-fundamental theorem of algebra as the keystone for pedagogical
work by the LaRouche Youth Movement. fronted with that kind of evidence, can respond, and say,

“Look, our generation has a future.” The Baby-Boomer gen-
eration, in the United States and Europe, is a generation,
which believes that it has no future. And, they’ re right, as thehave to have the principle of truth, to sort out all this nonsense

that’s floating around, to come up with some standard to present Iraq War reflects that.
But, it’s the older generation, which has been blocked onknow, what I’m talking about. How do I come up with a

competent form of independent opinion? The idea, that if you this, which has accepted the “now generation” principle, and
has gone along—see younger people, of their children’s age,can proceed from that, you have a principle of truth—and you

know what you mean by “ truth”—which most people in this moving, that will move the older people; because, people are
moved by that, because they’ re human. People are moved byworld, don’ t know today; and most people in most universities

definitely do not know, today; and most professors, in most their children and grandchildren, or by people who might
have been their children and grandchildren.universities definitely don’ t know, today (let alone the politi-

cians, and newspaper editors). They’ re moved by that, in any part of the world. People
are moved when they go to Africa, and see the suffering.Therefore, if you have a principle of truth, and know what

you mean by “universal truth,” then you can use that, in the They’ re moved by the children. They’ re moved by the youth
with no future. Their morality is disturbed, by this spectacle.form of how to construct Platonic dialogue, Socratic dialogue,

to attack any problem, with some insight into what will consti- And therefore, a youth movement, which is able to convey a
sense of truth, a universal principle of truth, of the type whichtute “ truth.” Therefore, you can then proceed, by true dia-

logue, undertaking any energetic dialogue, on all kinds of is typified by the case of Gauss’s paper: That is a powerful
force. We’ve never had a youth movement, in modern times,issues—you can begin to sort out the truth from the garbage,

from popular opinion. Then, you can walk in, with confidence, of that type. I simply said, “Let’s have it. Why not?”
anywhere, and discuss almost anything, if you’ re willing to
go through that process with anybody else who’s willing to The Gauss Standard

Just to get to the examples, of other things, that apply togo through the same process.
What we need in this planet, now, is a standard of truth, them: There are two dimensions of truth, by the Gauss stan-

dard. One, is the truth, as it pertains, as in physical science,to develop leaders of a stronger character—a stronger, indi-
vidual, personal character, operating on the basis of a princi- to the relationship of the individual mind, acting upon the

universe, which we usually call “physical science.” The sec-ple of truth, who can influence institutions; institutions in
the case of the United States and Europe, particularly, of the ond one, is the way in which society, using these ideas of

physical science, is able to act socially, and effectively uponprevious generation, the generation of the Baby Boomers.
Because the Baby Boomers were subjected to this terrible the universe: universality of existence. Therefore, there are

only two kinds of truth: This kind of truth, individual relation-change in culture, which took over, beginning about 1964:
the so-called “ rock-drug-sex counterculture,” and the kinds ship to nature truth, on the one level; and social relations,

which pertain to man’s relationship to nature, and to man.of things that have gone on since, the kind of movements.
And, they became a “now generation,” which has lost the idea And therefore, the principle of truth applies to both. And,

we have to have a society which rejects Kant, which recog-that truth lay, as it did for most earlier generations among
responsible, moral people; truth used to mean, that what you nizes that Kant was the thing that poisoned Germany the
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LaRouche speaks with young
organizers at Bad Schwalbach.
“A youth movement, which is
able to convey a sense of truth:
. . . That is a powerful force.
We’ve never had a youth
movement, in modern times, of
that type. I simply said, ‘Let’s
have it. Why not?’ ”

most—next to the existentialists, and he helped to create boards, with the invisible hands?”
Then, people say, “Well, you have to go by opinion.”them; and that we have to go to a principle, a Platonic principle

of truth, instead. Well, I know most of the opinion, that is expressed in most
parts of the world, on most subjects, is idiotic.Now, let’s take some cases on the social side, of the kind

of poison which destroys society. Let’s take the “ little green Now, if the majority of opinion is one kind of idiocy or
another, why should I base myself on opinion, instead ofmen” theory; which is what most economists teach, what

every free-market person teaches: It’s their independent opin- truth? What we have to base ourselves on, is what? What does
truth boil down to?ion, as stupidity of their independent opinion.

What’s its basis? Well, it’s based largely on empiricism,
in modern times. Take the empiricism of Hobbes. But, the Reason vs. Sense-Perception

Now, let me get a little bit tough—I’ve done this before,more famous one, the more relevant for our concern here, is
not Hobbes, but rather people like John Locke—a real poten- but on this question, it’s crucial, to understand my point. Man-

kind is different than any other type of living creature. Man-tial fascist; he’s called a liberal—that’s why liberals some-
times turn into fascists, like Hjalmar Schacht; Quesnay, the kind is the only creature capable of reason. And, how does

mankind reason? Mankind realizes, that his senses fool him.physiocrat; Adam Smith, Bernard Mandeville, and other crea-
tures of the British East India Company, such as Jeremy Ben- The person, who says, “ I believe in sense-perception,” is a

fool. He’s behaving like a monkey—like the case of the Ma-tham. These people’s theory is all based on the theory, that the
universe is actually controlled by little green men, operating laysian monkey, who ended up on the farmer’s dinner table.

Malaysian monkey. The Malaysian farmer was clever, whenunder the floorboards of reality. And these fellows, with their
invisible hands, are fixing the throw of the dice, to make he wanted to eat monkey for dinner: So he would take a flask,

an earthen flask, or another flask. And he would put a nut,some people wealthy and powerful, and others destitute and
miserable. And, that’s the theory. It’s the theory of free trade! which the monkey would like, in the flask. He would tie a

rope around the neck of the flask, and leave it there. TheThere’s nothing to it, but that. This is what Mandeville said;
it’s what Locke said; it’s what Adam Smith taught; this is monkey would come along, find the nut, put the paw in, grab

the nut—but then, the monkey couldn’ t get nut in his handwhat Quesnay taught—look what it did for France.
But, people believe. “You have to believe in free trade. out of the flask, while holding the nut. And, since the monkey

wouldn’ t give up the nut, the farmer would come along, andAre you against freedom?”
“Freedom of who—the little green man, under the floor- catch the monkey, nut and all, and take them home for dinner!
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Not a guest, but on the table. Not at the table, but on the table! know, are those which are discovered, as valid universal prin-
ciples: These are physical principles. They are physically ef-Animals are like that. Animals have animal insight, but

they couldn’ t solve the monkey-trap problem. And, every ficient principles, because by operating on them, we can pro-
duce changes, which otherwise could not occur. Andhunter can tell you that—every professional hunter, skilled

hunter. How do you hunt an animal? Not by chasing it. You therefore, all we know, the only geometry that is true, is the
geometry, which is based on discovered, valid, universal prin-hunt an animal, by knowing how the animal functions. You

know where the animal is going to be, and you’ re there, wait- ciples. Any other geometry is false. Any other principles are
false.ing for it, with the appropriate arrangements. And, that’s how

you get the animal. Every animal can be taken by that way, In the case of mankind, this is the basis for real, or “physi-
cal” economy, as opposed to the garbage I referred to up hereand all too many human beings are taken that way, because

they choose to behave like animals! on these charts.
How does mankind, dowhat? How does mankind increaseThe difference is, the animal responds to sense-perception

as reality. When human beings enter into relations with ani- the relative potential population-density of the human spe-
cies, as an act of will? If man were a higher ape, then undermals (as Helga has with her pet dog), the relationship between

a human being and the animal pet, changes the character of the conditions which existed on this planet during the recent
2 million years, or the glacial cycle that we know, the totalthe animal, because it is now coupled with human behavior,

and will respond to sense-perception under the influence of population of these apes called “men,” would never have ex-
ceeded several million individuals. We now have over 6 bil-human behavior, and will behave unlike an animal of the same

species in nature. But, generally, animals operate simply on lion living on this planet. We can support 25 billion, with
comfort, if we would apply the technology that we have. Andthe basis of sense-perception, and what appears to be their

genetic predetermination. there’s no limit to what we can do beyond that.
Therefore, it is by man’s will, the creative will, the powerHuman beings, on the other hand, know that sense-per-

ception is a fraud. Or you come to know it. They realize, that to discover and apply universal principles, that mankind is
able to change his relationship to the universe, to improvewhat your senses show you, is not the real universe outside

the skin. What the senses show you, is the reaction of a certain the condition of mankind, and to increase man’s power in
the universe.part of your biological processes, called “sense-perceptions,”

to the stimulus, provided, usually, by the outside world. Therefore, in physical economy, that is the principle of
physical economy. This means, therefore, a certain kind ofTherefore, you will never see the outside world of your senses.

What you have to do, is you have to solve the problem, of education as standard; it means conditions of life, in which
these mental powers of the young individual are fostered; itdiscovering what actually is out there, that causes the effect.

And, how can you control what is out there, to change the means the opportunities of work, in which these mental pow-
ers can be called into play. It means the transmission of knowl-effect? Only human beings, as a species, can do that. Ani-

mals can’ t. edge, of these principles, which means rediscovery of these
principles. And, that we encourage. We now have a situation,What man discovers, for example, is principles we call

“physical principles” : principles of the universe, which are on this planet, in which, if we go with a science-driver ap-
proach to the planet, using these kinds of principles, we cannot visible. You can never smell a principle (I hope not!); you

can never see one; never taste it; never touch it. A principle create a new condition of mankind on the planet.
is something which the mind recognizes—not the senses. It
recognizes it, by understanding what is wrong with the senses, It Takes a Generation

To summarize up my points, now, sum up the followingand then, learns how to use that principle to operate on the
universe, the unseen universe, to cause the unseen universe way: These improvements, which we generate as mankind,

are never less than the work of a generation. The fundamentalto change, in a way which is desired, by a sense-perceiving in-
dividual. capital investment, is the investment the society, including

the family, make, in developing a newborn baby into a matureThese discoveries, principles, are universal physical prin-
ciples. The falseness of the idea of principle, is typified by a adult, capable of functioning economically, or otherwise. To-

day, in modern society, that’s about 25 years. In other words,Cartesian or Euclidean geometry. You can learn something
from these geometries, but don’ t take them on good faith— to provide the kind of education, and nurture, which will en-

sure that a person comes out of education, as a qualified youngespecially a Cartesian geometry. There are no a priori defini-
tions, axioms, or postulates, in the real world, which are valid professional, is an investment of society for about 25 years, a

quarter of a century, today. Therefore, the first policy of soci-in the real world.
Now, this point was made by Kästner; also in the case of ety should be that. That’s yourfirst level of capital investment.

The second thing (there are several levels of capitalGauss; it was made emphatically by Riemann, in the opening
of his famous habilitation dissertation. There are no abstract investment), is basic economic infrastructure: making the

desert bloom; improved water management; increased fores-a priori principles in the universe. The only principles we
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tation—more water, more power. These are things, which of Europe, is the so-called “parliamentary” system, which
worked on the basis of co-habitation with the so-called “ inde-also are capital investments, which require time: To build

a large water system, will take the period of a generation pendent” central banking system.
Central banking systems are parasites: They are collec-or longer, to develop it fully. To build a power plant, would

probably take four years—a good power plant; three years, tions of financier agencies, of financiers, who gather together
like a slime-mold, to control what’s called the central bankingif we’ re lucky. These things require capital investments. The

cost of these things have to be averaged out over a number system, to exert control over the state. And, whenever these
things get into trouble, as now—or as in Europe in the 1920s,of years—half a generation, or a full generation: a major

power system; a major transportation system, is an invest- 1930s—the tendency is, that the financial forces, which are
represented by the slime-mold—the central banking sys-ment in a generation’s time. These are capital investments:

We must put the effort in, to get a quarter-century benefit, tem—will act to destroy what is called “parliamentary gov-
ernment,” for a dictatorship, in order to save the interest andor longer, out of it.

So, physical capital, is what’s important. The level and power—not the money, but the power—of the financier class.
And, that’s what Hitler was.quality of education, are what’s important. The level of health

care is important: disease control; public sanitation; these
things are urgent. Who Controls George Bush?

Now, let’s take today’s situation, to bring it up to date:And, otherwise, to get out into space, and explore the
Solar System, to find out what’s out there, so we can discover People are trying to explain what George Bush is doing, or

what he is. Well, George Bush is nothing. Period. I don’ t thinkmore principles, which we can use, on Earth, for man. That’s
our purpose. There’s what economy must do. he even knows who he is, or what. He reacts. He’s a reacter.

He’s an unreformed drunk—he doesn’ t drink any more, butTherefore, we have to have a managed system of man-
agement of economy. Now, where does the private sector he’s an unreformed drunk, and that’s not a good combination.

He wants to drink—and he forces himself not to. Maybe thecome in? Most of the basic needs of society, involve public
expenditure by infrastructure, by some agency, which is best thing to do, is get him drunk! All right. But, he doesn’ t

control this. George Bush is not the author of this problem.responsible for all of the infrastructure, for all population,
not a private enterprise. An aggregation of private enterprises He hasn’ t got the brains, to author such a problem. He is only

reacting. He’s a reacter. Not an actor, a reacter.could never do that. Then, why do we have private enter-
prises? Ahh! Because of the individual! Because, the creative Now, who’s controlling George Bush? Well, you have

Cheney and Rumsfeld. They’ re obvious. What’s behindpower of the individual, is what we want! Therefore, we
encourage people, to engage in ventures, which will be use- them? What’s behind them, is a very interesting phenomenon:

This fellow from Germany, Leo Strauss, from up north offul, in which they can innovate, and make their innovations
effective, to increase the productive powers of labor, and here in Marburg, educated as part of the Marburg School of

Social Science Studies, under the direction of Castlereagh.benefit to society as a whole.
Therefore, we protect, as states—we protect these kinds He was given an international career by the Carl Schmitt,

who designed the law, under which Hitler came to power inof investments, these kinds of enterprises. To improve, to
enable individuals to make a contribution: In Germany, peo- Germany—and Carl Schmitt was a fascist: a real, hardcore

Nazi.ple are proud of the Mittelstand. This is the high-tech Mittel-
stand, in Germany, which is very essential to the success of This Leo Strauss was also an admirer of Nietzsche. He

was very close to the entire Frankfurt School, especially toGermany, as an economy which is allowed to be successful.
So therefore, we want that! We want initiative; we want indi- Martin Heidegger, the fascist. But, he had a problem—he

was Jewish. And, you had a number of people in Germany,vidual initiative. Our conception of man, is based on the cre-
ative power, which is unique to the sovereignty of the individ- including the Frankfurt School generally, who are all fascists:

They were all followers of Nietzsche, or similar kinds ofual mind. Therefore, we should be a society, which is
promoting the development of sovereign, individual minds, people of this existentialist school, which Nietzsche exempli-

fies. As did Hitler—same school; the same type. But, beingand of cooperation among sovereign individual minds.
Therefore, public and private economy are part of the Jewish, they couldn’ t qualify for Nazi Party leadership, even

though their fascism was absolutely pure! As extreme as Hit-same process. They’ re not against one another: Without infra-
structure, you can’ t have a private firm; without water, you ler! They sent them to the United States.

So, Leo Strauss, prompted by Carl Schmitt, was sent bycan’ t have a firm; without power, you can’ t have a firm; with-
out public sanitation, you can’ t have health. And so forth. So, the Rockefellers to the United States, and then, was picked

up by Bertrand Russell, of the Russell-Hutchins collabora-these are the kinds of the ideas, we have to shift to.
We have such a system designed, in the United States: tion. And Hutchins, at the University of Chicago, installed

Leo Strauss, as professor of Satanism, at that school. TheIt’s called the “American System of Political Economy,” as
opposed to the failed system of Europe. The failed system entirety of the core of the fascist gang, associated intimately
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with the Vice President Cheney, behind this war, are all stu- power, on Jan. 30, 1933: This is what is happening now.
Again, there are two parts to it: One, we have the tragedy.dents or under students of Strauss. So, when you touch Leo

Strauss, you’ re touching the core of a group of lackeys, not We have degenerated so far, as a European civilization, that
we have allowed ourselves to come to this point. Secondly,financiers—lackeys—like lackeys of a corrupt, feudal court.

These lackeys are loose, controlling the state, with financial as in many tragedies, we’ve come to the point where the
sublime is available. We have, in the developing unity inbacking. Sharon is a part of the same thing: financed and

controlled from the United States, by big money, which is Europe, against this fascist push, coming out of the United
States, in particular; and the aspirations of Asia, to defendbehind the same lackeys.

Now, are these guys the cause of the war? No. They’ re itself for security and common benefit; and the cooperation
between western Europe and Asia, on long-term technologyonly lackeys. Israel, for example: If Israel, under Sharon,

continues its present course, Israel will be destroyed. If Israel sharing, as a basis for the recovery of the economies of these
regions, and for the prosperity of the future. This is the posi-goes to war in the Middle East, Israel will be destroyed, like

a hand grenade, which has been thrown: When it reaches its tive line.
What is required, as I’ve said, is the initiative leadership,destination, it explodes. It does the job, and then it frag-

ments—it doesn’ t exist any more. of action, to put the potential into motion, and give the world
a clear sense, that this positive alternative, of cooperationSo, is Israel behind this? No. Israel is a hand grenade

being thrown at the Arab world. So, Israel is not behind among a group of perfectly, respectively sovereign nation-
states, is prepared to act, to solve the great economic andthis. George Bush hasn’ t got the brains to be behind it.

Who’s behind it? The people I referred to, in January 2001: social problems of this planet. That, intersecting the public
opinion, that is opposed to the war, can make that publicthe independent central-banking-system crowd, the slime-

mold. The financier interests. The same type of financier opinion effective, and mobilize the forces within and outside
government, which will crush this fascist process in motion.interests: descendants of the same interests that were behind

the Hitler project, when the head of the Bank of England, This means leadership—not public opinion, not popular
opinion, but leadership. And, leadership means one thing: Itbacked by Harriman money, and by the grandfather of the

present President of the United States, moved the money to means people, who, like Jeanne d’Arc, are willing to put their
lives on the line, to get the job done.refinance the Nazi Party, and the pressure to bring Hitler to
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Helga Zepp-LaRouche

The Eurasian Land-Bridge Concept,
The Answer to the Strategic Crisis
Mrs. LaRouche delivered her keynote to the panel on the saw there, was three madmen, one more crazy than the other.

But, one can also be confident about one thing: That Thursday,Eurasian Land-Bridge and the Strategic Triangle of the Bad
Schwalbach conference, on March 22, 2003. March 20, 2003, the day the war started, will be historically

known as the day the American Empire started to decay. Be-
You all know that the war has escalated in a major way, last cause, what we are seeing, is with all empires, that when they

engage in such immoral acts, they are suffering from a moralnight, with probably 1,000 bombs and 1,000 cruise missiles.
And, I must tell you, I feel sick: Because, what is happening, and logistical overstretching, which eventually will lead to

their demise. And the only question is: How much damageis mass murder, and the whole world is watching it.
So, if Friedrich Schiller would be alive today, and he will this empire inflict on the world, before it collapses?

There are many historical comparisons, where empireswould look at this strategic situation, and the historical mo-
ment, what would he say? I’m sure he would say something behaved like that. One was Napoleon’s campaign into Russia,

which ended with the known debacle, where hundreds oflike, “You foolish people! Don’t you see that Nemesis is about
to strike? That there is a higher lawfulness, which will come thousands of soldiers were killed and only a few thousand

came back. There’s another comparison, which is the fall ofback and haunt you for what you are doing!”
The crime being committed is enormous. The presumptu- Classical Greece, which was described by Thucydides in The

Peloponnesian Wars, the first major historical work, in whichous arrogance of the present war-party is paired with an enor-
mous guilt, which nobody will take away from them. The he described why, without any necessity—when Greece had

conquered the Persian Empire, and it could have been totallydefiance of truth and justice is so gigantic, that Nemesis will
strike. The higher lawfulness of the laws of the universe will happy, living peacefully thereafter—it had to decide to be-

come an imperial power, subjugating its previous allies, andassert themselves, given the fact that there is no case against
Iraq, that there is no threat against any other country—not its making them slaves and subjects; and then continuing the war

against Sparta, and eventually the campaign against Sicily;neighbors and, for sure, not the United States. There is no
proven link to al-Qaeda, and there was compliance, in the and that was the point where the overstretching had reached

its limit. And, that was the end of Classical Greece.destruction of the weapons Iraq possessed. There is no UN
mandate to use force. And therefore, given that all of these We have right now, a moment where the world financial

system, and more than only the financial system, is comingthings are the case, this represents a war of aggression, which,
as Lyn was pointing out, may trigger a global war. to an end. And, this blowout of the system would also occur

if there would be no war. So, this is the end of the system.The doctrine of pre-emptive war, the incredible idea to
use, in a first strike, nuclear weapons against countries that The only good news, in all of this, is that the alternative

to the collapsing, old system is already coming together. Thedo not have nuclear weapons, if not stopped, means the end
of international law and the return to barbarism. It could new alliance between France, Germany, Russia, China, India,

Iran, and many other countries, who are uniting for the Eur-plunge the world into a Dark Age and international anarchy,
which is why we have to work to reverse this, as quickly asian Land-Bridge, is coming together. And, we are seeing

now, a very advanced stage of something which Lyn predictedas possible.
The crime of aggression is an international crime, even if in his famous press conference on Oct. 12, 1988 in Berlin:

Where he proposed that kind of cooperation, at that time, inthe United States does not agree to the Den Haag court; and
therefore, it is subjugated to universal jurisdiction in the stat- its germ form; that the soon-to-be-unified Germany should

use Poland as a model case to be developed with Westernutes of the International Criminal Court, and it should serve
as a warning to all political leaders, not to violate the UN technologies, as a model for all the countries of the East.

Then, his proposal of the Productive Triangle in 1989,Charter stand on the use of force against another state, except
in self-defense. from Paris-Berlin-Vienna; our continuation of that proposal,

in ’91, when Lyn proposed the Eurasian Land-Bridge; and,After the Azores summit, it was very clear: Whom the
gods want to destroy, they first drive mad. Because, what you naturally, then, the entire ’90s, our fight to make this Land-
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Bridge a reality. of talk about, that this war—which, nobody knew it would be
a world war—but that some war would be inevitable. AndNow, this all is, indeed, a very historical perspective, be-

cause it has been on the table for a very long time. This idea this talk about the inevitability of the war makes very clear,
if you look at it from an historical perspective, that this talkof uniting Eurasia through infrastructure cooperation was al-

ready the vision of Gottfried Leibniz. And, it was, for sure, came essentially from those who had ulterior motives, and it
was not true that the war was inevitable. But the people whothe content of the political cooperation between Count Witte

of Russia and Gabriel Hanotaux of France, by the end of the were using the word that this war would be inevitable, had
their own designs, and they wanted the war, and this is exactly19th Century.

Now, the fact that the British imperialists, especially the same thing we have seen in the last 12 months, where a
lot of people have talked about the inevitability of that war,through the evil manipulations of Edward VII, and the stupid-

ity of the last two Tsars, and of Kaiser Wilhelm II, meant that and that it couldn’t be stopped.
The second thing one realizes, when one looks at thisthis Eurasian collaboration was sabotaged. And that sabotage

led to two world wars, and this is why the entire 20th Century prehistory of World War I, is that the lack of a clearly defined
war aim, or illusions what these war aims would be, meanswas a century, essentially, full of tragedies.
guaranteed disaster for those who conduct the war; and, no-
body should ever start a war, without having a clear idea whatErrors, Stupidities, and Miscalculations

Now, I think it is extremely urgent that today, we look the peace plan is going to be afterwards.
Thirdly, one can see the incalculability of war, as such:back at this period, essentially the last 150 years, and learn

from history, to not repeat the mistakes which were made That the actual circumstances of the outbreak and the further
consequence of the war, are always quite different than what-then, and learn the lessons—what must be done today to pre-

vent the new world war from occurring. I will, therefore, ever plans are made. And just today, the news comes, that not
planned by the Anglo-American war-party, Turkish soldiersbriefly look at the pre-history of World War I. And, you will

see that while, naturally, many things were completely differ- were invading the north of Iraq, which is already one of the
things which you can not plan.ent, there are also many incredible similarities. And, it is

essential that we study the errors, the stupidities, and the mis- Fourthly, one can see the unbelievable lack of expertise
and lack of judgment on the side of all the participants incalculations because, again, many of these miscalculations

you can see unfolding today, in the actions of the war party this world war: Russia, France, Germany, Austria-Hungary,
and England.and others.

Now, there was, in the period before World War I, a lot Now, it is a debatable question, where the prehistory of
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sor, Nicholas II, were badWorld War I actually starts. And, where is a meaningful point
of departure, to understand how this tragedy could occur. news: Because what Alexan-

der III tried to do, was to undoNow, I think one point, which is relevant in this, is the unfortu-
nate element, that the German unification came too late, the reforms of his father. And,

his relationship to Kaisernamely under Bismarck. Because, if the German unification
would have occurred under the policies of the Prussian re- Wilhelm II became very bad.

It was basically personal antip-formers—under vom Stein, von Humboldt—who, after all,
after the success in the Liberation Wars, went as the German athy—they really didn’t like

each other, at all. And there-negotiators to the Congress of Vienna, and they had every
reason to believe, that their hope to have a unified Germany fore, there was no excitement

on the side of Alexander III towould be the outcome of these negotiations. And only due to
the incredible machinations of all the oligarchs at the time— continue the so-called “Three-

Emperor Alliance” betweenof Metternich, Castlereagh, and Talleyrand, the Prussian
court, the Russian Tsar—who imposed the Holy Alliance Germany, Austria-Hungary,

and Russia. And, this was, ba-instead, leaving Germany split into 300 little baronies and
counties and fiefdoms, led to a situation where then, instead sically, an agreement of neu- Russia’s Tsar Alexander III

trality: That, if one of the threeof having the German unification on the basis of the ideas of
Schiller—because Wilhelm von Humboldt was totally influ- would be in a war with a fourth

power, the other two would have benign neutrality with theenced by Friedrich Schiller; vom Stein was the greatest states-
man in German history so far. And if these people would have warring party.

This treaty was concluded on June 18, 1881, and it clearlybeen the ones to unify Germany, and Humboldt would have
been able to implement the Humboldt education reforms, we eliminated the idea of a French-Russian alliance. This Three

Emperor Alliance was prolonged in ’84—it was top secret.would have had a very, very different Germany!
Now, this didn’t happen: Instead, you had the Restoration, But, in ’87, the Tsar was not inclined to renew it for a third

time, because there were certain setbacks in his Bulgaria poli-which was a terrible period! I can only assure you, if you
study this period, with the political Romantics, with the de- cies, and blamed Austria and Germany for that.
struction of natural law, with Savigny, Niebuhr—I mean, it
was a period of darkness, where cultural pessimism started to Bismarck’s ‘Reinsurance Treaty’

Now, in ’87, there was atake over, where the beautiful ideas of the German Classical
period were outlawed! Schiller was forbidden! The Carlsbad very important bilateral agree-

ment between Russia and Ger-Decrees: It was not permitted to read Schiller. So, the students
of that time had to secretly exchange the works of Schiller many, known as the Rück-

versicherungsvertrag, theand read them.
So therefore, when German unification finally occurred “Reinsurance Treaty,” oblig-

ing Russia to neutrality in theunder Bismarck, in the context of the war against France, this
had already the seeds of disaster in it; despite the fact that case of a new German-French

war: If Germany would attackBismarck is, by far, not the worst, and he did a lot of decent
things, like industrial laws and social reforms. But, the Ger- France, not; but, if France

would attack Germany, Russiaman unification under his auspices, was, unfortunately, not a
very good thing. One has to clearly note that. would be forced to have neu-

Count Otto von Bismarck
trality. Now, this Rückversich-Now therefore, because German unification was com-

bined with the war against France, since the Peace of Frank- erungsvertrag also was valid
for three years, and in the Spring of 1890, when it came upfurt, in 1871, there was a national anger in France, because of

the loss of Alsace-Lorraine. And therefore, in French circles, for renewal—just as Bismarck left office—it was not re-
newed; and Bismarck, who for sure would have renewed it,the dream of the French-Russian alliance was always a big

point, in part legitimate, in part revanchiste, but it was there. was out. Also, the Russian Foreign Minister Giers was
strongly for its renewal. But the new Reichschancellor inAnd, especially on the side of the military, there had been big

dreams about the large number of Russia divisions which Germany, Gen. Leo von Caprivi, under the influence of the
Anglophile Friedrich von Holstein—who flirted with Edwardwould help them to free Alsace-Lorraine.

On the side of Russia, there was the misfortune that after VII and the British machinations—convinced the Kaiser not
to renew it.Tsar Alexander II—who was a very progressive Tsar, in an

alliance with Lincoln, which was extremely important for Now, Bismarck’s resignation, and the non-renewal of the
Rückversicherungsvertrag represented a dramatic impact onthe development inside America during the Civil War—that

unfortunately his son, Alexander III, and also his succes- the relations among the different powers in Europe. Bismarck
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was on top of the whole set of mostly secret diplomatic and creating it; and the stupidity of the leaders, not to go in the
direction of cooperation.defense treaties, with Russia, Austria, Italy, Romania. And

since he was the architect of all of these alliances, he was In Russia, Tsar Alexander III saw no loss in the non-
renewal of the treaty, and the two military leaders Vannovskyconfident that in a time of crisis, he would be able to have

them all work together, as a safety net, even if some of them and Obruchev didn’t really worry about an attack from Ger-
many, because they were sure, that if Germany would join anwere a little bit in contradiction to each other. But, his succes-

sors had no desire to continue this complicated diplomacy. attack by England against Russia, then France would immedi-
ately try to reconquer Alsace-Lorraine, and Germany wouldAnd especially in Germany, they were afraid that if this treaty

with Russia would be made public, it would be a big embar- risk a war on two fronts. So, it was only Giers, the Foreign
Minister, who was worried about the resignation of Bismarckrassment for those who made it.

But for Bismarck, it was clear, that the alliance with Rus- and the non-renewal of the treaty; while the Tsar was quite
indifferent. Giers did not like to talk about, that the non-re-sia was necessary, if only to prevent that Russia would seek

an alliance with France, as a counterweight to Germany’s newal of this treaty would give Russia a free hand, because
he had no sympathy for the imperial policies of Russia in thealliance with Austria and Italy. Bismarck was proven right

by the historical developments: Because, the Russian-French Balkans, or adventures in Central Asia. Giers was worried
that the Russian-French alliance would divide Europe intonegotiations started immediately after the non-renewal of this

alliance, and the dependency on Austria, in the last days be- two rival military camps, and lead to a danger of a big war.
Now, the German government could have known all offore the outbreak of World War I, became a big factor.

The problem was that France, throughout this period, was this, because the reports by the German Ambassador in Rus-
sia, von Schweinitz, made clear, that he warned the Germanworking on the revision of the shameful peace treaty of 1871,

and that remained the dominant foreign policy aim. Influential government that the non-renewal would trigger a process
which would end up in a Russian-French alliance.circles in France, and other European countries, had the con-

viction that the new European war would be inevitable. There- Now, if you look at this period, you see an amazing negli-
gence concerning the decisive point, that Russia would imme-fore, so went the logic, one had to prepare oneself for it. But

in reality, it was this war preparation which made the war diately seek such an alliance with France (and vice versa);
and a complete lack of reality of what was the interest of theseeventually inevitable—and the failure to go for the existing

alternative in time. But, the military planning of the chiefs of powers, which can only be compared to the complete lack of
reality of the war party today. Caprivi had the argument,staff, which assumed this inevitability, was contributing to
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The Trans-Siberian Railway,
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which was completely ridiculous, that a French-Russian alli- later, it came out that he was as corrupt as Cheney: He was
involved in the so-called Panama Affair, and quite similarance would be useless for Russia, since the only interest of

Russia would be in the ocean straits [the Bosphorus and businesses.
The problem was that the Tsar, as I said, had developedDardanelles]. Von Schweinitz made the argument that the

Rückversicherungsvertrag would guarantee neutrality in the this deep antipathy against the Kaiser. And this was mainly
the result of gossip in the salons, in which people reportedfirst weeks after the outbreak of the war. Caprivi said, no, this

is no advantage, since Germany would keep the majority of things the Kaiser supposedly would have said about the Tsar.
So, eventually, the Kaiser was built up as a disgusting oppo-its troops at the Russian border anyway. And soon it became

obvious, that the French-Russian negotiation, in which the nent in the mind of the Tsar.
Now, the new French Ambassador, Montebello, in Marchimmediate and simultaneous mobilization was the key ques-

tion, was the only relevant point for the French. Also, the ’92, brought a memorandum to Giers, which brought Giers
to the conclusion that it would give France a carte blanchesecond argument, that Russia would only be interested in

these straits, was a severe misjudgment, because this was not for all kinds of adventures, and that Russia would be forced
to support them. Contrary to that, the Tsar, before readingat all a relevant point in the French-Russian relations in 1890.

The slowness in Germany’s comprehension, even after the paper, said: “It must be signed right away. We must be
prepared to attack Germany, so that they don’t have time tothe French military leader Boisdeffre went for two weeks of

talks, during the maneuvers in Narva, in the presence of the first defeat France and then turn to us. We must learn from
the mistakes of the past, and annihilate Germany at the firstvisiting Kaiser; so the first official negotiations about this

military alliance took place, practically under the eyes of the possible occasion.”
Now, Giers was shocked, and he took all his courage,German Emperor. In July ’91, during the visit of the French

fleet in Kronstadt, and the gigantic festivities in Petersburg, and said: What would be gained in helping France in the
destruction of Germany? And the Tsar answered: “Yeah! So,which were unprecedented, the first draft of the French-Rus-

sian treaty was concluded. First, it had the idea to coordinate what? What we would gain, would be that Germany, in its
present form, would disappear. It would disintegrate into aall questions concerning peace in Europe; and secondly, to

have the extremely important clause, of an immediate and number of small, weak states, as it was before.” Giers talked
to his confidant, Lamsdorff, and said: “Our monarch thinkssimultaneous mobilization, in case of an attack by one of the

Triple Alliance Germany-Austria-Italy. And, that was, as you that he will be the master of the world, when he has finished
off Germany. He talks such nonsense, and demonstrated suchknow, what made World War I later inevitable, because of

this clause. wild instincts, that all I could do, was to listen patiently.”
Now, the manipulations of such corrupt elements as the

Russian Ambassador in France, Baron Mohrenheim, who was ‘The Nightmare Vision’ of George W. Bush
Now, Mary Dejevsky, on March 19 [2003], wrote in thean overbearing, terrible person, who exaggerated everything;

the danger from the Triple Alliance, the state of the negotia- British Independent, under the headline, “The Nightmare Vi-
sion of a Paranoid President”: Mr. Bush, in his speech ontions between France and Russia; so, that did not help. And
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Monday the 17th, “was a small man ordering a scared and mate. All diplomatic decisions have to be made before.” Now,
if you look at the efforts by Mr. Blix and Mr. El-Baradei, youinsecure country into war. . . . From the notion that ridding

the world of the Iraqi leader will reduce the universal terrorist find the same attitudes on the side of the Bush Administra-
tion, there.threat, to the presumption of a direct link between Saddam and

al-Qaeda, Mr. Bush came across as inhabiting the nightmare Obruchev wrote in his paper, first, that there has to be an
unconditional willingness to accept the inevitability of war;world of a paranoiac, who sees mortal danger around every

corner. . . . and then, you see the complete lack of any express wish to
avoid it; and, what you also see in this paper, is the totally“Having annihilated the tyrant (Biff! Bang!), erased the

evil tentacles of his power (Crash! Wallop! Zap!), Mr. Bush arrogant order that diplomats should no longer interfere, and
do nothing to disturb the plans of the military. And, you canheld out for Iraq’s hard-pressed and soon to be bombed people

a paradisical future.” also see—not that with one word—the war aim was men-
tioned, in the same way “regime change” is a very dubiousNow, I think the similarity is not missing. Lamsdorff, the

Deputy Foreign Minister, wrote that evening in his diary: formulation of a war aim. Boisdeffre, in ’91, told Obrutchev,
his Russian counterpart, that the war aim would be, “Let’s“Germany will hardly fall apart when its independence is in

danger, namely, in the case of a world war. More likely it will first crush them, and then the rest will be easy and obvious.”
Obruchev’s paper basically represented a change in thebe fused together through such a fight. But, in case of a defeat,

one can anticipate the end of the Kaiserreich, and the triumph notion of war, because previously, in dynastic wars, specific
aims were always certain territories, or the protection of tradeof republican and socialist principles. In any case, a return to

the old order is unthinkable.” routes, or some limited purposes. But now, it was the smash-
ing defeat of the enemy, to be crushed out of existence. It isLyn, just two days ago, in an interview with the British

radio, made the point, that Bush’s chances for re-election are amazing that the Tsar, having these wild fantasies, did not
have any consideration for the effect this would have on theless than zero. And I think that can be stated with firmness.

Now, concerning U.S. imperialism today, the scenario for Kaisertum, on the Tsarist regime, and what it would do to
encourage revolutionary movements, national movements,what should be done after the Iraq war—to return to the old

order—is as unthinkable as it was impossible to return to the and so forth. There was a strange blindness for the real reasons
of the inner decay—quite like today. So, when Nicholas IIold, Tsarist Kaiserordnung after World War I. Now, com-

pared to the military power of the United States, which is the continued this policy 25 years later, the Russian Empire
went under.largest ever in the history of mankind, Iraq is just a tiny dwarf,

who, according to General Schwarzkopf, has been bombed Why did this occur? Alexander III lived in relative isola-
tion in his palace, but Obruchev was a military leader, whoby first Gulf War already, into a Stone Age. Now, if you go

back to the pre-World War I situation, at the time of 1892, could have known better. Why did he act the way he did? Did
he want the fall of the Romanovs? Today, the argument is,there was not one problem that could have required clarifica-

tion for military power. There was no territorial claim, not this war will lead to the downfall of Bush. Well, one lesson is
that the dangers of a war, which is planned without a clearany other goals between Germany and Russia. In the same

way, there was no reason for the Gulf War today. definition of the war aims and a clear conception of the peace
plan for after the war, leads to a complete disaster. And in theBismarck had emphasized, in his later years in office, that

there was no reasonable aim for a war with Russia. Why then, case of the First World War, the tragedy of 1914-1918 was
really the downfall, not only of the Tsarist regime, but thethis talk about the “inevitability of war,” as being something

self-evident? This thesis of the inevitability of a war between tragedy for Europe as a whole. All players had lost judgment,
what their real interest was. And, because the level of militaryRussia and Germany on the one side—out of the fears result-

ing out of the buildup on both sides, and, the supposed con- technology was vastly higher than their ability to use it intelli-
gently, they were unable to see the self-destructive implica-straints emanating from these, were blinding all participants

from the fact that there was no rational or constructive reason tions for themselves. It led to the tragedy of the 20th Century,
for several generations to come.for a war. History is full of examples, that whoever uses the

argument of “inevitability” has their ulterior motives. Some
in Europe say, “Maybe the United States has to crash against Witte and Hanotaux Build Alternatives to War

Now was this war inevitable? Or was there an alternativethe wall first, and then we can do something about it.”
But, once the Russian-French military alliance was agreed policy? And I want to say, absolutely yes, there was.

In the 1890s, there was the historic opportunity for theupon, essentially the fuse for the outbreak of World War I,
was there. Obruchev wrote: “The mobilization can not any nations of continental Europe to unite and work together. In

France, the Foreign Minister, Gabriel Hanotaux, from 1894longer be regarded as a peaceful act” (the mobilization of
the army according to this treaty), “but it represents a most on; and in Russia, the Finance Minister, Sergei Witte, had the

strategic vision for a community of principle. From 1892 on,decisive act of aggression. That means, that in the moment of
the mobilization, no further diplomatic hesitation is legiti- the outstanding figure for this vision was Sergei Yulevich
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Witte, who until 1903, was the finance minister of Russia. Continental League ‘Joining Europe and Asia’
Witte wrote in 1902, “The global significance of the Sibe-During this period, Russia experienced a gigantic industrial

revolution. Witte, born in Tbilisi, today’s Georgia, was the rian Road can no longer be denied by anyone. It is likewise
acknowledged, both at home and abroad. Joining Europe andfirst manager of the Odessa Railway; then he was the execu-

tive director of the Southwest Railway from the Baltic to the Asia by a continuous rail connection, that road becomes a
global means of transit, on which the exchange of goods be-Black Sea, with connections to Germany and Austria. After

he went to Kiev, in 1886, he became a member of the Baranov tween West and East will have to flow. China, Japan, and
Korea, with a population of half a billion people.” (Now it’sCommission, set up by the Tsar to formulate a railroad policy

for the government. Witte wrote the railroad charter, which three times as much.) “And already with a turnover of interna-
tional trade of more than 600 billion rubles in value, with thiswas the basis for the first regulation of railroads in all of

Russia. great steam-propelled transit system producing more rapid
and cheaper communication, and exchange of goods, enterIn 1892, Witte became the

Minister of the Ways and into closer relations with Europe, a market, with a developed
manufacturing culture, and thereby create a greater demandCommunication, and set up the

Siberian Railway Committee, there for the raw materials of the East. Thanks to the Siberian
Road, these countries will also increase their demand for Eu-and the plan to build a railroad

all the way to the Pacific. In ropean manufactures, and European know-how, and capital
will find for itself an extensive new field of employment forOctober ’92, he became Fi-

nance Minister, and reformed the exploration and development of the natural riches of the
Eastern nations.” The Siberian Railroad “can be of great assis-the state finances of Russia,

among other things pegged the tance to the Chinese tea industry, in removing China’s most
dangerous competitor, Britain, from the position of middle-ruble to gold; and his aim was,

to transform Russia from a man in the Chinese trade with European countries, and in
securing for Chinese teas, much faster deliveries to Europe.”backward rural country, into a- Count Sergei Witte

modern industrial nation. His Now, here we have the essence of the geopolitical reasons
why Britain hated this so much. Because obviously, infra-collaboration with Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleyev, the discov-

erer of the Periodic Table and the director of the Bureau of structural integration meant a threat to the dominance of the
sea trade. And here, you have all the evil fantasies of theWeights and Standards, was crucial for the Russian develop-

ment of their own iron industry, which obviously was crucial British geopoliticians—Mackinder, Milner, but also natu-
rally Haushofer—and their idiotic doctrine, that wheneverfor the building of the railroad.

Both were followers of Friedrich List, and his system of you have Eurasian development, the control of the Eurasian
heartland is violating the dominance of the rim countries,national economy. Witte even wrote essays on List. And un-

der his ministry, they opened up over 100 new schools, among meaning England and the United States.
Now, Witte proposed that the last part of the road shouldthem the very prestigious St. Petersburg Polytechnical

Institute. go straight through Manchuria, thus bringing China into this
Eurasian development.From ’94 on, his collabora-

tion with Hanotaux proceeded, In 1895, Witte, together with Hanotaux, brought together
a coalition of Russia, Germany, and France, which preventedand when Witte was finance

minister, he built 14,815 miles the takeover of the Liaotung Peninsula by the Japanese. And
Japan, confronted with this show of unity, agreed to negotiateof railroad, three times as

much as in the decade before. a treaty with China, instead of annexing this Chinese territory.
Through the collaboration of Witte and Hanotaux, and theThe Trans-Siberian Railroad

alone, was 5,800 miles, from help of French capital, China was provided with a major loan
which it used to pay, among other things, the indemnities toMoscow to Vladivostok on the

Pacific Coast. And with that, Japan which had been caused by the Sino-Japanese War of
1895, which calmed Japan down.the gigantic spaces of Siberia

were opened for settlement.
Gabriel Hanotaux

Russia signed then a mutual defense treaty with China,
which helped in turn create the condition to build the Manchu-By 1902, over 900,000 settlers

had moved to Siberia, and rian part of the Trans-Siberian Railroad.
So, this Continental League, as Witte called it, had pre-there was a vast increase of transported goods. They gave free

land to all who wished to settle, and it led to the gigantic vented the annexation of a part of China, and Witte wanted to
make it a permanent bloc against the manipulations of Greatinfrastructure development in the Far East, especially chang-

ing the relations between Russia, China, and Japan, in light Britain. Altogether, he said, “our statesmen must realize the
necessity of a Central European bloc, consisting of Russia,of this new early form of the Eurasian Land-Bridge.
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Germany, and France. That would be the bulwark of peace, Shortly after that, Kaiser Wilhelm II and Tsar Nicholas II
met at Björkö, a Baltic port in Finland, which resulted inbecause nobody would be able to violate it.”

When Kaiser Wilhelm II and Empress Augusta Victoria the famous Björkö agreement between Russia and Germany.
Nicholas was very angry that, despite the alliance with France,came in ’97 to a state visit to see Tsar Nicholas, Witte tried to

convince the Emperor of such an alliance, predicting that France did nothing to help Russia against Japan. And also,
Wilhelm was very unhappy with British policy. He wrote toEurope’s greatness would soon be a matter of the past, like

that of the Roman Empire, Greece, Carthage, or some states his Chancellor von Bülow: “Our talks then turned on England,
and very soon it appeared that the Tsar felt a deep personalof Asia Minor, if it would continue on its present course.

The astonished Emperor asked Witte, what should be done to anger at England, and the King. He called Edward II the great-
est mischief maker, and the most dangerous and deceptiveprevent such a decline? Witte replied: “Imagine, Your Maj-

esty, the European countries united in one entity, one that intriguer in the world. I could only agree with him, adding
that I, especially, had had to suffer from his intrigues in thedoes not waste vast sums of money, resources, blood, and

labor on rivalry among themselves. No longer compelled to recent years. He has a passion for plotting against every
power, making a little agreement with everybody. Where-maintain armies for war among themselves, no longer form-

ing an armed camp, as it is the case now, with each fearing its upon the Tsar interrupted me, striking the table with a fist,
and said, ‘Well, I can only say: He shall not get one from me,neighbor. If that were done, Europe would be much richer,

much stronger, more civilized, not going downhill under the and never in my life will I turn against Germany or you. My
word of honor upon it.’ ”weight of mutual hatred, rivalry, and war. The first step toward

attaining this goal would be the formation of an alliance of Well, so much for the honor of the Tsar.
When Witte, who had been called from retirement—heRussia, Germany, and France. Once that was done, the other

countries on the European continent would join the alliance. had been dismissed before because of his objection to the
Russia occupation of Manchuria—to negotiate the truce withAs a consequence, Europe would be free of the burdens cre-

ated by the existing rivalries. Europe would be mighty, would Japan, he was told by the Kaiser about the Björkö Treaty; and
he believed the Kaiser that this would be a first step towardsbe able to maintain a dominant position for a long time. But

if the European countries continue on their present course, the Continental League he so deeply desired. The Kaiser re-
ports Witte’s reaction after he had told him about the treaty:they will risking great misfortune.”

“His Majesty told me,” said Witte, “that he found my “The effect was like a thunderbolt. His eyes filled with tears
and enthusiasm, and emotion so overwhelmed him that heviews interesting and original, and then graciously took his

leave.” couldn’t speak. Finally, he cried, ‘God be praised! Thank
God! At last this infamous nightmare, which weighs uponThe chance was missed.

Tsar Nicholas and his lackeys us, disappears.’ ”
But when Witte saw the actual text of the treaty, andhad other ideas; for example,

the desire to annex Manchuria realized that it was not at all an entente but a regular defense
pact, which totally contradicted the Russian-French peaceand Korea, and to have no

agreement with Japan. In 1902 treaty of 12 years ago, he rejected it. In any case, two years
later, Russia became the ally of Great Britain.Japan fell into the trap set up

for them by the British King, Now, again the question: Could World War I have been
avoided? Was this war inevitable? No, it was not. There wasand signed a mutual defense

treaty with Great Britain. Kai- the chance to go the way of Eurasian cooperation, and it was
not used. The price for this was enormous: Two world wars,ser Wilhelm, already in 1897,

flirted himself with the idea of and a 20th Century which destroyed the lives of many millions
of people—not only the people who died, but also psychologi-an Anglo-German rapproche-

ment, which Prime Minister Germany’s Kaiser Wilhelm II cal damage, which was inflicted upon Europe.
Today, we are in a situation where the issues are essen-Chamberlain was suggesting.

Step by step, the ground for the tially the same ones as at the end of the 19th Century: Eurasian
development, but fortunately with a much more promisingtragedy of World War I was prepared. The partition of China

by Western powers led to the Boxer Rebellion. Russia occu- chance that it will become the beginning of a new era.
pied Manchuria, and Russian-Chinese relations deteriorated
severely, and Japan, encouraged by their new ally Great Brit- The ‘Missed Chance of 1989’

Now, let’s go back to 1989, what we called the “missedain, launched a surprise attack at the Russian base of Port
Arthur on Feb. 8, 1904. historical chance of ’89.” With the fall of the Iron Curtain,

there was the chance for the first time in the 20th Century, toThe Russo-Japanese war, which lasted for 11 months
and was extremely bloody, ended with a massive defeat put the East-West relationship on a completely new basis.

The division of Eurasia, which had been imposed since thefor Russia.
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Versailles Treaty—which essentially meant to keep Germany prisoner of Bush at that time—proposed in ’91, when the
Soviet Union started to disintegrate, the expansion of the Pro-economically down, so that it would never again have any

role in the development of the East, by Anglo-American geo- ductive Triangle to the Eurasian Land-Bridge, eventually
having three corridors: The Trans-Siberian Railway, the Oldpolitics—was essentially over. We know that the Versailles

conditions led to the Depression and World War II. And then Silk Road, and then from there, branching out into other cor-
ridors.Yalta, again, was meant to prevent Eurasian integration.

In ’89, Lyn predicted that the collapse of the Soviet Union Then, in ’96, the Eurasian Land-Bridge conference in
Beijing, defined the Eurasian Land-Bridge as the strategicwould only be the beginning of a global collapse of the entire

free market system. And if people would make the mistake long-term policy for the Chinese government, until the year
2010. In ’97, when the Asia crisis started to take away theof superimposing the bankrupt system of free market econ-

omy, on the already bankrupt communist system, it would illusions about the present world system, the idea came back
on the table, but it was always a point where people likeresult in an even larger collapse of the global system, which

is exactly where we are today. Sir Leon Brittan, and others, worked very hard not to have
this perspective.Lyn proposed instead the Productive Triangle Paris-Ber-

lin-Vienna, to be based on physical economy, and the devel- In ’98, Primakov proposed the Strategic Triangle of
China, Russia, and India, and we worked very hard to helpopment of so-called corridors into Poland, Ukraine, Russia,

Hungary, and the Balkans. But the old Bush, at that time, said bring this into being.
Then, when Sept. 11, 2001 occurred, and the Clash of“No, the development of Russia is not in the interest of the

United States. If we would allow the development of Russia, Civilizations policy was on, this was the pretext for the war
party not only to go into Afghanistan, but now, to take out thethey would become a competitor on the world market. What

we should have instead is a New World Order, because now plans which were in their desks for a long time.
In 2002, when it was clear that the war against Iraq wasthe United States is the only superpower left.”

And then—and here you can see the unfolding of the on the table, Lyn was the first one to organize a worldwide
opposition. The BüSo, in Germany, made this the key focustragedy—in 1989, there was no enemy for the United States,

of any size, left. And the United States made the mistake the of our campaign for the entire year. And, in August, Schröder
made a complete switch, and decided on an absolute “no!” toClassical Greeks made after the defeat of the Persian Empire,

which turned the Attic Sea alliance into an imperial structure this Iraq war. Schröder’s position, in turn, strengthened the
French view and Chirac’s position, and this had a very impor-at that time. Now, this is exactly what the United States did

with the collapse of the Soviet Union. There was no adversary tant effect on Russia and on China. People, all of a sudden,
started to realize that what was going on was not just a warleft, and they could have supported Eurasian development,

based on the policies of John Quincy Adams, namely, to have against Iraq, but that the American war aims were against
Iran, North Korea, China, Russia, and that the real issue wasa community of principle of sovereign nation-states. But, no.

Bush had to go for the first Gulf war, which was geopolitical; an American Empire. Now, the German-French-Russian-
Chinese alliance, with other countries coming towards it, re-the main aim of which was to take the historical momentum

away from Europe, away from German unification, and pre- acted to the unilateralism of the Bush Administration and
the open threat of an American Empire. They reacted to thevent Eurasian development. And with the enemy Soviet

Union gone, to establish a new enemy; namely, Islam. insanity of a first use of nuclear weapons, pre-emptive doc-
trine; and all of this catalyzed a Eurasian alliance in months,Why? Bush said it: We have to preserve the American

life-style. something which would normally take years and decades, to
come into being.Now, the old Bush, however, was not as unrestrained as

the new Bush, because he still had certain considerations for So therefore, Germany and France used the occasion of
the 40-year anniversary of the Elysée Treaty, which was es-the international community, which is essentially why he did

not go into Baghdad to get rid of Saddam Hussein; because tablished by Adenauer and de Gaulle—being an historical
breakthrough which only if you look at 500 years of warhe knew the war coalition would not survive that. But, as we

know now, the war-party—Cheney, Wolfowitz, Perle, and between Germany and France, you understand how important
that act of peace was, which de Gaulle and Adenauer estab-Co.—made plans for the conquering of Iraq and the Clash of

Civilizations, already in ’91. They developed, already in ’90-
’91, the pre-emptive doctrine, the doctrine of first use of nu-

FOR Aclear weapons, and the idea to impose an American Empire.
But, the old Bush had moderating influences, like Scowcroft
and others, so, Perle and Co. could not prevail at that time; DIALOGUE OF CULTURES
and then, the economy was the reason why Bush got defeated
in ’92. www.schillerinstitute.org

We, in the meantime, proceeded—Lyn being a political
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lished. And now, this gave the beautiful occasion to reaffirm tional agreements between nations, for long-term joint devel-
opment projects, technology transfer, and the expansion ofthat treaty, in light of the dangers of today.

The Duma Deputy Dmitri Rogozin said in an interview trade. And we have to envisage that for 25 to 50 years. The
new Eurasian Union perspective will go far beyond the Mar-on the 16th of this month, “Germany, France, and Russia,

have now a joint industry policy, joint space research, and a shall Plan or the New Deal.
If you look at the German unemployment situation: Ger-joint security policy. The resources of Russia will guarantee

independence of its allies, even if the United States would many officially has, today, 4.6 million unemployed; in reality,
probably 8 million. And the only way Germany will get outdominate the entire Gulf; and Germany and France are in no

danger if they are with Russia. Russia has decided for the of this crisis, is through the Eurasian Land-Bridge. The Asian
continent has 3.5 billion people. India and China alone havealliance with Germany and France. On the basis of this com-

mon interest, the Eurasian Union emerges as the new super- 2.3 billion. China, in a world which was collapsing, had the
impressive growth rate of 8% per year. Just to give you apower, which has to be taken into account by the other super-

power. This Eurasian Union is going to be permanent, and it couple of figures: France, which is the number-one trade part-
ner of Germany, imports 12,000 euros per capita per yearhas a much greater future, with its gigantic export markets,

than the European Union.” from Germany; the United States imports EU250 per year per
capita; and China, only EU9.7. But, machine-tool exportsThe Eurasian Union exists: It is actually emerging very

rapidly. from Germany in 2002 increased 50% to China alone. South
Korea has ten times as much imports from Germany, as China:Now, Putin went to China in December, and to India. And

the Strategic Triangle Russia-China-India was reconfirmed. EU98 per capita. Now, if China and India were to develop at
minimum, to the level of South Korea, the volume of GermanThen, you have the ASEAN Plus Four meeting in Phnom

Penh, which decided, among other things, on the Mekong exports to a combined population of 2.3 billion people would
increase by a factor of 10 or more, and it would be more thanRiver project. Then, you have other projects, like the Ganges-

Brahmaputra project, between India and China. The South the entire German exports to the all of the European Union
countries today.Korean President who just came into office, Roh Moo-hyun,

in his inauguration speech on the Feb. 25, said, “An age of There’s another aspect. If the Eurasian Land-Bridge will
be built as an integrated project, we will need to build thou-Northeast Asia begins. A new takeoff towards an age of peace

and prosperity. Peace on the Korean Peninsula can only occur sands of new cities. Official Chinese estimates are, that the
urban population of China will increase from presently 31%in the context of economic development of the entirety of

Eurasia. And we will build a super-speed railway, the Iron and 390 million today, to 70%, or 912 million people by the
year 2020. Now, this will mean an unprecedented level ofSilk Road. We have to soon bring the day, when passengers

will be able to buy a train ticket in Pusan and travel all the construction, not only of cities, but of transport, energy, water,
and communications. There is no question that the Eurasianway to Paris, in the heart of Europe, via Pyongyang, Shinuiju,

and many cities in China, Mongolia, and Russia.” Land-Bridge will mean a new economic miracle, which will
make the famous “German economic miracle” after ’45, aA similar view was expressed about the “Asiatic Grand

Central,” starting “from Orenburg on the River Ural, which very small event.
Clinton was in Berlin—I think in ’95—and he was thenrailroad would have gone as far as Peshawar, on the Indian

frontier, bringing the Russian system to the Anglo-Indian sys- saying, there is no limit in the creation of new jobs in the East.
I think Clinton didn’t stick with this, unfortunately, but hetem of railways across Central Asia. . . . It would have been a

communication between the Trans-Siberian on the one hand, was right: There is no limit. Young people will be required
to have careers as engineers, as developers, architects, andand the Baghdad railway on the other. The object was to

join European railways with the Anglo-Indian railway, and so forth.
beyond that, with future Chinese railways.”

Now, who said that? Well, it was not “Commander Wu,” The Land-Bridge to a Dialogue of Cultures
But, it is more than that: It will not only lead to an eco-when he finished the railway stretch from Pudong Airport

to Shanghai. No. It was Gabriel Hanotaux, writing on the nomic miracle, but it will transform humanity out of the pres-
ent state of barbarism. Because we need a new paradigm.Eurasian railway project of the French engineer Ferdinand de

Lesseps, who had built the Suez Canal, when he had presented And, the Eurasian Land-Bridge must be combined with the
Dialogue of Cultures along the Eurasian Land-Bridge. And,to the French Academy of Science his railway project for Eu-

rasia. as you know, our Land-Bridge will go through the Bering
Strait into Latin America, and through Egypt and GibraltarThis was 130 years ago. And, one can only say, “Is it not

about time to integrate Eurasia?” into Africa.
We have to start, in this dialogue, with what is universalNow we have a phase-change: The old institutions are

defunct. The IMF, the United Nations, NATO, the European about all human beings: What distinguishes man from all
other beings? It is his cognitive ability. Man is the only beingUnion—they are all a matter of the past. We need new institu-
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capable of reason, and this reason is unlimited in being per- kind is supposed to grow up. In The Federalist, Alexander
Hamilton asked the question, the big question, which willfectible. (This was, by the way, the argument, already, Witte

made, about the difference between man and beasts: That decide on the future of the United States: Can man give
himself laws to self-govern himself according to the commonman is capable to improve the fate of mankind through his

creativity.) Isn’t this a wonderful thing? The cognitive powers good of the people?
This is the big challenge in front of us today. So, for theof human beings enable man to produce ideas—immaterial

things—and these immaterial things lead to scientific and first time this question must be answered, not for one country,
but for all countries on the planet. Nicolaus of Cusa had thetechnological progress, which in turn, increases the produc-

tivity of the production process, which increases the living idea, that concordance in the macrocosm can only exist, if
all microcosms have the maximum development, and eachstandard of the population, and longevity, and so forth.

Lyn, in developing his notion of the relative potential microcosm not only desires his own maximum development,
but also that of the others. Applied to nations, this means thatpopulation-density, for the first time established a yardstick,

to measure scientifically what is good, and what leads to the all nations must be relating to each other like members of a
family, where the father wants the best development for theincrease of the chances of mankind to survive in the long

term. Nicolaus of Cusa was the first one who talked about the daughter, and vice versa.
This has been the dream of the Schiller Institute from thelaw of evolution, the development from the inorganic, [to]

the living, and reason, and then God; however, the develop- beginning. But now, at the moment of incredible crisis and
incredible vacuum, we have to realize this.ment, not going from below to the top, but from above.

Vernadsky picked up on the same idea, and made the point Now, I propose that we, as an organization, take this chal-
lenge, and make this question of Lyn’s policies—the Newthat with the evolution of man, the Noösphere is increasingly

becoming dominant over the Biosphere. Sri Aurobindo Gh- Bretton Woods, Eurasian Land-Bridge, and the need to de-
velop international law, the cultural Renaissance on the basisose, from the Indian point of view, had the same idea: That

the spiritual man will eventually become the dominant form of a Dialogue among Cultures—to turn this, in the next two
days, into the Bad Schwalbach Declaration; and intervene, inof human existence. Schiller had the notion of the “beautiful

soul,” where genius is the only one who fulfills that condition. the next days and weeks, so that these policies become real-
ized, and that the Age of Folly of Mankind is ended forever.And the LaRouche Youth Movement has declared many

times, they are determined to make Lyn’s personal creativity
the standard for all human beings to come.
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Now, the crisis can only be overcome if we activate, in
this moment of severe challenge, all of the universal ideas,
all the best minds who lived in history so far.

As the institutions of the old order collapse, the present
crisis has also created a tremendous chance. Because it is very
clear that the international law, as it has developed since the
Peace of Westphalia, and is written in the UN Charter, is not
sufficient, because it did not succeed; it was not sufficient to
solve this present crisis. What we saw is that international law
was defeated, and that the “law of the stronger” dominated;
which proves the fact, that international law, Bürgerrecht, the
“law of the people,” is still in a very rudimentary form. Now
it must be developed.

What is lacking in international law? Well, natural law.
And, it does exist, as the concept of Nemesis makes so totally
clear. What we have to introduce into international law is the
following: We know, from the evolution of mankind, that
there is a provable coincidence and cohesion between the
laws of the microcosm and macrocosm. The same idea which
exists in Leibniz’s notion of the monad: that each monad, in
germ form, contains all the laws of the universe.

Now therefore, what we have to do, is to bring the cosmic
order, the laws of the real universe, into the political realm,
and we are only at the beginning to understand the implica-
tion of what that means. But cosmic laws, the laws of the
microcosm, must be reflected in international law, if man-
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Academician Vladimir S. Myasnikov

The Strategic Triangle of Russia,
China, and India: the Eurasian Aspect
Academician Myasnikov is Deputy Director of the Institute Finally, in 2001, Gordon G. Chang, a Chinese American,

published his book on The Coming Collapse of China.2 Withof Far Eastern Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
His presentation to the Schiller Institute International Con- his 20-year experience as a legal counselor for a big American

company in Shanghai, Gordon Chang predicted that the Chi-ference at Bad Schwalbach, was part of the March 22 panel
on Eurasian development keynoted by Helga Zepp- nese state would collapse in the near-term future. His forecast

was based on the perceived inefficiency of state-run enter-LaRouche. The speech is translated from the Russian by Ta-
mara Karganova; some subheads have been added. prises, weaknesses and shortcomings of the banking system

in the P.R.C., as well as on the P.R.C. leaders’ alleged inability
A strange but probably logical recourse of events can be ob- to build an open democratic society.

So, let us try to visualize the global political scene inserved in history. The advent of the 19th Century was marked
by Napoleonic wars, and the beginning of the 20th Century, the near future: The United States is hit by financial crisis;

Russia’s degradation is at the point when U.S. military inter-by World War I. Now, at the dawn of the 21st Century, we
are witnessing the rapid lowering of the security threshold for ference is required; while collapse of continental China

shakes Asia and the world at large. This would be a mostthe whole world. Notwithstanding the clear striving to peace
manifested by a number of leading powers, the world again gloomy scenario of international developments in the first

half of the 21st Century. To what extent it is realistic willfinds itself at the brink of war. In his address of Jan. 28, 2003,
Mr. Lyndon LaRouche, one of the most highly reputed and become clear quite soon. In this presentation, I would like to

address only those trends of international relations, which—honest analysts, quite correctly noted that bombing of Iraq
and making the latter a theater of hostilities could trigger a should they gain momentum—might prevent realization of

the above scenario.new world war and a new great depression. Lyndon LaRouche
once again emphasized that the world would face an economic
crisis more severe than the crisis of 1928-1933. However, Russia, China, and India

Can Guarantee Stability in AsiaIraq is not the only potential trigger.
A recent report by the RAND Corporation, which presents The need to accomplish their respective reforms properly

predetermines a certain line of international behavior, pur-“Conclusions on Russia’s Decline . . . and Consequences for
the U.S. and Its Air Force,” says that “degradation” of Russia sued by the leaders of Russia, China, and India. “Peace and

Development,” the logo of the P.R.C. foreign policy, is beingwould affect the U.S. interests directly or indirectly, and
therefore it should be suggested that the U.S. armed forces pursued in the form of active work for stability in East, Cen-

tral, and Southeast Asia. As Eurasian powers, Russia andmight be asked to help, and then would have to operate in
Russian territory or in the adjacent areas. Incidentally, U.S. India are interested in sustained strategic stability in the whole

of Eurasia. Visits by the Russian Federation President Vladi-interests in the Russian theater of international politics seem
to be pretty much the same as in Iraq. As noted by authors of mir V. Putin to China and India in December 2002 have mani-

fested the shared positions of the three great powers withthe RAND report, Russia is a major producer and supplier of
energy resources, and a route for transit of oil and gas from regard to major problems of contemporary international rela-

tions. The contents of Russia’s relations of strategic partner-the Caspian region, which is defined as a key area for U.S.
national security interests.1 ship with China and India are becoming ever more specific.

By the 16th Congress of the ruling Chinese Communist
Party, the team of leaders headed by Jiang Zemin reached

1. This theory was voiced as early as July 1997, when the U.S. Senate Foreign
impressive results in the sphere of foreign policy. These re-Relations Committee held hearings on Washington’s policy vis-à-vis “eight

new independent states of Caucasus and Central Asia”—i.e., Armenia, Azer-
baijan, Georgia, Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and

Caspian, the United States considers Russia and Iran as its main competitors,Uzbekistan. According to the main conclusion of those hearings, these repub-
while Turkey is seen in Washington as a potential ally or tool of its policy.lics would form a sphere of U.S. priority interests. Such a conclusion was

predetermined, first and foremost, by the extremely rich Caspian oil and gas 2. Gordon G. Chang, The Coming Collapse of China (New York: Random
House, 2001).deposits, comparable to the hydrocarbon resources of the Persian Gulf. In the
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sults serve as a good foundation for international activities of
the new team led by Hu Jingtao.

Such attainments include, but are not limited by, the fol-
lowing: Treaty of Good-Neighborliness, Friendship, and Co-
operation with Russia; agreement on the free-trade zone with
the ASEAN member-states; normalization of relations with
India; balanced condition of relations with the United States
and Japan; and, willingness to resolve border issues with all
neighbor countries within 20 years.

The new world environment offers opportunities for
peaceful coexistence and other universally recognized princi-
ples of international law, which guarantee observation of na-
tional interests to prevail in interstate relations. Exactly such
principles serve as the basis for the Treaty of Good-Neighbor-
liness, Friendship, and Cooperation between the Russian Fed-
eration and the People’s Republic of China, signed by Russian Academician Myasnikov told the conference, “We are witnessing

the rapid lowering of the security threshold for the whole world,”Federation President Vladimir V. Putin and P.R.C. President
and described at length the growing collaboration of Russia,Jiang Zemin in Moscow on July 16, 2001. This Treaty is of
China, and India against this, now hastened by economic crisissubstantial importance—not only for Russia’s relations with
and spreading war.

its great neighbor in Asia, but also for the whole complex of
international relations in the world of the 21st Century.

What is the reason to qualify this “treaty of the century,”
as the P.R.C. President Jiang Zemin put it, in the above terms? one another. These commitments are especially meaningful

in the new circumstances, when the United States has secededFirst, the Moscow treaty restored the international legal
and treaty platform of Russian-Chinese relations that had unilaterally from the ABM Treaty.

With the proper respect of social, political, economic,been in existence for three-plus centuries. Second, such resto-
ration took place on a qualitatively new basis, in conformity and cultural development of each party, Russia and China

provide for long-term and stable progress of relations be-with the principles of good-neighborliness, friendship, coop-
eration, equal trustful partnership, and strategic interaction tween the two states. Based on their respective national

interests, Russia and China support one another in issuesbetween the states in the 21st Century. In this sense, the
Moscow treaty, having summed up the previous decade of pertaining to protection of the state unity and territorial

integrity for either party.constructive progress in good-neighborly relations between
Russia and China, has also paved new ways for their further Article 6 in the Treaty is of exceptional importance, as it

stipulates that the Parties, “recording, with satisfaction, theenhancement and development in the long-term perspective.
Third, for a long time already, Russian-Chinese relations absence of mutual territorial claims, feel resolute to transform

the border between them into a border of eternal peace andhave been responsible for the general climate of international
life. In the given case, the treaty has laid the bases for regional friendship to be passed through generations, and shall apply

active efforts to this end.”stability in East and Central Asia. And, finally, this instrument
is the first treaty of such magnitude in the new century. Having Russia and China are aware of the fact that arrogance of

force in international affairs could lead to irreparable conse-signed this act, Russia and China substantially contributed
to construction of the new system of international relations, quences. Therefore, they “stand in favor of strict observation

of universally recognized principles and norms of interna-which is taking shape these days.
tional law, and against any actions, designed to exert force
pressure or to interfere in domestic affairs of sovereign statesRussian-Chinese Treaty

The Treaty, with its systemic and comprehensive nature, under any pretext whatsoever; [they] intend to apply active
efforts for consolidation of international peace, stability, de-has established that Russia and China build their relations in

compliance with the universally recognized principles and velopment and cooperation” (Article 11). As a follow-up of
the Treaty provisions, Russian Federation President Vladimirnorms of international law—i.e., principles of mutual respect

of sovereignty and territorial integrity, mutual non-aggres- V. Putin set forth an initiative of building the “arc of stability”
in Eurasia.sion, non-interference in one another’s domestic affairs,

equality and mutual benefit, and peaceful coexistence. In their Proceeding from this principal position, both states
pledged to take efforts in order “to enhance the central role ofmutual relations, the two parties would repudiate the use of

force or threat of force as well as other methods of pressure, the UN as a most highly-reputed and most universal interna-
tional organization, formed by sovereign states, in resolutionand would confirm their pledge of non-first use of nuclear

weapons and non-targeting strategic nuclear missiles against of international affairs, especially . . . in providing for the
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On Dec. 3-4, 2002, unprecedented “triangular summits” were held, first between Russia’s President Putin and Chinese President Jiang
Zemin (left); and then between Putin and Indian Prime Minister Vajpayee. Dr. Myasnikov made clear that the potential for East-West and
North-South Eurasian Land-Bridge developments was on the agenda.

main responsibility of the UN Security Council for sustaining 2001. Further on, it might be possible to draw regional pro-
grams for struggle against terrorism—like the one tried byinternational peace and security” (Article 13).

The true democratization of international life suggests the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) member-
states. For Northeast, East, and South Asia, such programsrecognition of the fact that a partner in international relations

must be taken as such, and that each state is entitled to select might consider the experience accumulated in drafting the
regional security systems—with the only reservation that ter-independently, autonomously, and on the base of its specifics,

the mode of development without interference on the part of rorism, being well-organized and actively operating, would
give us no respite, no chance for slow action, and no opportu-other states. With this, differences in social systems, ideolo-

gies, and systems of values must not impede development of nity for years-long negotiations on the matter. Government
structures must be better organized and more active, mustnormal state-to-state relations. All countries, whether big or

small, rich or poor, are equal members of the international operate preventively to frustrate any possible plans and at-
tacks on the part of terrorists.community, and none of them should seek hegemony, purse

a policy of force, and monopolize international affairs. Finally, it seems necessary to hold a special session of
the UN in order to develop a comprehensive internationalThe new international order must not be imposed force-

fully. More generally, in order to establish the new compre- counter-terrorist program of action that would take account
of political, economic, legal, social, and national aspects ofhensive security concept, it is necessary to eradicate the Cold

War mentality and the recidivisms of using some national such phenomena as terrorism. Russia, China, and India, for
whom counter-terrorist struggle is not merely a part of thearmed forces beyond the national territory.

As emphasized in Article 20 of the Moscow treaty, “the international campaign but rather an urgent national task,
seem to be able to put forward their joint initiatives on thisHigh Contracting Parties, in compliance with their respective

national laws and international commitments, actively coop- issue on the international scene.
It should be noted, however, that—as evidenced by theerate in the struggle against terrorism, separatism and extrem-

ism, as well as in the struggle against organized crime, illegal course of history—no “witch-hunt” could ever serve a basis
for religion. By the same logic, the “international terrorist-traffic of narcotic substances, psychotropic substances and

weapons, and other criminal activities.” Certainly, struggle hunt,” too, cannot serve a basis for contemporary interna-
tional relations. For normal interaction of states on the worldagainst international terrorism must proceed most resolutely.
scene, their activities must be put on a healthy, positive, and
constructive basis.Action Against Terrorism

The context of terrorist acts that took place in several
countries in September and October 2002 serves as a basis New World Order

As Chinese experts emphasize, the P.R.C. pursues a prag-for a conclusion that the counter-terrorist operation, started
in Afghanistan in 2001, did not bring comfort to the world. matic foreign policy, which meets the national interests of

China. National interests and their priorities are defined in theOn the contrary, terrorism is building up its muscles and at-
tacking in various corners of the globe. modern world on the basis of reasonable national egoism.

They are tightly connected with provision of the given na-By all evidence, it is necessary to draw national programs
of struggle against international terrorism—for example, like tion’s actual rights to political, territorial, cultural, and lin-

guistic freedom and autonomy, as well as to equal co-exis-the one developed by Japan’s Prime Minister Koizumi in
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tence with other nations.3 by dialogue and cooperation, rather than by confrontation and
conflicts. Regional organizations of economic cooperationAt the present time, national interests are closely con-

nected with a most acute issue of world policy—i.e., construc- play an ever more active role in building a new peaceful,
stable, fair, and rational international order. Broad interna-tion of a New World Order. As evidenced by analysis of the

concepts developed in this sphere, they have nothing to do tional cooperation becomes an urgent requirement for realiza-
tion of national and state interests.with purely theoretical designs, which are always in stock

with fans of scholastic discussions at international confer- Russia and China coordinate their plans for realization of
such grand projects of the 20th Century, as development ofences. The problem of building a new structure of interna-

tional relations is connected with national interests of all states Western China; the East-West and North-South international
transport corridors; construction of pipelines for downstream-of the contemporary world. What is the core of the problem?

Addressing the attitudes of Russia, China, and India in this ing of hydrocarbon resources from Russia to China; and the
Eurasian Transcontinental Economic Bridge. All these proj-regard, Sherman Garnett, an American political scientist, at

the same time discloses the main line of differences. In his ects are tied directly to the central regions of Eurasia.
view, all three states feel more or less suspicious about the
phenomenon, which appears as the world order dominated by Events of Sept. 11, 2001 in the United States

The New York explosions have caused a tangible effectthe United States. Each of the three actors prefers one or
another version of what was qualified in the Russian-Chinese on the course of international affairs. The international envi-

ronment, where states operate as sovereign actors, has beendeclaration of April 27, 1997 as the “multi-polar world”; and
they see such a world as a world which would give more room made much more complex. Russia, China, and India actively

joined the anti-terrorist coalition and supported the U.S. mili-for their respective national interests.4

Indeed, Russia, China, and India stand in favor of building tary action against the Taliban movement in Afghanistan.
Such support was, as well, manifested by the fact that basea polycentric world; i.e., a new structure of international rela-

tions taking shape in the context of objective development airfields in the Asian states of the Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States were provided for the U.S. Air Force transports.conditions in individual countries. This concept is supported

by many states on various continents, because it is designed For the first time in history, the U.S. Air Force came to be
stationed in the immediate vicinity of Russia’s and China’sto create optimal conditions for realization of their national

interests, and to provide a new historical environment for the strategic rears. In this context, the above-cited forecast by the
RAND Corporations appears even more ominous.life of mankind in the new century. Being renovated today,

the system of global political, economic, and cultural ties In order to sustain stability in central Eurasia, Russia and
China have been and are exercising strategic partnership withmust be built on the basis of democratic elements and princi-

ples of the UN Charter, as well as the fundamental principles Central Asian countries, republics of the former Soviet Union.
In April 1996, Russia, China, Kazakstan, Kyrgyzstan, andof international law. Meanwhile, it would be necessary to

consider all value orientations of each civilization, the re- Tajikistan held their summit in Shanghai and signed the
Agreement on military confidence-building measures in thegional interests as well as national interests of any interna-

tional actor. border area. Thus the five powers, nicknamed as “Shanghai
Five,” started their cooperation. In 1997, at their summit inWould it be possible to build a polycentric system of inter-

national relations? In the view of Russia and China—the most Moscow, leaders of the Five signed the even bigger-scale
Agreement on mutual reduction of armed forces across theactive promoters of this concept—the answer is “yes.” Both

states proceed from the understanding that by the end of the former Soviet-Chinese border.
The summit meetings of the Shanghai Five, held in20th Century, the post-Cold War international relations have

undergone profound changes. The two-pole confrontational Almaty (1998) and Bishkek (August 1999), proved that these
powers could interact quite productively—both in the politi-system has disappeared, to be replaced by the positive trend

for construction of a polycentric world. Changes are taking cal sphere (in order to sustain stability and to deter aggressive
assault on the part of Islamic extremists and terrorists in Cen-place in relations between and among major states, including

the former adversaries in the Cold War. A growing number of tral Asia), as well as in trade and economic affairs.
On June 15, 2001, the Shanghai Five, convened in sessioncountries shares the understanding that their national interests

must be provided by equality and mutual benefit in interna- at the Shangri-la Hotel in Shanghai, admitted Uzbekistan as
a new member and was institutionalized as the Shanghai Co-tional affairs, rather than by hegemony and policy of force;
operation Organization (SCO). At the same time, the SCO
decided to set up its anti-terrorist center in Bishkek, the capital

3. V.S. Shevtsov, Gosudarstvennyi suverenitet—voprosy teorii (State Sover- of Kyrgyzstan. Finally, at its summit meeting, held in St.
eignty—Questions of Theory) (Moscow: 1979), pp. 167-168.

Petersburg in July 2002, the SCO passed its Declaration and
4. Sherman Garnett, Influencing Transition States: Russia. China, and India;

Charter (the latter deemed as the organization’s statute). TheCarnegie Endowment for International Peace, Project on “Foreign and Secu-
Secretariat of the SCO is headquartered in Beijing. The orga-rity Policy Problems,” Program on Asian Security (Washington, D.C.: July

1998), p. 3. nization is not closed, and offers the procedures for admission
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of new participants in their capacity of attending observers or that the United States has moved to build an empire by the
model of ancient Rome. This would mean division of thefull-fledged members.5

Mongolia, India, Iran, Pakistan, and even the United world into two parts, metropolis and periphery. In order to
sustain its domination, the metropolis would keep the periph-States express certain interest in interaction with the SCO. In

the view of Kazakstan President Nursultan Nazarbayev, the ery in the condition of instability, leaving very little, if any,
room for strengthening either the entire periphery or individ-SCO must become a body of confidence and partnership

among the member-countries, while Russia, China, and India ual peripheral states. Those countries, which for one or an-
other reason cause concerns in the metropolis, would be sub-are to play a key role to this end.

At the signing of the SCO basic documents in St. Peters- ject to preventive attacks by metropolitan armed forces.7

The U.S. military doctrine of such kind was elaborated asburg, President Putin noted that requirements for admission
of new members were described in the statutory documents, early as in the early 1990s, right after the disintegration of

the Soviet Union. Today D. Rumsfeld, R. Cheney, and P.and in principle, any country that shared the principles of
the SCO Charter could become a new member. Moreover, Wolfowitz, perceived as active promoters of this doctrine,

exert influence on President George Bush along the relevantRussia’s President said that India “was exploring the possibil-
ity of a more detailed introduction in the SCO activities” direction.

At the same time, however, experts from the Brookingsthrough Foreign Ministry channels. As noted by India’s For-
eign Minister Yashvant Sinha, “India believes that the SCO Institution in Washington argue that Sept. 11, 2001 opened a

“post-post-Cold War era,” in which the central role shouldfulfills important tasks, especially in the struggle against the
threat of terrorism. India is interested in joining the SCO and belong to the “concert of powers,” struggling against terror-

ism. In their view, the architecture of the would-be system ofhas notified Russia and other member-states of her intention.
Our membership in the SCO does not depend on whether any international relations is not yet quite clear, but it would

hardly be the one-pole structure of the post-Cold War period.other country is or is not going to join this structure. We
believe that India can contribute considerably to the SCO However, in the nearest future the world would not be led by

a “global government,” represented, for example, by such anactivities. However, we realize as well that at the present
moment its admission regulations make it difficult to become international organization as the UNO. By all evidence, the

concept of a one-pole world is starting to lose support withina new member. Nevertheless, we watch its activities atten-
tively.”6 the United States—at least, at the experts’ level.8

From the standpoint of Russia’s, China’s, and India’s na-
tional interests, the most acceptable policy of the UnitedU.S. ‘Sole Superpower’

A most important strategic objective of the United States States would be one for the stabilization of international secu-
rity. Such a policy should not proceed from narrow self-inter-in the continent of Eurasia is to prevent the growth of forces,

which could compete with American domination and there- ests of some group within American ruling circles, but rather
from true care about sustainable peace that would correspondfore are qualified as “hostile to the United States.” Such a

force was represented, for example, by the former Soviet also to the U.S. national interests. In this sense, the “concert
of powers” theory may be considered as an option of theUnion. Now the United States sees a threat to its interests in

integration developments in the post-Soviet space, as well as “polycentric world” theory, which is accepted by the three
states as well.in the potential unpredictability of China’s policy in case the

latter is not “engaged” in the U.S.-tailored model of interna-
tional relations. New Silk Road Policy

As for the nations which the United States tries to makeWhile addressing national interests, one cannot but devote
some attention to the new role of the United States in the an object of its policy, they, too, are not at all happy to play

the offered role. Along with active participation in the SCO,contemporary world.
Today the U.S. international strategy is based on the inten- they are putting forward broad initiatives for the system of

international relations in the 21st Century to be polycentriction to build a one-system—that is, actually, one-pole—
world. In the given case, one system means establishment of and aimed at economic reforms in a peaceful environment.

For example, in the Spring of 1999, Askar Akayev, Presidentsuch regimes in the world as would comply with the national
security interests of the world’s strongest military power. The of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan, published his manifesto enti-
old motto—“he who is not with us, is against us”—has been
transformed into the notion of the “axis of evil.”

7. Such a U.S. strategy was outlined by Alexander Oslon, President of theSome experts (in particular, at the Schiller Institute) argue
Obshchestvennoye mneniye (Public Opinion Foundation), in a book pub-
lished right after the events of Sept. 11, Amerika: vzglyad iz Rossii, Do i
posle11sentyabrya (America:View fromRussia,BeforeandAfterSeptember5. For SCO documents, see: Far Eastern Affairs, 2002, No. 4.
11) (Moscow: 2001), p. 14.6. Vremya novostei, Feb. 19, 2003, p. 5. (As the original English text of the

speech by the Indian Foreign Minister was not available, the above quotation 8. Brookings Northeast Asia Survey: 2001-2002 (Washington, D.C.: 2002),
p. 4.is translated from Russian.)
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The New Russia-Iran-India Transport Corridor

The “South-North” Eurasian Land-Bridge of transport from India through Iran and Russia, shown here in an EIR map, was first proposed
by the Russian Transport Ministry in May 2001.

tled “Silk Route Diplomacy,” which says: “Building of a nu- creativity, peace, progress, and prosperity would be generated
from the region of the Route, which is a vast space crossingclear weapon free zone in Central Asia, discontinuing the

arms race, and converting defense production, as well as pro- the whole mainland of Eurasia from East to West, and which
unites the rich diversity of cultures, traditions, and historicviding proper conditions for sustainable development of all

countries along the Great Silk Route without exception—all destinies.”9

This approach is accepted by a number of Asian and Euro-these would give a reason to hope that in the beginning of the
3rd Millennium, the [Silk] Route region, with its enormous pean states that are interested in the grand project of the 21st

Century—the Trans-Continental Economic Bridge. In China,potential and resources, would be one of the most prosperous
and wealthy in the world; because problems, connected with for example, this project has been adopted as a government

program. The project means to build a high-tech-based net-interests of all countries, would be resolved jointly; and all
obstacles to free movement of goods, capitals, services, and work of high-speed transport and communications lines in

the expanses of Eurasia, and thus to unite Asian and Europeanlabor in the whole area of the Route would be eliminated.
“There are sufficient grounds to suggest that all countries

of the Great Silk Route would apply maximal efforts to the 9. A. Akayev, Diplomatiya Shelkovogo Puti (Silk Route Diplomacy) (Bish-
kek: 1999), pp. 1-3.effect that in the new millennium, only positive impulses of
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nations in a new type of association for development. The avoid nuclear war at the level of the two superpowers; to
prevent the growth of local conflicts and wars into a universalcentral purpose of such an association would be to build,

through joint efforts, an integrated super-modern infrastruc- holocaust; to block the proliferation of nuclear weapons; to
solve the ecological problems of the planet; and, to regulateture for transport, energy, and communications, that would

extend from the Pacific through to the Atlantic, and thus pro- the demographic explosion.
The disintegration of the Soviet Union activated develop-vide a basis for rapid economic development of the whole

mass of Eurasia in the 21st Century. ment of some old trends and generated new ones, such as: 1)
So far, the reduction of nuclear weapons and their deliveryAs noted in the comprehensive expert assessment of this

project, “Having lived through geopolitical manipulations, systems does not guarantee against a nuclear war; 2) The
proliferation of nuclear weapons could not be stopped, andalienation and conflicts, as well as the ‘Great Game’ of the

colonial powers, peoples of the greatest continent have ap- now the task is not so much to make such weapons unavailable
to states, but rather to individual terrorist organizations andproached the opportunity to overcome the chronic backward-

ness of Eurasian ‘inland areas’ with the help of advanced groups; 3) Ecological problems are mounting—both in con-
nection with the U.S. refusal to sign the Kyoto Protocol, andtechnologies. For the first time in history, Eurasia, as an inte-

grated unit, would arrive at a quite clear economic reality, in connection with global climate change and the growing
number of technology-generated catastrophes; 4) By all thecomposed by sovereign states intensively cooperating with

one another.”10 evidence, demographic problems will be growing until the
mid-21st Century, which is defined as the final point of demo-Coming back to Russia’s current strategic partnership

with China and India, it should be said that an important graphic transition (i.e., a global self-regulating demographic
process); 5) By that time, China’s population, for example,strategic objective in the central part of Eurasia is the need to

create and to sustain favorable international conditions for would reach the mark of 1.6 billion; 6) The two-pole structure
of the world in general, and international security in particu-successful realization of planned reforms. This is a point of

coincidence among major national interests of Russia, China, lar, is being replaced by a multi-polar structure of both, which
is taking shape in the struggle against the trend towards aand India, which is multiplied by the existing long traditions

of friendly ties in the spheres of economy, culture, science, U.S.-led one-pole world; 7) Hence, there is reason to discuss
the United States as playing a new role, of a “brake” on theand technology. Lyndon LaRouche highlighted exactly this

point in his presentation of Dec. 3, 2001 in New Delhi; and development of international relations; 8) In the resolution of
international problems, evident attempts are being taken toexactly this point provides a real opportunity for interaction

among the three Eurasian giants. However, in practice, the regard domestic legislation as higher than the UN Charter; 9)
The creation of the EU and the role of united Europe carryopportunity alone would not be sufficient for such interaction,

because the latter could take place only in a certain interna- both positive and negative potentials for the new system of
international relations; 10) China and India have appeared intional environment, which we have to create and for which

we shall have to struggle. the position of major world powers, and their role will be
growing; 11) As proved by the financial crisis of 1997-1998,In the environment which is taking shape under the influ-

ence of other powers, favorable factors work together with the economic security of nations is no less important than
security in the military and political spheres; 12) The role ofquite many unfavorable ones, which could complicate and

even frustrate interaction among the three powers, and which such a factor of world development as the Islamic Revolution
is growing rapidly; and 13) Finally, factors have appearedare not generated exclusively by bilateral relations within the

“triangle.” So, let us try to systematize the main unfavorable such as international terrorism, the international drug busi-
ness, corruption and crime in many spheres of human activity,factors, and to weigh the real extent to which such factors

could jeopardize attainment of our common strategic ob- etc., all of which serve as a reason to discuss the process
of criminal globalization. The above list of factors could bejective.
crowned by the appearance of a worldwide anti-globalist
movement.Old and New Aspects of International Security

The first group of factors is connected with international The second group of factors is connected with a struggle
within the United Nations and for the United Nations. Thesecurity, as well as its old and new aspects. All strategic

threats—or, in the given case, unfavorable factors—are em- UN was established as a collective guarantor of international
security. Nowadays, we hear the widely disseminated viewbedded in the changed state of international security. The

trends that have generated the change have been accumulated that the UN is somehow outdated and lagging behind rapidly
developing international relations. To some extent, this viewimplicitly. The main aspects of the old security structure (in

the 1960s-1980s) were represented by the willingness: to seems correct—especially in the context of several substan-
tial failures of the UN in the last several years. The failures
include: the Yugoslavian crisis of 1999, when NATO was10. V.S. Myasnikov, “Kontinentalnyi most—proyekt XXI veka” (Continen-
placed over the UN; the year 2001, announced by the UN astal Bridge: Project of the 21st Century), Metally Evrazii. Natsionalnoye obo-

zreniye, 1997, No. 3, p. 8. the Year of Dialogue Among Civilizations, and “creamed”
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by the events of Sept. 11 in the United States; and, the resolu- system of international relations at the dawn of this century,
the economic component has grown considerably. Thistion by the U.S. Congress allowing the U.S. President to attack

Iraq at his own discretion, neglecting the UN resolutions and growth has been predetermined by three elements: 1) the ob-
jective course of globalization; 2) depletion of world energyinspections. Today, if one asks the question as to “Who is

interested in the UN?” the answer will be: “Nobody but, prob- resources: and, 3) global ecology problems—such as the
shortage of freshwater and depletion of soils.ably, Taiwan, who wants to be back in there.” However, to

bury the UN would be premature. Apart from these rather obvious factors, there are factors,
which are not very visible for the broad public, but whichAlong with the ever more frequent neglect of the UN on

the part of the United States and NATO, several objective could blow up all economic ties in the world. By this, I mean
the condition of global finance.factors, too, are responsible for weakening the UN’s role.

First, apart from the five leading countries—being the UN The situation is presented most fully and clearly in the
Resolution of Sept. 25, 2002, passed by the Italian Nationalfounders and permanent members of its Security Council—a

group of other important actors has appeared on the world Parliament, with regard to authorizing the government to take
measures that would help Argentina to overcome the crisis.scene, and hence in the UN. These countries—India, Japan,

Brazil, Germany, and Canada—seek to strengthen their posi- The Parliament proceeded from recognition of the fact that
escalation of the banking and financial crisis, which startedtions in the United Nations. Reorganization of the UN struc-

ture has been on the agenda for several years already, but so from crises of 1997 in Asia, Russia, and Latin America, and
has lasted through to the recent failure of the “new economy”far, consensus on this issue seems to be quite distant from

now. in the United States, the massive and, so far, lasting banking
collapse in Japan, and the bankruptcy of Argentina, cannotSecond, there are a number of new multinational associa-

tions (European Union) and international organizations— but cause concern in all countries—among the population,
ruling classes, companies, investors, and depositors—be-both regional (for example, APEC) and specialized (OPEC,

WTO). Regular summit and ministerial meetings within the cause this is not some chance string of events, but rather
expresses the crisis of the entire [global] financial system,framework of such organizations somehow dissolve the need

to delegate a number of problems to the UN. At the same marked by the staggering gap between the volume of specula-
tive capital—worth $400 trillion ($140 trillion of which thetime, informal but regular summits of the G-8 or Asia-Europe

also remove many issues from the UN agenda. United States accounts for)—and a world gross product worth
only $40 trillion.It appears that along with reorganization of the UN struc-

ture, the authority of this organization as the only world-scale This is exactly the delayed-action mine laid within the
international financial system. The authors of the above-citedforum to address the problems of international security could

be enhanced by such measures, as: to conduct the G-8 summit parliamentary resolution consider it necessary to convene a
new Bretton Woods-like international conference that wouldat the UN—while resolving global issues, the G-8 must not

isolate itself from the rest of the world, because otherwise it address the adaptation of IMF and IBRR [World Bank] activi-
ties to the new conditions. The evident task of such a confer-would place itself in confrontation with many states and with

many movements; to continue the Year of Dialogue Among ence would be to free European countries from the depen-
dence on the U.S. dollar, in connection with enactment of theCivilizations and, to this end, to select the UN as the venue

for the Asia-Europe summit, Islamic Conference Summit, euro, and to try to provide the same international parity for
the euro as the one that was provided at Bretton Woods forand Conference on Islam and Europe (the latter planned to

take place in Spain); to conduct the APEC and OPEC summits the U.S. dollar. The nearest future will show if these efforts
help to save the world from the so-called “vampire capital”—within the framework of the UN; to hold a special session of

the UN General Assembly that would address unification of i.e., the continuously growing speculative capital, which is
capable of causing damage not only to individual nationalall forces in the struggle against international terrorism (as

discussed above). economies, but to entire regional economies, too. So far, how-
ever, all countries should be prepared for a sudden and painfulThe UN could make all the above-listed summits more

transparent for the world public, and thus create an atmo- attack on the part of that vampire.
Such preparations seem to be a reasonable element ofsphere of better confidence in the world. Such Eurasian pow-

ers as Russia, China, and India are interested, probably more interaction among Russia, China, and India within the frame-
work of their constructive partnership. The prospects for in-than others, in the UN being again an efficient instrument of

peace for the world community, and this is one of their shared teraction in the 21st Century among such countries as Russia,
China, other SCO member countries, and India, Mongolia,positions, where they have started to apply coordinated ef-

forts. Iran—i.e., the countries that historically are connected with
the center of Eurasia—are not at all exhausted by the vectors
addressed in this presentation. Certainly, interaction of allEconomic Crisis, New Bretton Woods

The third group of unfavorable factors is connected with these countries must be put on the solid platform of economic
and science-technology cooperation.the economic aspects of international security. In the new
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UN Focus of Growing Revolt at
Imperial War of Aggression
by Mike Billington

An emergency Open Session of the United Nations Security called for:
• “Immediate and unconditional withdrawal of U.S. andCouncil began at 3:00 p.m. on March 26, and continued

through March 27, allowing for a general debate by all United British troops”;
• An emergency UN Security Council meeting to de-Nations members on the invasion of Iraq. The session was

requested by the Arab League with support from the Non- mand the “withdrawal of the aggressors”;
• An “emergency UN General Assembly meeting, if theAligned Movement, and from a growing international alli-

ance of nations which recognize this war—and the new U.S. UN Security Council refused to convene or take the necessary
resolution to halt the aggression.”strategic doctrine of pre-emptive unilateral war against per-

ceived adversaries—as a severe threat to the world’s peace This last demand is a reference to UN Resolution 377,
known as “Uniting for Peace,” which allows the conveningand security. Representatives of nations of Europe, Asia, Af-

rica, and Ibero-America declared near-universal anger at the of an emergency session of the General Assembly when the
Security Council fails in its responsibility to maintain peaceU.S. violation of international law and the United Nations

Charter. They demanded that its “coalition” immediately and security. It has been used several times by the United
States, including in 1951 to circumvent the Security Councilwithdraw invading forces from the sovereign state of Iraq,

return to the UN the legitimate responsibility for the issue of veto by the Soviet Union against responding to the North
Korean invasion of the South; and in 1956 to avoid the British/Iraqi disarmament, and take responsibility for the death and

destruction already imposed by massive bombardment. French veto of a response to their military seizure of the Suez
Canal. Now, U.S. and British lawlessness requires circum-The strong character of the statements at the UN and from

governments over the week—some warning of a danger to venting their vetos.
At the Security Council meeting itself, Yahya Mahmas-civilization in the American expression of imperial arro-

gance—reveal that the response to the war is creating a poten- sani, Arab League Observer to the UN, reported on the Arab
League’s demands, adding that the intentional U.S. rejectiontial strategic change, internationally. As the UN news service

itself reported, many nations “could not understand how the of the inspection regime, whose inspectors “needed only a
few months to discharge their tasks,” convinced him that “theCouncil could remain silent in the face of the aggression by

two of its permanent members against another United Nations question of Iraq was not one of weapons of mass destruction,
but of the imposition of absolute power, plans, and schemes.”Member State.”

The UN meeting emerged from a resolution passed March He continued: “At a time when there was hope for the end
of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, I was stunned to see the25 by the Arab League in Cairo. The Arab League had been

divided and generally ineffective before the war began; its invasion and occupation of Iraq. Instead of one occupation,
there are now two to deal with.”members wanted to prevent it, but were badly fissured on how

to deal with the United States. With the “shock and awe”
of the assault—seeing themselves threatened with attack orThe World Unites

The extraordinary unity of purpose of many of the world’sdestabilization brought on by U.S. destruction and occupation
of an Arab state—the members came together, with only Ku- nations against the U.S./British unilateral war policy, is what

Lyndon LaRouche has called the “positive side to this situa-wait abstaining from a unanimous vote. The resolution
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tion.” With the most severe world economic collapse of the
modern era, LaRouche said on March 21, “There are forces
in Europe, as well as Asia, who recognize the importance of
closer ties of cooperation, especially economically based, on
technology transfer relations in the long term, between West-
ern Europe and Asia. . . . The mobilization of a hopeful hu-
manity, for a recovery from this horror show, is the one thing
that could stop this war.”

The leaders of the new alliance of Germany, France, and
Russia, as well as the “strategic triangle” of Russia, China,
and India, have denounced the war officially, while pointing
to the greater danger of the “unilateralist” policy that it repre-
sents. One expression came from Russian Foreign Minister
Igor Ivanov at a meeting of Russia’s Defense and Foreign
Policy Council on March 22. “ It is absolutely clear,” Ivanov
said, “ that we are at the threshold of a new phase in the devel-
opment of international relations. . . . The key problem
emerges as the relationship between a multilateral approach
to the solution of international problems, and the tendency
towards unilateral actions, which has taken the upper hand in
U.S. policy of late.” Ivanov went on, “ It is quite evident that
not just the fate of Iraq or even the region is being decided,
although that is of some significance, given the role of the
Middle and Near East in international affairs. The question
of the principles on which security, and the world order as a
whole, will be built during the coming years and decades,
largely depends on how this crisis is settled” (see Documen-

LaRouche campaign organizing in Houston. “The mobilization oftation).
a hopeful humanity,” said LaRouche, “for a recovery from thisChina’s new political leadership has demanded an imme-
horror show, is the one thing that could stop this war.”

diate end to the invasion, and pledged to coordinate efforts
with the international community to that end. Despite tensions
between India and Pakistan, both have denounced the aggres-
sion and called for U.S. withdrawal. India’s External Affairs those who are trying to stop the U.S./British criminality. Dr.

Mahathir said the Secretary General “ is not a free agent, he isMinister Yashwant Sinha called on the UN to act to end the
invasion, while Pakistani Prime Minister Mir Zafarullah very much subject to pressure, and therefore, whatever he

says is not reflective of the opinion of the UN.”Khan Jamali, visiting China, said that Pakistan “did not and
would not support war.” In his speech to the Malaysian Parliament, Dr. Mahathir

said that the “ rule of law no longer exists, because the very
people who coined this term are themselves the violators.”Pressure on UN Secretary General

The Non-Aligned Movement recently reconstituted itself, He called on the UN to act to demand immediate withdrawal
of the invading forces, and to resolve that: “Pre-emptive warunder the leadership of South Africa’s President Thabo Mbeki

and Malaysia’s Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamad, against weaker nations by the superpowers and their allies
should altogether be banned. Unilateral attacks should be ille-to confront “unilateralism” as the new name for colonialism.

With strong support from Indonesia’s President Megawati galized, and the world should act against anyone breaching
this principle and international law.”Sukarnoputri (the daughter of Sukarno, a leader in the creation

of the Non-Aligned Movement), Dr. Mahathir is acting to In Ibero-America, Mexico’s President Vicente Fox, de-
spite open threats of American economic retaliation, has re-bring the developing sector nations into international action

against the U.S. war policy. fused to support the war, saying, “These are times in which
to guard the higher interests of the nation. These are times ofDr. Mahathir introduced a resolution denouncing the war

to Malaysia’s Parliament, stating, that “Rather than being unity.” His words won the praise of former President José
López Portillo, who said that Mexico was ready for any U.S.futuristic by discussing the rebuilding of Iraq after the ongo-

ing destruction, the UN should be realistic and practical in retaliation, “ if it is for the blessed dignity, to save the dignity
and the pacifism of the Mexican people.” Brazil’s new Presi-addressing the demise of international law and the suffering

of innocent Iraqis.” He called for the resignation of UN Secre- dent Lula da Silva, who had called for a heads-of-state summit
of all nations opposing the war, on March 23 sent a letter totary General Kofi Annan, who is preaching “unity” against
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Pope John Paul II, praising his firm stance against the war and quite evident that not just the fate of Iraq or even the region
is being decided, although that is of some significance, giventhe “great spiritual leadership” he is providing as a “ rallying

point” of nations in defense of an international order based the role of the Middle and Near East in international affairs.
The question of the principles on which security, and theon multilateralism.

The Pope, speaking to military chaplains on March 25, world order as a whole, will be built during the coming years
and decades, largely depends on how this crisis is settled.said that “war as an instrument of solving disputes among

nations has been repudiated, even before the UN Charter, by “We have no interest in a precedent being set in interna-
tional relations, for the violent change of political regimesthe consciousness of a large part of humanity, except in the

case of defense against aggression.” in sovereign nations. This is a question of principle, having
nothing to do with Russia’s relations with any particular re-
gime, including the one in Baghdad. Based on our own histori-
cal experience, we do not believe it is effective to ‘export

Documentation democracy,’ as there used to be the ‘export of revolution.’ All
the more so, when it is a question of the Islamic world, where
such methods can only breed a new wave of extremism andIvanov: ‘New Phase terrorist activity.”

Ivanov called the interaction of France, Germany, RussiaOf Relations’
and China in the UN Security Council (UNSC) a departure
from the “bloc discipline” of the past; “yet another indication

Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov, speaking on March 22 at a of the strengthening tendency towards a multipolar world
order. I want to stress that the concept of multipolarity, as wemeeting of the Russian Defense and Foreign Policy Council,

said, “ It is absolutely clear that we are at the threshold of a understand it, is not a cover for some kind of combination in
the spirit of anti-Americanism, but rather a reflection of onenew phase in the development of international relations. The

war against Iraq is the first really major international crisis of the realities of the world today, in which various centers of
influence exist, and no one nation is in a position to decide allsince the end of the Cold War.”

Ivanov noted President Vladimir Putin’s statement of problems by itself.”
There must be normal cooperation among Russia, theMarch 20, declaring the U.S. invasion of Iraq “a serious politi-

cal mistake . . . that these military actions are being carried United States, and the EU, Ivanov said. “Of course, the most
important thing now, is to stop the war as rapidly as possibleout contrary to world public opinion, and contrary to the prin-

ciples and norms of international law and the UN Charter. and return the Iraq problem to the channel of political settle-
ment through the UNSC.”Nothing can justify this military action—neither the accusa-

tion that Iraq supports international terrorism (we have never
had and do not have information of this kind), nor the desire
to change the political regime in that country, which is in Mahathir Condemnsdirect contradiction to international law.”

Ivanov said that after Sept. 11, “ the international commu- ‘New Imperialists’
nity reached a new level of understanding the nature of to-
day’s threats and challenges. For the first time since the Sec-

Malaysia’s Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamad,ond World War, a broad coalition of countries began to be
formed, united by their common interest in counteracting speaking to Parliament on March 24, forcefully stated the

tasks facing the nations of the Non-Aligned Movementthose threats, above all international terrorism. The question
is whether the creation of that coalition will turn out to have (which Dr. Mahathir now heads), in response to the launching

of a new imperialism:been merely an episode, or whether it may become a model
for a new system of global security, which would enable us “The world today has entered a very alarming and danger-

ous phase following the attack on Iraq by the United Statesjointly to meet such challenges as the proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction, organized crime and the drug trade, and and its allies without the sanction of the UN. This has left a

black mark in the history of the world, which saw a super-regional conflicts, and to solve a range of other complex
problems.” power and its allies, in blatant disregard of international law,

humanity, and justice, attacking a state that is no longer ableRussia believes that such a system can only work if based
on international law and involving cooperation through the to defend itself, let alone pose a threat to a superpower. That

Iraq is dangerous and a threat to the whole world, with itsUN, he said. “Accordingly, the key problem emerges as the
relationship between a multilateral approach to the solution weapons of mass destruction, is ridiculous and unacceptable

as a reason for launching such an attack.of international problems, and the tendency towards unilateral
actions, which has taken the upper hand in U.S. policy of late. “Sadder still, the use of the latest weaponry and wholesale

bombings of Iraq, which has been forced beforehand to de-. . . The Iraq crisis is the first serious test, in this regard. It is
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stroy its defense system on the orders of the UN Security
Council, is really unjust. After having suffered for 12 years
under UN-imposed economic sanctions resulting in the loss Amelia Robinson
of 1.5 million lives due to the shortage of food and medical
supplies, the Iraqis now face bombings and rocket attacks Again Tours Italy
against which they are defenseless and devoid of any means
to protect themselves. . . . by Liliana Gorini

“The Security Council and the UN have themselves been
marginalized by the United States, which discards all interna-

As Europe and the world say a clear “no” to the U.S. wartional law. . . . Today, smaller and weaker nations are no
longer safe, as the UN could no longer protect them from against Iraq, which goes against the U.S. Constitution and

international law, President Bush will have to back down.superpower aggression. The UN and international law are
meaningless now. We have reverted to the Stone Age where This was the message brought to Italy by Amelia Boynton

Robinson, heroine of the American Civil Rights movement,might is right. . . . The rule of law no longer exists because
the very people who coined this term are themselves the viola- close collaborator of Martin Luther King, Jr. in the fight for

African-American voting rights in Alabama, and currently,tors. . . .
“ Israel and the United States have in fact threatened to vice-chairman of the Schiller Institute, and close collaborator

of American Democratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndonuse nuclear weapons as they deem fit in certain circumstances.
. . . Of late, what is obvious is that it is not Iraq’s weapons H. LaRouche, Jr.

This was Mrs. Robinson’s third visit to Italy in one year,of mass destruction that is uppermost, but the objective has
shifted to ousting the Iraqi government and pursuing the stra- made possible by a number of important official invitations,

including by the City Council of Tramutola, a small city integic goals of the United States and its allies. Their strategy
is not only to defeat Iraq, but also station American forces southern Italy, and Cuneo, in the north. In the course of this

visit, she addressed several public meetings—in Tramutola,permanently in West Asia to monitor and intimidate the gov-
ernments and the people there. This means democracy is un- Rome, Florence, San Marino, and Cuneo—and in all of them

she was received and honored for her life-long battle in de-likely to flourish and instead authoritarian rules by foreign
powers and their puppets will be a feature of the world sys- fense of civil rights and for non-violence. Most notable was

a reception in Rome by Mayor Walter Veltroni at the Com-tem. . . .
“Pre-emptive war against weaker nations by the super- podiglio, Rome’s Capitol Hill, where she was honored for

her lifetime of struggle for civil and human rights. She gavepowers and their allies should altogether be banned. Unilat-
eral attacks should be illegalized and the world should act interviews to all the major Italian media, including national

television (Rai 3), Radio Popolare, Radio 24, Vatican Radio,against anyone breaching this principle and international law.
“We are relieved that at least there are superpowers which and a number of magazines.

The trip was organized by the Italian Movimento Solidar-oppose the American and British actions. We highly com-
mend France, Russia, and China together with Germany and ietà (Solidarity Movement, LaRouche’s movement in Italy),

whose president is Paolo Raimondi and vice president is Lili-several other European nations for their opposition. We re-
gard highly, Americans and Britons who protested against ana Gorini.

The tour started on March 8, Women’s Day, in Tramutola,their own governments alongside people from all over the
world through anti-war demonstrations. in the province of Potenza, in southern Italy, which had cho-

sen to celebrate the role of women in politics, choosing the“ It is clear that this is not a war between Europe or Christi-
ans and Muslim countries. The opposition to the war by the example of “ this woman and her history,” as the official poster

bearing Mrs. Robinson’s picture declared. Mrs. Robinson wasleader of the Catholic Church Pope John Paul, the Archbishop
of Canterbury of the Anglican Church, and the Archbishop flanked on the podium by the Mayor of Tramutola, Franco

Simone; the president of the Region Basilicata, Filippo Bub-of Britain’s Catholic Church, proves that Christians at large
are against U.S. actions. This is not a Crusade. This is a war bico; Raimondi; and three women involved in politics: Gio-

vanna Lerosi, a judge from Salerno in charge of the fightbetween the superpowers, the United States and Britain, and
Iraq, a weak Muslim state. This is the actions of imperialists against the mafia; a local mayor; and Livia Malcangio, who

helped organize a humanitarian flight to Iraq last December,still in pursuit of world dominance. After launching attacks
on the economy, they follow suit with military strikes. If the and works with the Gorbachov Foundation.

After describing her battles in defense of civil rights, jus-targeted country is strong, surely they won’ t attack. This is a
cowardly act of a bully. . . . Only the Americans and the Brit- tice, and peace, and her work with Martin Luther King, Mrs.

Robinson addressed a very important issue for Italy: the slaveish people could bring their governments to stop attacking
Iraq and persuade them to return to the UN fold. If the govern- mentality which she fought all her life. This mentality pre-

vented many African-Americans from fighting for theirments which bypass the UN are unseated by their own people,
then probably the new ones may re-embrace the UN.” rights, because they believed they “owed” something to their
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masters. Many countries, including Italy, think they “owe” news of it came during prime time on San Marino TV that
night. It was organized by sending a leaflet with Mrs. Robin-America something because of the help it gave for reconstruc-

tion after the Second World War, she said. But this does not son’s biography to all 12,000 families living there. Some
months ago, she had been officially received in the govern-mean that they should support injustice. Because the best way

to support America, is not to support this war, as the Italian ment palace of San Marino by the two Capitani Reggenti
(government leaders), who a few weeks later, also officiallygovernment of Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi decided to

do, but to support the true America in opposing it, which received Lyndon LaRouche, and mentioned him and his pro-
posals for a new economic and financial system in their tradi-includes Amelia Robinson, LaRouche, and the LaRouche

Youth movement. tional year-end message.
The trip ended in northern Italy, with an official invitationThis was also the message of Raimondi: “ It’s important

for us in Italy to know that there is a movement, in the United of the City Council of Cuneo (near Turin), and a visit to Milan.
In Cuneo Mrs. Robinson was received by the Vice CountyStates, which has an alternative to this war, an alternative

which is economic development and a new economic and Commissioner and two local ministers, who welcomed her to
the city by emphasizing how important to them, personally,financial system, and we call on Italian institutions to sup-

port it.” was King’s “ I have a dream” speech and his heritage of non-
violence. They thanked her for her role in trying to bring some
reason to the American Administration.Reception in Rome

In Rome, the city in which 3 million people marched for She was then escorted to City Hall, where she first ad-
dressed briefly the City administration, led by the Mayor, andpeace on Feb. 15, Mrs. Robinson was received by Mayor

Veltroni at the Campidoglio, where she was awarded an offi- gave a short interview to a local television; and then addressed
the meeting of the City Council, which included all city coun-cial medal in commemoration of her trip. The Mayor empha-

sized the importance of her fight for peace, and said that Mar- cilmen, both majority (the left parties, opposing the war) and
the opposition (the parties belonging to the government oftin Luther King is still a reference point for those who fight

for civil rights and peace today. He assured her that the fight Prime Minister Berlusconi). As in previous public addresses,
she gave a strong message, also addressed to Berlusconi,for peace and justice will be continued, in Italy, by all people

of good will, and that more demonstrations for peace, eco- whose wishy-washy attitude helped make this war possible:
“Today it is Iraq, tomorrow it is going to be Iran, Syria, Northnomic development, especially for Africa, and a dialogue of

civilizations will be forthcoming. Korea; but who tells you that, after hitting weak countries, if
he is not stopped, Bush is not going to hit also France, Ger-Mrs. Robinson was later interviewed by Vatican Radio,

where she had the opportunity to comment on the important many, and your own country?” At this point, a city council-
man of Berlusconi’s party started grumbling (his name, werole played by Pope John Paul II in the attempt to prevent

a war. The next day she addressed a public meeting in the were told, is Nello, but his nickname is “Nullo,” which means
zero, and justly so), and another walked out of the meeting inAdventist Church, the most important Baptist Church in

Rome, which was overcrowded with 100 people. The whole protest. All the others applauded Mrs. Robinson, who called
on them to act to stop this war “within the confines of theconference was aired on a national radio network owned by

the church. Constitution and of non-violence, as the majority of the U.S.
population is trying to do.”In Florence, on March 15, Mrs. Robinson addressed two

youth meetings of the Buddhist Center Soka Gakkai, on the On March 19, just hours before the war started, Mrs. Rob-
inson had her last meeting, in Milan, with Regional Council-occasion of an exhibition on “ three men of peace”—Mahatma

Gandhi, Martin Luther King, and the center’s Buddhist man Raimondi, who received her officially in the name of the
president of the Lombardy Region, Roberto Formigoni. Asleader. Each meeting was attended by 200 young people. She

was honored with poems and choral singing. After hearing she was being ushered up to the Regional Council, the false
news of the possible assassination of Iraqi Deputy Prime Min-her speak, the 19-year-old choral director decided to come to

the LaRouche movement’s international conference taking ister Tariq Aziz had just came in from news agencies. This
was received with great anxiety, because Aziz is close toplace that weekend, in Bad Schwalbach, Germany.

The next day she was again in Ravenna, guest of the Villa- President Formigoni, who travelled to Iraq many times in an
attempt to mediate the end of the embargo, and was the firstggio del Fanciullo, a center for young people in trouble, man-

aged by Father Ulisse Frascali. She was interviewed by the to meet Aziz when he came to Rome to be received by the
Pope. “He is the moderate one in the regime, a Catholic, andweekly magazine Qui, which produced a two-page article.

In the nearby City State of San Marino, Mrs. Robinson if they killed him, God only knows what is going to happen
next,” was one comment. Before leaving Italy, Mrs. Robinsonspoke at a public conference organized by the local trade

unions. The unions in San Marino, as in Italy, are very active met two representatives of Emergency, who organize human-
itarian aid for the victims of the war in Iraq and Afghanistan,in organizing demonstrations and strikes against Bush’s im-

perial war. The meeting was attended by 150 people, and the and gave an interview to Radio Popolare.
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the Pakistani Army and the ISI. They claim, and there is truth
in it, that Karzai survives as President because he accommo-
dates the Northern Alliance in Afghanistan. Pakistani military
men back the Taliban, and have always opposed the NorthernPakistan’s Musharraf
Alliance for its close ties toMoscowand NewDelhi.President
Karzai, goaded by his benefactors, wants the Pakistani ArmyWalks a Tightrope
to stop protecting Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and the Taliban,
which is now regrouping and planning to take over Kabul asby Ramtanu Maitra
soon the foreign troops leave Afghanistan. Till such a time,
they will wage war against the U.S. forces and Karzai’s men.

The rope on which Pakistan President Pervez Musharraf is President Musharraf has personally urged President
Karzai to include in his Cabinetmore Pashtuns, whoare closerbalancing himself and his country is getting less stable every

day, as the United States impatiently is demanding more and to Pakistan. But Karzai is in no position to antagonize his
benefactors; he has begun hobnobbing with New Delhi andmore help from Islamabad to neutralize al-Qaeda, Taliban,

and Afghan mujahideen leader Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, to ease Tehran, mostly for his personal survival. The situation is get-
ting very tense, but Musharraf has no intent to challenge thethe worsening security situation in Afghanistan. In return,

Washington is offering Pakistan more money than ever. But Army and ISI on behalf of Karzai and Washington.
The situation was bad enough, but it has worsened by thethe street view in Pakistan is different: People believe Mush-

arraf is on an American leash. U.S.-led invasion of Iraq. Now, Musharraf cannot get any
support either from the street, or from the Islamic politicalThe Pakistani President faces the dilemma of how to man-

age the street crowd, while ending up on the right side of the groupings, to satisfy the Americans. If the war in Iraq gets
bloodier, it will become that much more difficult for Mushar-United States. This problem is nothing new for him: It began

following the events of Sept. 11, 2001 and the U.S.-led inva- raf to juggle all the hot items. Although Washington’s help to
reschedule the country’s foreign debts, bounties in the formsion of Afghanistan in November of that year. The situation,

however, has grown a lot more dangerous, since the U.S.- of billions of dollars of aid to Pakistan, and U.S. efforts to
organize Japan to help out Pakistan in these difficult days,U.K. invasion of Iraq.
have all come in handy, Musharraf just cannot deliver all that
Washington demands.Conflict Within

President Musharraf has to watch all his flanks. The Paki-
stani Army and the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) are doingA Highly Dangerous ‘Way Out’

Seeking a way out of this situation, Musharraf conductedtheir best to protect their interests in Afghanistan, and in
Jammu and Kashmir. Neither the Army, nor the ISI, is too another round of missile testing on March 26. On the same

day, India tested its Prithvi missile, with a 93-mile range andkeen to protect al-Qaeda, but the problem at this time is that
over the years, the non-Afghan Arab mujahideen in Afghani- with a capability to carry a small nuclear warhead. The tests

occurred just two days after 24 Kashmir Pandits (Hindustan, including al-Qaeda, have become a part and parcel of
various Pakistani militant groups. It is not easy to do a clean Brahmins of Kashmir) were slaughtered in the Indian state of

Jammu and Kashmir, and less than a week after a prominentseparation. Nonetheless, the Army and the ISI have given up
a number of al-Qaeda members to the Americans. But the Kashmiri militant leader, Abdul Majid Dar, was gunned down

near his home. These killings enflamed the already-frayedTaliban and Hekmatyar, along with the Kashmiri militants,
are not negotiable items. In other words, Musharraf cannot tempers of both the Pakistani and Indian authorities. Both

nations are ready to mobilize to fight each other.satisfy the United States on that score, unless Washington is
ready to break Pakistan’s well-entrenched political system, President Musharraf figures this is the way out from the

crisis he faces: He can mobilize the entire country againstdominated by the men in uniform. If the United States goes
that far, it would create many other problems. India. The divisions within the Army and the ISI; the anger

of the street demonstrators against the U.S. invasion of Iraq;The tension created by the American pressure, and the
growing instability in Afghanistan, is patently visible in Is- andall theotherPakistaniswhohavebecomewaryofMushar-

raf’s pro-U.S. policies, will join him to fight the commonlamabad. Afghan President Hamid Karzai, a token Pashtun
backed by the United States and India, had been scheduled to enemy: India.

On the other side of the border, New Delhi, now wallow-be the chief guest at Pakistan’s National Day on March 23.
The trip was called off, supposedly because the security situa- ing inaunidimensionalanti-Muslim foreignpolicy, ismoving

in a comparably dangerous direction. An escalation of tensiontion in Pakistan was highly unstable. But that was only the
offical version. with Pakistan would also provide an opportunity for the

Vajpayee government to brag that it has the determination toThe real story is somewhat different. President Karzai,
besides being identified as pro-India, is strongly disliked by ignore the Yankees and take care of its own business.
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War,Hitler, andCheney
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

los, such as the politicallyThis statement was released on March 25 by the Democratic
Presidential pre-candidate’s political committee, LaRouche pimpish Wolfowitz and

Ashcroft, were spawned,in 2004.
chiefly, by Chicago Univer-
sity and associated circlesThe immediate situation of the United States is summed up

as follows: At this moment, as I had forewarned you in 1999- of a prominent fascist ideo-
logue, the late Professor2000, we are plunging into a world depression comparable

to, but worse than the Herbert Hoover Depression of 1929- Leo Strauss. This Strauss
was a follower of the Carl1933. As I forewarned you in an address broadcast at the

beginning of 2001, new would-be Adolf Hitlers have now Schmitt who crafted the law
under which Hitler becameappeared, this time inside the U.S.A. Those would-be Hitlers

now threaten the whole world with the kinds of wars for which dictator of Germany; so, are
Strauss’s ardent followersthe world later hung Nazi leaders, at Nuremberg: the new

Hitlers from inside the U.S.A. and Blair’s government, who inside the Bush Adminis-
tration today. This fascist,act exactly as Hitler threatened Czechoslovakia in 1938, and

invaded Poland in 1939. Strauss, who created Wolf-
owitz, was imported to the United States from the GermanyThe pivotal feature of that warfare, into which an already

bankrupt United States has just been plunged, is the de facto of Carl Schmitt and Hitler-midwife Hjalmar Schacht, at the
time also, that the later Robert Hutchins-sponsored Straussusurpation of the function of a still-sitting President by Halli-

burton’s Vice-President Cheney, and by a gang of his orga- was already known to be a fanatical follower of the leading
Nazi ideologue Martin Heidegger.nized-crime-linked lackeys polluting not only the Depart-

ments of Defense and State; but also polluting, and virtually However, like the Nazi SS enforcers, lackeys Wolfowitz,
Perle, Bolton, Wurmser, Feith, and so on, are merely expend-castrating elected and other leaders of the nominal opposition,

the Democratic Party. able hoodlums adorned with political motley. To understand
them, you must look to those who created them and putIronically, but not accidentally, the present war-like situa-

tion in the Department of Defense, including the public rug- them into their present positions. You must look to the
London-backed Hjalmar Schachts and von Papens of thechewing exhibitions by Secretary Rumsfeld, reminds today’s

serious historians of the way in which Adolf Hitler, and his modern U.S.A., including the likes of the Conrad Blacks,
the Rupert Murdochs, George Shultz, and the Shultz-alliedRoman Legions-modelled SS, ultimately destroyed that Ger-

man military which would-be Caesar Hitler’s gang feared and forces behind the Halliburton firms’ government and other
connections.hated so intensely.

All too obviously, the leading war-makers inside the Bush The essence of the matter is exactly what I warned you
might happen, in a broadcast address I delivered just beforeAdministration today are mere lackeys, nasty pimps like the

Leporello of Mozart’s famous opera. These real-life Leporel- the inauguration of President George W. Bush. We are in an
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accelerating world depression, while this year’s U.S. Federal and Rumsfeld’s lackeys, the depression-wracked United
States is presently marching down the road toward self-in-deficit already soars in the direction of the $1 trillions mark.

The U.S.A. experienced its “Reichstag Fire” on Sept. 11, flicted Hell, unless the war is stopped about now.
We are, therefore, now trapped in a war for which no2001, and the storm-trooper legions of Vice-President Che-

ney marched forth from those smoking ruins, brandishing foreseeable exit is provided. It is not an “Iraq War”; it is a
virtually endless world war, unless we stop it: unless you,their Mein Kampf doctrine of “preventive nuclear” war. This

is the Nazi-like doctrine which Cheney had adopted in 1991, personally, contribute to stopping it. It is a war already
spreading, as the military forces of Turkey invade northernthen in his capacity of Secretary of Defense. Led by Cheney’s

President George W. Bush, nationally televised ad-Nazi-like Justification dress March 17, 2003:
My fellow citizens. For more than a decade, the UnitedOf AggressiveWar

States and other nations have pursued patient and honor-
able efforts to disarm the Iraqi regime without war. . . .

Chancellor Adolf Hitler to the Reichstag Sept. 1, 1939, The world has engaged in 12 years of diplomacy. We have
explaining why he invaded Poland: passed more than a dozen resolutions in the United Nations

For months we have suffered under the torture of a Security Council. We have sent hundreds of weapons in-
problem which the Versailles Diktat created—a problem spectors to oversee the disarmament of Iraq. Our good
that has deteriorated until it becomes intolerable for us. . . . faith has not been returned. . . . Peaceful efforts to disarm
On my own initiative I have, not once but several times, the Iraqi regime have failed again and again because we
made proposals for the revision of intolerable conditions. are not dealing with peaceful men. . . .
All these proposals, as you know, have been rejected— The danger is clear: using chemical, biological, or one
proposals for the limitation of armaments and, even if nec- day, nuclear weapons, obtained with the help of Iraq, the
essary, disarmament, proposals for the limitation of war- terrorists could fulfill their stated ambitions and kill thou-
making, proposals for the elimination of certain methods sands or hundreds of thousands of innocent people in our
of modern warfare. . . . country or any other. The United States and other nations

For four months I have calmly watched developments, did nothing to deserve or invite this threat. But we will do
although I never ceased to give warnings. In the last few everything to defeat it. Instead of drifting along toward
days I have increased these warnings. . . . tragedy, we will set a course toward safety.

For two whole days, I sat in my government and waited Before the day of horror can come, before it is too late
to see whether it was convenient for the Polish government to act, this danger will be removed. The United States of
to send a plenipotentiary or not. Last night they did not America has the sovereign authority to use force in assur-
send us a plenipotentiary, but instead informed us through ing its own national security. That duty falls to me as Com-
their ambassador that they were still considering whether mander in Chief by the oath I have sworn, by the oath I will
and to what extent they were in a position to go into the keep. . . . America tried to work with the United Nations to
British proposals. . . . address this threat, because we wanted to resolve the issue

Deputies, if the German government and its leader pa- peacefully. In the case of Iraq, the Security Council did act
tiently endured such treatment, Germany would deserve in the early 1990s, under Resolutions 678 and 687, both
only to disappear from the political stage. But I am wrongly still in effect.
judged if my love of peace and my patience are mistaken The United States and our allies are authorized to use
for weakness or even cowardice. . . . force in ridding Iraq of weapons of mass destruction. This

The other European states understand in part our atti- is not a question of authority. It is a question of will. . . .
tude. I should like all to thank Italy, which throughout has Should the enemy strike our country, they would be
supported us, but you will understand for the carrying on attempting to shift our attention with panic and weaken
of this struggle . . . we will carry out this task ourselves. our morale with fear. In this, they would fail. No act of
. . . From now on bombs will be met with bombs. Whoever theirs can alter the course or shake the resolve of this coun-
fights with poison gas will be fought with poison gas. Who- try. We are a peaceful people. Yet we’re not a fragile peo-
ever departs from the rules of humane warfare can only ple. And we will not be intimidated by thugs and killers.
expect that we shall do the same . . . until the safety, secu- If our enemies dare to strike us, they and all who have
rity of the Reich and its rights are secured. aided them will face fearful consequences.
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Iraq, in preparation to deal with a Kurdish campaign to carve
a Kurdish state out of a region including large chunks of
Turkey and Transcaucasia. This is a war of incalculable
implications, being pushed by dangerous, and largely mor- Ashcroft StepsUp
ally demented lunatics, such as Mother Cheney’s
Chicken-hawks. Secret Surveillance

This is a spreading war, which threatens to topple most,
or even all of the existing governments of the Middle East. by Edward Spannaus
As a result of the earlier foolishness of the Bush Administra-
tion policy toward the government of South Korea, President

Giving a recent briefing on U.S. Middle East policy at Wash-Bush’s brainless launching of an absolutely unlawful war
against Iraq, has created the grave possibility of an otherwise ington’s Georgetown University, Edward Peck, the U.S.

Chief of Mission in Iraq in the 1980s, cited President Bush’sunlikely, nuclear-warfare incident between the U.S.A. and
North Korea, with the possibility of a third nuclear-weapons repeated statements that “the terrorists hate us because of our

freedom.” Peck suggested that whoever believes this, shoulddetonation against Japan.
None of this insanity could have happened this way, had strongly support Attorney General John Ashcroft’s policy—

to remove the cause of that hatred by taking away those free-the U.S.A. been given the option of choosing a qualified Presi-
dential candidate for the 2000 elections, instead of being pre- doms. Even without obtaining the draconian new powers be-

ing sought under the planned “Patriot II” legislation (see EIR,sented with no real option but the utterly incompetent, but
bad-tempered patsies Al Gore and George W. Bush. This war Feb. 28 and March 28), Ashcroft is accelerating the use of

secret surveillance powers granted under the anti-terrorismcould not have begun as it did, without the role of Conrad
Black’s Hudson Institute in crafting the campaign to split Patriot Act of 2001, and exercising a broad array of measures

against both immigrants and U.S. citizens.both the Republican and Democratic parties, to elect a “Bull
Moose” ticket of a pair of pro-war fanatics, Senators John
McCain and Joseph Lieberman, in 2004. Whatever wrong the More Surveillance, Less Protection

It was recently disclosed that Ashcroft has dramaticallyunder-qualified President Bush has done, he remains the poor
patsy from whom the pack of Cheney-Rumsfeld lackeys have increased the use of two powers which were expanded under

the first Patriot Act. These are: 1) “national security letters”managed to gain almost anything they wished, so far. How-
ever, this would not have been possible had the Democratic (the equivalent of subpoenas, but without judicial review)

that require businesses to turn over electronic records aboutParty itself not fallen under the top-down control of the same
behind-the-scenes forces which control Dick “Lady finances, telephone calls and e-mail, and other transactions,

and 2) “emergency foreign intelligence warrants” for wire-Macbeth” Cheney.
Already—bad as the present, thuggish National Commit- taps and break-ins. The Justice Deparment and the FBI have

refused to provide data on the extent of their use of thesetee leadership of the Democratic Party is—at this moment,
President George Bush’s chances of re-election are less than powers, and some in Congress are considering legislation to

require the DOJ to provide such information.zero. Karl Rove must face the painful truth: With the outbreak
of this war, Rove’s candidate has just shot his own wad. Additionally, the Justice Department on March 24 lifted

a requirement that the FBI ensure the accuracy of informationTherefore, the more important, remaining question is, will
there actually be a 2004 election conducted under the auspices before adding to the nation’s most comprehensive law-en-

forcement data base, the FBI’s National Crime Informationof the actual U.S. Constitution? If the United States does not
get out of the present war, by such possible means as returning Center. These records are used routinely by state and local

agencies to run checks on a person stopped or detained, orthe Iraq issues to the UNO, the chances for civilization as a
whole quickly become very, very grim. someone simply suspected of an offense. Information in the

NCIC database can make the difference being monitored orAmid all these fearful uncertainties of war, depression,
and threatened Nazi-like forms dictatorship, even here, I can not, or being arrested or released.

The change was made by the Justice Department to theassure you of one thing: If enough of you back my 2004
Democratic Presidential pre-candidacy now, we, together 1974 Privacy Act. “It’s a pretty big job to be accurate and

complete,” Washington lawyer and former intelligencewith even the well-meaning, but cowardly fellows hiding un-
der their Congressional benches, can reform the Democratic agency official Stewart Baker told the Associated Press. “On

the other hand, these are potentially very significant recordsParty organization’s presently corrupt, DLC-dominated,
right-wing leadership. In that case, we have a good chance of . . . and if it’s not accurate and complete, it can mean trouble.”

The above-cited measures obviously can target U.S. citi-getting out of the terrible situation building up now. That is
something any citizen can do. Ask yourself: Do you have the zens just as easily as immigrants. But, as is the usual case

under Ashcroft, immigrants are being targetted for special“guts” to do at least that much?
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police-state measures.
Under the new program of the Immigration and Natural-

ization Service requiring that male visitors from various Is-
lamic and Middle East countries appear at INS offices for
fingerprinting and registration, the INS is preventing lawyers

Attorney Generalfrom accompanying their clients during interviews and inter-
Ashcroft’s constantrogations, even though, under official INS policy, attorneys
increases in police

are allowed to accompany them. When immigrants are sepa- state-modelled
rated from their lawyers and questioned, they have been asked surveillance are
questions such as, “Do you go to a mosque?” and, “Do you both injuring the

U.S. Constitutionknow such-and-such person?”
and Bill of Rights,And, separately, Attorney General John Ashcroft has is-
and rendering the

sued orders allowing the FBI and the U.S. Marshals Service FBI “distracted
to detain foreign nationals, in cases where there is not enough and useless” for
evidence to hold them on criminal charges. Several immigra- law enforcement.
tion lobbying groups are protesting the fact that the FBI was
secretly given such authority, without the Justice Department
either informing Congress or the public. law enforcement in the state, and instead they are a marginal

presence at best,” said U.S. Attorney Thomas DiBiaggio.Ashcroft’s order breaks down the wall which has long
separated Federal law enforcement from immigration offi- This has gone even further with the FBI’s recent campaign

to interview Iraqi immigrants in the United States. Althoughcers. These two functions have traditionally been kept sepa-
rate, in part, so that illegal immigrants could report crimes the program has been under way on a small scale for a couple

of months, the FBI officially launched a drive on March 20 towithout fear of deportation. Many local police have opposed
a DOJ program allowing them to get involved in immigration interview thousands of Iraqi nationals living in the United

States, under the guise of preventing terrorism. Several thou-matters and make immigration arrests, since they believe that
this will make immigrants unwilling to talk to them about sand FBI agents are being shifted from regular duties to help

conduct the questioning, and a command center has been setcrimes or other wrongdoing, for fear that they will be detained
and deported. up at FBI Headquarters in Washington. FBI agents, along

with Immigration and Naturalization Service and U.S. Cus-This is one way in which Ashcroft is undermining law
enforcement—the first line of defense against terrorism— toms officers, have begun arresting Iraqis who are in the coun-

try illegally, or who are in violation of their immigration sta-under the pretext of fighting terrorism.
tus, in line with Ashcroft’s new policy.

Undermining Law Enforcement
The obsessive Ashcroft/FBI emphasis on terrorism is also Who’s the Extremist?

Some experts have also charged that Ashcroft’s heavy-causing the FBI to cut back its investigations of criminal activ-
ity, including drug-trafficking and street violence. For exam- handed enforcement of immigration laws is not only under-

mining law enforcement, but undercutting the war on terror-ple, the number of violent drug cases referred to the U.S.
Attorney by the FBI for prosecution in Washington, D.C., ism, and thus in fact making Americans less secure.

The policies of secret detentions, deportations, and thedropped 41% in FY 2002 from the previous year. In the FBI’s
D.C. field office (which includes Northern Virginia), more Justice Department’s registration requirements for men from

certain Arab and Muslim countries, “have alienated a lot ofthan half of the 300 agents previously assigned to criminal
cases have been transferred to counter-terrorism and counter- these communities, caused a great deal of fear and reinforced

the tendency of immigrant communities to huddle togetherintelligence squads. This is putting additional pressure on
local police to handle major cases previously handled jointly and not trust authorities,” said former CIA counter-intelli-

gence official Vincent Cannistraro, who stressed that thiswith the FBI.
Nationwide, the FBI has reassigned 2,500 of its 11,500 “works against intelligence gathering by law enforcement,

particularly the FBI.”agents to anti-terrorist assignments; it now has 65-75% of its
resources devoted to terrorism and counter-intelligence, as “The idea that you stigmatize whole classes of people and

profile them because you think this is going to prevent thecompared to 40% previously.
On Jan. 9, the U.S. Attorney in Baltimore sent a letter to next terrorist attack, is exactly the wrong way” to go about it,

Cannistraro told the National Catholic Reporter. “The issuethe head of the local FBI office, saying that the FBI “has
become distracted and almost useless” in dealing with crimi- is extremism,” he said, “and John Ashcroft, in this policy of

trying to put in place legal barriers to terrorism in the Unitednal matters, because of trying to figure out how to deal with
terrorism. “The FBI should be the lead agency for Federal States, is an extremist.”
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‘Prince of Darkness’ Richard Perle
Demands ‘Regime Change’ of UN Charter
by William Jones

“Prince of Darkness” Richard Perle, in the week before scan- tary into the legions of a “New Roman Empire.” “What is to
say that a war that might be legitimate, may not be legitimatedals forced him to quit as chairman of the Defense Policy

Board (DPB) on March 27, delivered arrogant speeches lay- if it can’t get the approval of the United Nations?” Perle asked,
at the Defense Forum. “A war that can’t get France to signing out the demands for imperial “perpetual war” across the

globe, which is the actual policy of the chicken-hawks behind on is somehow illegitimate, or a war that cannot assemble a
majority of the Security Council, even though many ofthe Iraq invasion. Perle also called for a new and revised

United Nations Charter which would make U.S./British-dic- them—or maybe even a majority of them—will turn out at
any given moment to be dictatorships. We need to rethinktated “regime changes” into UN policy.

Perle’s resignation, accepted by Secretary of Defense that. And I think this war is going to enable us to rethink that.”
Donald Rumsfeld, is a major blow to the neo-conservative
chicken-hawk faction, but he remains a member of the DPB.‘Today Baghdad, Tomorrow Tehran’

Perle also made it clear, that in making an invasion ofCongressman John Conyers (D-Mich.) said that the resigna-
tiondidnotchangehis insistence that thePentagon investigate Iraq the test-case for the “New Empire” paradigm, the much-

touted weapons of mass destruction were only a pretext. “ForPerle’s numerous conflicts of interest (seeEIR, March 21 and
March 28); Sen. Sander Levin (D-Mich.) and several watch- many months our senior Administration officials were per-

suaded that we had to talk narrowly of ‘weapons of massdog groups continue to insist that Perle leave the DPB advi-
sory body and the government altogether. Lyndon LaRouche destruction.’ because ‘regime change’ was not authorized un-

der the United Nations Charter,” Perle told the DFF. “It’sfirst made this demand as early as 2001; repeated after the
scandalous Saudi-bashing Pentagon briefing, set up by Perle not in the mainstream of diplomatic practice to contemplate,

much less undertake, the changing of regimes. Regimeand delivered by one Laurent Murawiec on July 10; and re-
newed in the March 28EIR, as a flank to stop the war itself. change was something of a taboo. In adopting that rather

narrow view in talking to people the way diplomats talk toOn March, 21, Perle called for revamping defense policy
in accordance with what he and his cohorts see as the new people, I think we failed to communicate to ordinary citizens

throughout the world, whose values are very much like our“imperial” role of the United States in global policy. The
traditional doctrine of containment “makes no sense if what own, and who understand what it means to be tyrannized as

the people of Iraq have been tyrannized. And there wouldis at issue is taking place within national boundaries. The UN
structure doesn’t allow us to deal with the new threats,” he have been lawyers who will say that ‘regime change’ has not

been contemplated under the United Nations Charter. Andtold a meeting of the Defense Forum Foundation (DFF), an
organization that promotes defense issues on Capitol Hill. the answer to that is that we need to revise the United Na-

tions Charter.”“We need to rethink the structures of security for this new
world that we now face. Perhaps we can amend the UN Char- Perle arrived at the DFF event fresh from a Nazi Nuremb-

erg rally over at his home base, the American Enterprise Insti-ter to take account of the threats I talked about, or perhaps we
can dispense with the UN altogether for these purposes and tute. The ghouls of that neo-conservative house of ill repute

had come out, a tad prematurely, to celebrate what they hadfind some new set of security arrangements.” Perle said.
Having launched a colonial-like “force deployment” uti- assumed would be a swift victory for the “Empire.” March

21 was the Friday preceding the ill-starred weekend in whichlizing only a “coalition of the willing,” the cabal around Perle
and Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz was now the “cakewalk” to Baghdad (Perle’s characterization of how

the war would look) suddenly was transformed into a ratherintent on making such arrangements a permanent feature of
the international scene. While officially not a member of the blood-soaked death march. Perle’s partner-in-arms and self-

professed “universal fascist,” Michael Ledeen, got so carriedgovernment, Perle has had direction of the DPB and an office
next to Rumsfeld’s. In addition, an entire gaggle of Perle away at AEI, that he called for an immediate move against

Tehran, after Baghdad. “Iraq is not the war. And the war is aacolytes and co-thinkers has been inserted into key Pentagon
posts, and are intent on transforming the United States mili- regional war; and we cannot be successful in Iraq if we only
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do Iraq alone,” Ledeen ranted. “And I think that the terror
countries bordering Iraq—namely, Iran and Syria—know
that. I think that Saddam’s plan was to disappear into Syria,
as Osama bin Laden disappeared into Iran . . . in the middle
of the Afghan war. I think that the Iranians and the Syrians
fully intend to do everything in their power to destabilize our
efforts in Iraq once the war is over and once we’ re in stable
positions on the ground.”

Scandals Dog Perle
And yet, while the well-laid schemes of the Perle “strate-

gic policy” were being bogged down by greater-than-ex-
pected military resistance from the Iraqi forces, the exposés
of his personal massive conflicts of interest, were exploding.
On March 17, New Yorker magazine had carried an article by
Seymour Hersh exposing Perle’s role in Trireme Partners LP,
which invests in companies involved in defense and home-
land security contracts, and in the windfall-profits area of the
“ reconstruction” of Iraq after the bombing campaign and in-
vasion.

Then on March 20, Stephen Labaton of the New York
Times published an article showing that Perle was also an
advisor to Global Crossing, the bankrupt international fiber-
optics communications giant, which was intent on selling its
assets to Hutchison Whampoa Ltd. For Perle, the deal would
have been extremely lucrative: He would have received
$750,000, of which $600,000 was contingent on his winning
Pentagon approval for the sale. In legal papers filed by Global
Crossing, it was clearly stated that Perle was uniquely quali-
fied to advise the company on the matter, because of his job

Richard Perle has been forced by scandal to quit as head of the
as head of the Defense Policy Board. Perle had told the Wash- Defense Policy Board, but remains a danger to the nation on it.
ington Post that the reference to his position on the Defense The danger was clear from his arrogant recent policy speeches, as

to the American Defense Forum on March 21.Policy Board was put in the affidavit by mistake. Global
Crossing had to pull back its request for the government to
clear the sale, in the face of opposition from the Defense
Department and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Syndi- of different capacities on advisory commissions. They’ re all

obligated to follow the law, and the President is confident thecated columnist Maureen Dowd then attacked, twice in the
same week, in op-eds in the New York Times—“Perle’s Plun- law will be followed.”

But by that time, the smell of scandal had already reachedder Blunder,” on March 23, and “Richard Perle’s Conflict”
on March 24. “To remove the conflict, Mr. Perle will have to the U.S. Congress. Representative Conyers on March 24 had

asked the Pentagon’s Inspector General to probe Perle’s workchoose between the gain and the office,” Dowd wrote. Perle
finally had to withdraw from his Global Crossing advisory as a paid advisor to Global Crossing Ltd. “ I am aware of

several potential conflicts that warrant your immediate re-position on March 27, the same day he resigned as DPB
chairman. view,” Conyers wrote to Inspector General Joseph Schmitz,

pointing in particular to Global Crossing, Trireme, and a thirdFor weeks the White House had avoided questions about
the controversial Defense Policy Board chairman, on the pre- entity, called Autonomy.

Indeed, the week when Perle perhaps thought that hetext that Perle was not part of the Bush Administration. But
when EIR asked again on March 25 about the growing scan- could declare victory for his ill-starred policy, may have been

transformed, by Friday, March 28, into the beginning of thedal, White House Press Secretary Ari Fleischer had to address
the issue, using pretty much the same formulation that Perle end for his miserable career. He can always retire to his farm-

house in the countryside of Provence, France, fattening thehad earlier used to respond to EIR’s questions. “On your ques-
tion about Mr. Perle, the President is confident that all laws geese for his future foie gras. But the extreme danger of a

world war spreading from the Iraq conflagration requires thatwill be followed by all people who are on all commissions,”
Fleischer said. “And there are literally thousands, or tens of Perle’s exit from government be made final and complete,

quickly, and that other chicken-hawks’ heads roll after his.thousands of people . . . who serve the government in a variety
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mission for the 35 cargo ships carrying the 4th’s equipment
to unload, the ships headed towards Kuwait, instead, with the
first expected to arrive on April 1. It will take two to three
weeks before the soldiers of Task Force Iron Horse are readyUtopians’ War Plan
for combat.

The plan now being hastily rewritten was the result of aGoes Awry in Iraq
compromise between Rumsfeld and the chicken-hawks, on
the one side, and the military professionals on the other. Fromby Carl Osgood
the time he took office, Rumsfeld has been the number one
proponent of “military transformation,” which, he apparently

“The base commander’s plan of action must achieve adequate believed, was validated by the war in Afghanistan between
October 2001 and March 2002. On more than one occasion,protection to ensure accomplishment of missions by base ele-

ments with as small a force as necessary, since any drain of he pointed to the scene of U.S. special forces troops, on horse-
back, calling in satellite–guided bombs, dropped by 40-year-time and personnel from operational activities will adversely

affect the accomplishment of their mission.” That sound ad- oldB-52s, asproofof the concepts thathehas beenpromoting.
In contrast, the professional military officers in the Armyvice comes from the U.S. Army’s base defense manual of

1970, and is quoted in its current tactics manual, called FM were calling for a very large ground force, of up to 250,000
troops, if, indeed, there was to be a war in Iraq. U.S. Central3-90. The utopian vision for a U.S. invasion of Iraq, however,

envisioned a rapid advance north across the desert from Ku- Command chief Gen. Tommy Franks was often named in
news reports as the leading voice for such a large groundwait to strike quickly at the heart of the Ba’ath Party regime

in Baghdad, take it out, and “liberate” Iraq. As a result, the force. Army Chief of Staff Gen. Eric Shinseki told the Senate
Armed Services Committee on Feb. 25, that “something oninitial invasion force that drove into Iraq on March20, appears

to have consisted only of about 35,000 troops, made up of the the order of several hundred thousand soldiers” would be
required for an occupation of Iraq. Rumsfeld hit the roof,U.S. Army’s 3rd Infantry Division, the 1st Marine Division,

and the British 7th Armoured Brigade. While the 3rd Infantry saying a couple of days later, “The fact of the matter is the
answer to the question that was posed to him is not knowable.Division was able to quickly drive to within 50 miles of Bag-

hdad, it became apparent that it did so at the risk of long, . . . However, I will say this; what is, I think, reasonably cer-
tain is the idea that it would take several hundred thousandunprotected supply lines that were vulnerable to the guerrilla-

style tactics adopted by various Iraqi stay-behind elements. U.S. forces . . . is far from the mark.” Shinseki, however,
stuck to his guns. In testifying to the House Armed ServicesThis problem became apparent when, on March 23, an Army

supply convoy was ambushed by irregulars, well behind the Committee on March 12, Shinseki stood by the number he
had given a couple of weeks earlier, and when he was asked3rd Division, suffering six soldiers killed and at least five

taken prisoner. Since then, both the Army and the Marines whether the Army had the force structure to carry out such a
commitment, he said, “I have been consistent about describ-have had to devote considerable resources to protecting their

convoy routes, proving the truth of the above quotation. ing the Army as smaller than the mission profiles that it has
carried. That continues to be true today.”The developments of the invasion’s first two weeks led to

much public criticism of Secretary of Defense Donald The result of the battle between the utopian vision of the
chicken-hawks, with emphasis on fast moving, light groundRumsfeld. A number of retired military officers accused him

of charging into war without sufficient ground troops to actu- forces, special operations, and precision-strike air power, and
the professional military officers, was the force that went intoally occupy the country. Retired General Barry McCaffrey,

who commanded the Army’s 24th Mechanized Division in Iraq on March 20—light enough to get to within 50 miles of
Baghdad within three days; heavy enough to dominate directthe 1991 Gulf War, told theWashington Post “In my judg-

ment, there should have been a minimum of two heavy divi- confrontations with Iraqi military formations; but stretched
too thin, over a front of 250 miles, to secure its own rear areasions and an armored cavalry regiment on the ground; that’s

how our doctrine reads.” and its supply convoys.
No one knows, of course, how long Iraq will be able to

hold out against the invasion of its territory, but the fiercenessPlan Was Rotten Compromise
There is much evidence, including from reporters embed- of Iraqi resistance,unexpected tosome,hasgiven rise towarn-

ings from serving and retired military officers, including Mc-ded with the troops in Iraq, that considerable rethinking of the
battle plan is under way. Most obvious is the dispatching of Caffrey, that it could now drag on for months. With Rumsfeld

and the chicken-hawks working to refashion nuclear weaponsthe 4th Infantry Division from Fort Hood, Texas to Kuwait.
The 4th was originally to be the lead element of a 37,000 troop for battlefield employment, it is not to be excluded that the

“logic” of the situation could result in the use of suchtask force, dubbed Task Force Iron Horse, that was to invade
Iraq from Turkey. When the Turkish Parliament refused per- weapons.
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without including grabbing the surplus of the Social Security
trust fund—will be $497 billion in Fiscal 2004, and will still
be over $300 billion in 2013.

The House spending cuts are to pay for the tax cuts andHouse Slash-and-Burn
huge increases in defense spending over the ten-year period.
Among its cuts is $14.6 billion in veterans’ benefits, and an-‘War Budget’ Passed
other $14.2 billion in discretionary spending for veterans’
healthcare programs. The Bush Administration has justby Carl Osgood
started a war that will increase the war veteran population by
a couple of hundred thousand, at least. Both Democrats and

Capitol Hill finally reacted to the reality of the Iraq war on veterans organizations were outraged, to put it mildly. The
legislative directors of AMVETS, Disabled American Veter-March 25, when the Senate voted 51-48 to reduce President

Bush’s proposed tax cut to $350 billion from $726billion. The ans, Paralyzed Veterans of America, and the Veterans of For-
eign Wars, in a letter to Rep. John Spratt (D-S.C.), called thevote, on an amendment to the Fiscal 2004 budget resolution,

came hours after the White House formally presented its $75 cuts “unconscionable.” They said the reductions would come
out of payments to disabled veterans, pensions to poor veter-billion supplemental spending request for the war. Republi-

can Senators Lincoln Chaffee (R.I.), Olympia Snowe (Me.), ans, burial benefits, and G.I. Bill benefits for veterans of the
war in Afghanistan. Rep. Pete Stark (D-Calif.), a senior mem-and George Voinovich (Ohio) joined the Democrats to tip the

balance in favor of the reduction of the tax cut. A few days ber of the Ways and Means Committee, told the House that,
while demanding “support for our troops,” President Bushearlier, the same proposal had been defeated, 62-38, but

Bush’s budget request apparently tipped the balance in favor and his allies in the House “trash the future lives here at home
for our brave servicemen and women, today.”of a reduced tax cut, even from those Democrats who prefer

no tax cut at all. Before the vote, Sen. John Breaux (D-La.), But veterans are not the only targets of the House budget
resolution. According to analyses done by the Center for Bud-one of the co-sponsors of the effort, told the Senate that it was

“not good policy” to enact large tax cuts while embarking on get and Policy Priorities, of the $265 billion to be cut from
mandatory programs, $159 billion would come out of pro-a war the costs of which are still unknown.

The Senate action opposes the House version of the bud- grams that benefit low-income families—Medicaid, the State
Children’s Health Insurance Program, Supplemental Securityget, which passed by a narrow 215-212 vote on March 21.

The House debate got under way during the euphoric early Income, the earned income tax credit, food stamps, the Tem-
porary Assistance for Needy Families, child nutrition, fosterhours of the war, and while the budget plan was labeled a

“wartime budget” by Budget Committee Chairman Jim Nus- care and adoption, and child-care programs and the Social
Services block grant. The entitlements cuts will average aboutsle (R-Iowa), it included no money for the war or its “after-

math.” Even though the plan covers the fiscal year that begins 4% per year for ten years.
The Democrats minced no words when attacking the GOPOct. 1, the ramifications of the military operations that began

on March 19 are likely to last much beyond then. Such reali- budget plan.Rep. MartinFrost (D-Tex.) attacked the Republi-
cans for bringing to the floor “one of the most partisan, divi-ties did not seem to bother Nussle, who crafted a resolution

that preserves the full package of tax cuts Bush has been sive issues of the entire year” just as military operations were
getting under way in Iraq. He called the budget plan “intellec-demanding. Itpurports tobalance thebudgetby2010byslash-

ing deeply all discretionary spending but defense and home- tually dishonest, morally indefensible, and just plain bad for
our economy.” Rep. James Oberstar (D-Minn.), referring toland security, by more than $200 billion. It would cut entitle-

ment programs by $265 billion, all over the next ten years. all the programs under the jurisdiction of the House Transpor-
tation Committee that will have to be cut, told the House,
“This budget shows a callous disregard for the families of theMaking Veterans, Cutting Veterans

Nussle argued that none of these are actually cuts, but victims of Sept. 11, the men and women of the Coast Guard,
railroad retirees, as well as the infrastructure needs of thisrather, reductions in projected spending increases. What Nus-

sle did not do, is relate current spending levels to the needs country.”
The Senate completed work on its resolution on March 26,the budget addresses—needs that are increasing because of

the collapse of the physical economy of the United States. He confirming the vote, a day earlier, to slash the tax-reduction
package in half. That vote was not in response to the war persaid that the third most important issue in the budget, after

homeland security and economic growth, was “fiscal respon- se, but rather a reaction to what it might cost. Because of
the juxtaposition of the supplemental request in between thesibility,” squeezing out fraud, waste, and abuse. He claimed

that one penny of every dollar in the budget could be thus House and the Senate votes, the two chambers have ended up
with widely opposing budget resolutions. How that might besaved. That the budget balancing act contained in the resolu-

tion is a fraud, is shown by the fact that the on-budget deficit— worked out in conference committee remains to be seen.
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Resolution of the issues in the Bankruptcy Court will very
New Evidence probably affect the City’s entire healthcare system. It may

well be that if the documents being sought in this case had
been released by the District of Columbia Government when
they were first prepared in March and April, 2001, at a time
when the Legislative and Executive Branches of the DistrictD.C. General Shutdown
of Columbia Government were weighing the wisdom of
granting Greater Southeast the leading role in running theWas Thoroughly Corrupt
City’s new privatized indigent care system, the citizens of
the District of Columbia would not be in the dire straits theyby Edward Spannaus
now find themselves in.”

New evidence has come to light documenting the criminal‘High Risk Factors’
Although much of the documentation requested by Can-negligence and corruption involved in the privatization of

health services in the District of Columbia two years ago. In ning is still withheld under FOIA exemptions pertaining to
sensitive financial information regarding Greater SoutheastApril 2001, a cabal consisting of theWashington Post, D.C.

Mayor Anthony Williams, and the D.C. Financial Control Community Hospital (GSCH) and its owner DCHC, the sum-
mary sections that have been disclosed are suggestive of theBoard (which dictated the operation of District financial af-

fairs on behalf of Wall Street banks and bondholders) forced shady financial status of both entities.
One summary page pertaining to “Liquidity of GSCH”through the privatization scheme and shutdown of the Dis-

trict’s only public hospital, despite massive public opposition contains the following entries: “Highly leveraged entity” and
“Unaudited financial statements,” two items which shouldand the unanimous rejection of the plan by the elected D.C.

Council. have been red flags signalling the potential for a financial
collapse—of exactly the sort that did happen 20 months later.Even before the deal was done, spokesmen forEIR and

for Lyndon LaRouche warned that the entity being given the Another page entitled “Financial Risk Factors-Doctors
Community Healthcare Corp.” lists the following risk factors:privatization contract, Doctors Community Healthcare Cor-

poration (DCHC), and its financial partner, National Century • No access to Doctors’ financial statements
• Ability to meet debt requirementFinancial Enterprises (NCFE), had been investigated and

sued for fraud and racketeering in a number of jurisdictions. • Ability to fund future capital requirements
• Current run rate is unknownThey had been charged with looting hospitals and healthcare

institutions, after capturing the income-stream of those insti- • Unknown operating cash needs at Doctors
• Unaudited financial statementstutions. (See “Alleged Racketeers in D.C. General Takeover,”

EIR, March 16, 2001.) The complex financial relationship between Greater
Southeast, DCHC, and NCFE was illustrated in a flow chartCouncil member David Catania also published a dossier

on the shabby record of DCHC and National Century at the (see illustration). One relationship not shown in the chart, is
that NCFE also owned 11.5% of the stock of DCHC. NCFE’stime. Catania also demanded, on behalf of the Council, that

the Financial Control Board disclose the results of its “due mode of operation was to lend money against the accounts
receivable of hospitals and healthcare facilities. NCFE thendiligence” financial investigation of DCHC, which was con-

ducted by the accounting firm PriceWaterhouseCoopers. bundled the receivables and marketed them to bondholders
as “asset-backed securities.”Claiming that the information was “confidential,” the Control

Board refused to release anything more than an executive The current estimate, is that only about 30% of the $3.5
billion in bonds issued by NCFE is actually backed by thesummary.

LaRouche associate George Canning then sought the required collateral. Both Federal law enforcement agencies,
and investigators hired by the bondholders, are now tryingdocuments under the D.C. Freedom of Information Act

(FOIA), filing a lawsuit when the District government re- to determine where the money went. “I’ve been involved
with some badly run businesses, some of which we’ve beenfused to release them. On March 5, 2003, Federal District

Judge Gladys Kessler ordered a partial disclosure of the able to recuperate, others which we’ve had to liquidate,”
said David Coles, a restructuring specialist appointed tosecret report. In the course of her ruling, Judge Kessler

stated: “As an initial matter, the Court cannot help noting manage NCFE after its bankruptcy filing, “but I’ve not had
experience with a falsification of information componentthat the financial position of Greater Southeast Community

Hospital, and its relatively new owner, Doctors Community that compares to this.”
Is there any wonder that PriceWaterhouseCooper and theHealthcare Corp., are of extraordinary significance to the

plight of poor people seeking medical care in the District Control Board were faced with “no access to [DCHC] finan-
cial statements,” or that DCHC had only “unaudited financialof Columbia. Both these medical providers are now in bank-

ruptcy, and in active litigation before the Bankruptcy Court. statements”? The criminality of the Control Board and Mayor
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The D.C. General
Shutdown in 2001,
fought by Lyndon
LaRouche’s movement,
set off a spiral of
unnecessary deaths and
degraded healthcare for
lower-income families.
Documents now show
the D.C. Financial
Control Board knew that
the private takeover
hospital and its
corporate owner were
near bankrupt, and part
of a money-chain for the
notorious National
Century Financial
Enterprises (NCFE).

Williams (a major recipient of DCHC campaign contribu- met a number of its obligations under the 2001 contract,
including the requirement that it establish a Level 1 traumations) lies in their covering this up, and then jamming the

contract through, despite their knowledge of DCHC’s shaky center equivalent to that which had existed at D.C. General.
Many dozens of patients died, due to additional time requiredand dubious financial dealings.

It doesn’ t take too much imagination to figure out what for ambulances to transport them to more distant hospitals—
if the ambulance could find one whose Emergency Roomwould have been the public outcry, had this information been

given to the Council and made public. It might have even wasn’ t on by-pass.
Then last June, Greater Southeast was downgraded by thegiven Congress—which has legal oversight and thefinal word

on D.C. financial affairs and governance—the backbone to national organization which accredits hospitals, after inspec-
tions had found numerous health and safety violations. Theoverride the corrupt privatization contract.
downgrading to “conditional status” potentially jeopardized
its ability to collect reimbursements from private HMOs, andThe Road to Disaster

As it was, then-Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle (D- from the Federal Medicare and Medicaid programs.
On Nov. 18, 2002, NCFE filed for bankruptcy, two daysS.D.) initially endorsed the call to save D.C. General, but,

under the corrupt influence of the District’s Congressional after the FBI raided its Ohio offices amidst charges of fraud.
Subsequently, it was disclosed that both the FBI and the Secu-Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton, and her aide Donna Braz-

ile, he withdrew his support. Congress then capitulated to the rities and Exchange Commission were conducting criminal
investigations of National Century. On Nov. 20, DCHC andshutdown of D.C. General—including its top-flight Level 1

Trauma Center and a state-of-the-art microbiology labora- Greater Southeast went into bankruptcy court in Washing-
ton, D.C.tory, which are sorely needed today. (Some of its facilities,

such as its decontamination center, are now being replaced at After Greater Southeast failed at least two inspections
again, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of HealthcareFederal expense.)

The failure to act upon the information known to the Organizations (JCAHO) issued a decision preliminarily de-
nying accreditation to Greater Southeast. If Greater South-Control Board two years ago, has had disastrous conse-

quences for the District of Columbia. The shutdown of D.C. east’s appeal of the JCAHO decision is unsuccessful, it will
be forced to close completely. This will compound the accel-General resulted in the overwhelming of the emergency

rooms of the other hospitals in the District, which had to erating healthcare disaster in the nation’s capital, which was
triggered by the corrupt actions of the Financial Control Boardprovide services to many of the indigent, uninsured patients,

previously served by D.C. General. Greater Southeast never headed by the Federal Reserve Board’s Alice Rivlin.
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Interview: Sen. Eugene McCarthy

Challenging theDemocrats’ ‘War Party’
With a YouthMovement—1967
This interview with former U.S. Sen. Eugene McCarthy was that Gen. Nguyen Khanh, who then led the government in

power, was leading a strongly supported, stable government,conducted by Nina Ogden on March 8, 2003. Senator McCar-
thy served in both the House of Representatives and the Sen- which would be effective for a long time to come. Rusk spoke

to us at about 9 or 10 o’clock at night. When we picked up theate. He challenged the incumbent President of his own party,
President Lyndon Baines Johnson, for the 1968 Democratic morning papers, we got the news that the Khanh government

had been overthrown. Taking into account the time zone dif-Presidential nomination.
ference, the overthrow was happening at just about the time
Rusk was telling us how stable that government was.McCarthy: I went to my doctor

this morning, and was late leaving
hisofficebecausehecouldn’t stop EIR: Those miscalculations sound all too familiar.

McCarthy: The administration was calculating by means oftalking about the war and how
much he can’t stand what Bush is statistics. Secretary of Defense McNamara was experienced

in the statistics of the automobile industry in Detroit, an indus-doing. He said his mother can’t
stop talking about how afraid she try in which the president of one of the Big Three [automak-

ers] could not, by the very nature of the Big Three—at thatis of Bush. He’s about 60, so she
must be about 80. This fear of time—ever fail. His failure to understand the difference be-

tween those statistics and the human reality of the war, movedBush is hitting all generations. No
one wants this war except him and him to one misjudgment after another.

The Johnson Administration, in speeches and rhetoric,Lady Macbeth Cheney and her
husband and their people. began to enlarge the Vietnam War to a war where, as Rusk

said in a 1967 press conference, “Within the next decade or
two, there will be a billion Chinese on the mainland, armedEIR: Lyndon LaRouche has been stressing that the Demo-

cratic National Committee leadership is the war party, but the with nuclear weapons.” Hubert [Vice President Humphrey]
made a speech saying, “The threat to world peace is militantpeople who vote Democratic are against this war.

McCarthy: That’s why I thought during the Vietnam War, aggressive Asian communism, with its headquarters in Pe-
king, China.” In September of 1967, McNamara announcedthat it had to be challenged within the Democratic Party. We

had to take it to the voters in the Democratic primaries. The that the United States would begin deployment of a “Chinese-
oriented” antiballistic-missile system.Democratic Party at that time was primarily responsible for

our involvement in the war. From John Kennedy’s Adminis- We made speeches against these policies. On Oct. 16,
1967, I took my case against this to the floor of the Senate.tration through Lyndon Johnson’s, the number of military

personnel had increased from about 900—who were there at The principal point to be made against Rusk’s press confer-
ence was that the growing debate on Vietnam was not, as hethe end of the Eisenhower Administration—to about 17,000,

who were only supposed to be there as advisors to help bring tried to put it, a debate over procedures for carrying out poli-
cies on which the nation [the United States] was united; but,“democracy” to Vietnam. By 1965, Lyndon Johnson was

escalating it, under the advice of [Dean] Rusk, [Robert] as now, it was a debate of great substance over policies about
which the nation was deeply divided.McNamara, Gen. Maxwell Taylor, Gen. [William] West-

moreland. I had some doubts about the intelligence we were Rusk’s assessment was a continuing application of the
John Foster Dulles strategic theory, and was a new reflectiongetting almost from the beginning, but as the criticism of the

war mounted, Lyndon’s people became more defensive, and of the ancient fear of the “yellow peril.”. . .
I said that the Secretary seemed to accept the Chinesethe language of their defensive response more violent. Our

motives were questioned—they called us “Nervous Nellies.” Communists’ belief in world revolution. It must have been
encouraging to the Chinese propagandists to see the basicBut all of their assessments didn’t add up.

For instance, a critical point came in February 1965, when tenet of their propaganda endorsed by the American Secretary
of State.Secretary of State Rusk advised 25 or 30 of us in the Senate
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Senator McCarthy with
President Lyndon B.
Johnson in the White House
on June 11, 1968.
McCarthy challenged the
sitting President of his own
party in primaries, on the
principled issue of a
disastrous war, and the
nation’s youth rallied
behind him.

We spoke out; we voted against the escalation. In January EIR: This was years into the war, not before it even started,
as we find today.of ’67, fourteen Democratic Senators, including myself,

signed a public letter to the President expressing our general McCarthy: Yes, a hundred million people demonstrating
before a war is even started!agreement with Mike Mansfield, who was the Democrats’

Majority Leader; Aiken, the senior member of the Republican
Party; and Fulbright, the Chairman of the Foreign Relations EIR: When we have been mass distributing LaRouche’s

statements, we find that almost no one supports this war. [Sen.Committee, who had all called for the bombing of North Viet-
nam to be suspended. Joseph] Lieberman’s support for it will bring down Lieber-

man and the Democratic Leadership Council. That’s why
LaRouche’s campaign is challenging the leadership of theEIR: Sen. Edward Kennedy and a total of ten Senators just

sent a letter to President Bush questioning the new doctrine Democratic Party.
McCarthy: Precisely. My decision to run came from myof preventive nuclear war.

McCarthy: Oh those letters! When you’ re reduced to writ- conviction that since two Democratic administrations were
responsible for the war, the only place you could get a trueing letters to the President, you’ re already in bad shape—

the government is breaking down. Why should Senators be test was within the Democratic Party itself, and that meant
challenging the war policy in the primaries. We found, beyondwriting letters saying, “Hello, remember that I am a Senator

and I want you to listen to me about this”? It becomes like a our expectations, that the people were against the war, while
the leadership was for it. We got all our money in individualmember of the gardening club writing to the President of the

United States, “Hello, I am a gardener and must bring to your contributions. Labor, led by George Meany, were against us.
In fact, Meany said he was going to get back at me for whatattention a certain flower.”

There has been, since the time of the Vietnam War, a I did.
virtual stalemate between the Executive branch of the govern-
ment and the Legislative branch. The Executive branch began EIR: The “McCarthy kids” by the thousands made their op-

position to the war known.to ignore the responsibility of members of the Senate to partic-
ipate, as the Constitution intended, in determining the direc- McCarthy: It didn’ t start out that way. We expected student

involvement—Adlai [Stevenson]’s campaigns, in which Ition of foreign policy. It is certainly being ignored now.
The [Johnson] Administration was certainly ignoring the was involved, included student involvement; the students

were very involved; but no one had ever before seen the num-growing distrust from the people of this country and other
countries, including South Vietnam itself; from the UN, bers of students who became involved in our campaign.
through the then-Secretary General U Thant; from the House
of Representatives and the Senate. EIR: How did you expect to campaign?
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A delegation of LaRouche
Youth with party official at the
Pennsylvania State Democratic
Convention on March 14,
2003. The Party leadership’s
collapse into support of
President Bush’s unjustified
war, is a crucial issue.

McCarthy: In the way I had campaigned before. spoke of the difficulty of challenging the Party organization
in New Hampshire, and said that an active campaign on my
part would be necessary to overcome the routine workings ofEIR: You served five terms in the House of Representatives

and two terms in the Senate. the Party machinery. . . .
New Hampshire became a major test of the young peopleMcCarthy: Yes, we’d have some poetry and some intellec-

tual matters and discussion of the traditional Democratic of America. The difference—regarding the student campaign
workers—between this campaign and any other we had expe-Party responsibilities. (In 1957, Congressman Lee Metcalf of

Montana and I decided that it had become necessary for the rienced, was both qualitative and quantitative. The young
people were inspired volunteers who undertook such respon-liberal Democrats in the House to state their position on the

important issues of the time. After a month of periodic meet- sibilities as coordinating the influx of volunteers, dealing with
the press, advance men, etc. There was a general sharing ofings in my office or in Congressman Metcalf’s, we drafted a

program of action which included six vital areas to which 80 responsibility, unrelated to whether someone was an adult or
came from the youth movement.members eventually subscribed. This progam included: civil

rights, education, health, housing, foreign aid, and atomic
policy.) EIR: These are the jobs that are, these days, high-paid pro-

fessional positions. I believe the young people in your cam-I expected, when I announced, on Nov. 30, 1967, that I
would challenge President Lyndon Johnson for the nomina- paign called those highly-paid positions in other campaigns

“ the mercenaries.”tion of the Democratic Party, that the bearing of the war on
traditional Democratic issues would be brought to the voters McCarthy: The sheer numbers of young people who re-

sponded to the campaign was completely unexpected. In thethrough public speeches and some use of radio and TV. We
believed, at first, that with limited funds, we could test the ten days before the election, as many as 2,000 students were

campaigning full time in New Hampshire, with as many aspolitical system in a few states, and test the press, as a means
of informing people and moving them to action. I did not 5,000 joining the effort on weekends. They not only came

from colleges in the East, but from campuses as far away asexpect to campaign in New Hampshire.
We thought we did not have the time to campaign there Wisconsin and California. At a time when you had to be 21

to vote, a good half of them were old enough to vote, andand make all the other plans and preparations for a national
campaign. But when I met about 50 sincere and concerned graduate students put their disciplines to work in ways college

catalogues never described. Busloads of high school studentspeople there, I listened carefully. Nearly everyone at an infor-
mal living room meeting I was invited to, including elected also came to campaign on weekends.
officials and party officials, spoke with deep feeling of their
desire to challenge the President on the issues. They also EIR: So from a couple hundred students when you an-
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nounced in January, you went to over 5,000 students a couple manifestations of protest. I am hopeful that a challenge may
alleviate the sense of political helplessness and restore toof months later?

McCarthy: The results in New Hampshire were very en- many people a belief in the processes of American politics
and American government. On college campuses especially,couraging, both to the students, and also to the many adults

who were never involved in politics before. I won 42% of the but also among other thoughtful adult Americans, it may
counter the growing sense of alienation from politics whichvote in the Democratic primary, and came within 230 votes

of defeating President Johnson. A few weeks later—on March is currently reflected in a tendency to withdraw in either frus-
tration or cynicism, to talk of nonparticipation, and to make31, just a few days before the Wisconsin primary—President

Johnson addressed the nation on television and announced threats of support for a third or fourth party or other irregular
political movements.”that he would not be a candidate for re-election.

In Wisconsin, where some of the land had once been under
the great glaciers, I received 56.2% of the vote in the primary EIR: The numbers of students supporting your campaign

continued to grow.election on April 2.
McCarthy: By the time we got to Indiana we had 10,000.
We had been giving the volunteers $10 a week, but weEIR: You once told me that you ran for President to avoid a

French Revolution. couldn’ t afford it, so we told them we’d have to cut it in half,
to $5 a week. Then we didn’ t have that, for 10,000 volunteers.McCarthy: There was no way for the people to express

their opposition to the war and associated policies within We told them that if they couldn’ t manage they should go
home, but none of them left. In fact they kept pouring in.the framework of our system of government, to make hard

political judgments, and take full responsibilities for those I’m told that Hillary Clinton came down from Wellesley to
campaign for me for a couple of days. Half of our effortjudgments. Before I entered the race, the mood was of protest

and dissent. One example is the changes I saw at the Univer- involved logistics, including buses to transport them, school
gymnasiums and church basements, and many supporters’sity of California in Berkeley, where the mood changed from

mere dissent to, after our campaign began, large numbers homes for them to sleep in. These logistics, while difficult,
consolidated further support and activity from the supportersof students prepared to support and participate in the politi-

cal process. in the various towns and cities who were housing the stu-
dent volunteers.For nearly 20 years, before the test of 1968, I had empha-

sized, especially in talking to students, the need for a revived
sense of vocation in modern society. I had emphasized that EIR: You said that you wanted your campaign to enable the

people of our nation to pass judgment on the Vietnam Waracceptance of professional status carries special responsibilit-
ies and obligations, including the obligation to take risks; and itself and our involvement in it, and upon the role you hoped

the United States would play in coming generations.that we should expect politicians, if the issue is important
enough, to show a similar sense of profession, and to under- McCarthy: I wrote in my book on foreign policy—The Lim-

its of Power, published in 1967, the year before I announcedstand the obligation to take political risks when necessary.
At all times, but especially in 1968, and again, if it is my campaign—“Many of our problems today are the result

of our unwillingness or inability in the past to anticipate whatpossible, especially now, the role of the Presidency must be
one of uniting this nation, not of adding it up or putting it may be the shape of the world 20 years in the future. . . . There

is never a totally painless way to pull back from either unwise,together as a kind of odd-sized jigsaw puzzle. To unify this
nation means to inspire it. We need to develop a sense of ill-advised, or outdated ideas or commitments. But through-

out history, mighty nations have learned the limit of power.character in the nation with common purposes and shared
ideals, and then move on as best we can to achieve limited or There are lessons to be learned from Athens, from Rome,

from 16th-Century Spain.” I also included the lessons fromgreat progress toward establishing a sense of justice.
By virtue of what happened in the first two primaries to colonial England and France.

challenge the Presidency, changes were made in our country.
A public judgment was passed with reference to the war in EIR: France seems to be responding to those lessons now,

and the British Labour Party is teaching Tony Blair a lesson.Vietnam—and not as a separate issue, but as one which had
to be dealt with in the configuration of problems in which McCarthy: Perhaps we should send them the last two sen-

tences in my book.it occurred.

EIR: What did you see among the youth of America outside EIR: It reads, “A nation has prestige according to its merits.
America’s contribution to world civilization must be moreyour campaign?

McCarthy: I said in my statement announcing my intention than a continuous performance demonstration that we can
police the planet.”to enter the Presidential primaries: “There is growing evi-

dence of a deepening moral crisis in America: discontent,
To be continued.frustration, and a disposition to extralegal—if not illegal—
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Editorial

More Chicken-Hawks Must Go

Labour Member of Parliament Tam Dalyell’s March 27 anti-American, having been formerly on the executive
of the British-American parliamentary group, and beingcall for British Prime Minister Tony Blair to resign,

while not the first of “Father of the Commons” Dalyell’s a distant relative of the late President Harry S Truman.
Dalyell’s “fig-leaf” characterization is crucial to thedenunciations of Blair, took on a new importance for

two reasons. second reason his commentary comes at a critical turn-
ing point in the drive to stop the war. It was published onFirst, Dalyell titled his new commentary in the Lon-

don Guardian, “Blair the War Criminal,” airing the the same day the leading neo-conservative, “chicken-
hawk” theoretician of the imperial invasion of Iraq,public charge for the first time, that Prime Minister Blair

has made himself a war criminal by his actions inciting Richard Perle, began to be forced out of government in
the United States.the unprovoked, so-called preventive invasion of Iraq

by the “coalition.” Blair, Dalyell wrote, “should be It is the combination of neo-conservative lunatics
exemplified by “Iraq will be a cakewalk” Perle, andbranded as a war criminal and sent to The Hague. I have

served in the House of Commons, as a Labour member Tony Blair’s attempt to replay Margaret Thatcher’s
“Iron Lady” role in 1991 Desert Storm, that drovefor 41 years, and I would never have dreamed of saying

this about any one of my previous leaders. But Blair is President Bush into this illegal and disastrous war.
The possibility of an immediate and sane “exit strat-a man who has disdain for both the House of Commons

and international law. This is a grave thing to say about egy” from the unjust and bloody invasion—a strategy
for which many nations are searching at the UN andmy leader. But it is far less serious than the results of a

war that could set western Christendom against Islam.” in direct diplomacy—can get its strongest launch by
the departure from government of the chicken-hawksDalyell observes that “the overwhelming majority

of international lawyers” have concluded that this war who pushed the “cakewalk” fantasies and the “wmd”
lies. Let Vice-President “Lady Macbeth” Cheney’s andis “illegal under international law”—the same, we add,

is true of numerous important national leaders, includ- his Mephistophelian staffs’ heads roll with Perle’s; let
Blair be forced to step down; and the war could beingRussian PresidentVladimirPutin, Malaysia’sPrime

Minister Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamed, and Indonesian stopped, as it must be.
MP Dalyell began his commentary by noting thatPresident Megawati Sukarnoputri. This list of law ex-

perts who have branded the war a violation of interna- the Labour Party in his Scottish constituency, has “just
voted to recommend that Tony Blair reconsider his po-tional law includes a partner in Cherie Blair’s Matrix

Chambers law firm, and Elizabeth Wilmhurst, the dep- sition as party leader, because he gave British backing
to a war against Iraq, without clearly expressed supportuty legal advisor to the British Foreign Office, who has

resigned. Dalyell notes that lawyers are already “getting from the UN.” “Reconsider his position” is a procedural
euphemism, in Labour Party politics, for “resign.”phone calls from anxious members of the armed

forces.” He concluded, “Blair and Bush . . . may lose politi-
cal face, but the careers of Bush and Blair are of littleDalyell further charges that Blair has given Presi-

dent Bush and Co. a “fig leaf” for the illegal invasion of consequence compared to environmental mayhem and
military agony.” The analysis is also that of LaRouche:Iraq against great international opposition—which is

all the more terrible, since, if Britain had held firm Blair and Bush must both lose some face; but there is a
way to stop the war and Bush must take it fast. Theagainst the war, this might have had a strong effect on

“U.S. public opinion,” which might “itself have stopped departure of more “imperial” Rasputins from govern-
ments on both sides of the “coalition” is key.the war.” He stresses that he himself is far from being
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